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Historically, the difficulty of obtaining pure cultures of abundant marine 

microbial plankton has an obstacle to reconstructing the underlying 

mechanisms of biogeochemistry in the ocean.  While a number of dominant 

marine species from the ocean surface have been cultured, the dominant 

microbial plankton of the dark ocean proved far more difficult to tame.  

Genomic analyses of single cells emerged as a powerful means to expand 

knowledge of the diverse biochemical potential of these communities.  

Chapter 1 reviews the timeline of events in this field and summarizes current 

research with single-cell genomics and metagenomics within the framework 

of marine microbial ecology.

The defining step in single-cell genomics approaches to environmental 

studies is the physical isolation of wild-type cells from heterogeneous 

microbial populations. In Chapter two I detail the construction and application 

of new instrumentation for optical trapping in conjunction with microfluidic 

devices (optofluidics) that allows for the selection of individual cells for 

genome amplification and sequencing. This approach has unique advantages

for analyses of rare community members, cells with irregular morphologies, 

small quantity samples, and studies that employ advanced optical microscopy

approaches to cell visualization.  



Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) approaches to single-cell 

genomics have reached full development and have been applied effectively to

explore microbial diversity in the deep. In Chapter 3 I explore single amplified 

genomes obtained with FACS approaches, from several single-amplified 

genomes (SAGs) of the SAR202 clade, which has been shown to be 

ubiquitously abundant in the meso- and bathypelagic waters of the open 

ocean.  Prior to this study the metabolism and geochemical role of the 

SAR202 clade was unknown, but their high abundance suggested they 

played an important role in nutrient cycling in the dark ocean.  Due to their 

distinctive vertical profile, early accounts of the SAR202 clade speculated that

they might be major mediators of recalcitrant organic carbon sequestration 

and turnover in the deep ocean, contributing to the  “microbial carbon pump” 

through the conversion of labile carbon forms to more heterogeneous and 

refractory forms that could remain in the deep sea for thousands of years. I 

discovered that SAR202 encodes several families of oxidative enzymes and 

hypothesize that they are involved in the cycling of a major class of refractory 

deep-water marine dissolved organic matter (DOM), known as carboxyl-rich 

alicyclic matter, or CRAM.  

In Chapter 4 I revisit the optofluidic approach and describe its use to 

isolate single-amplified genomes (SAGS) from the marine environment.  

Several of these SAGs were shown to be representatives of groups of 

microbial plankton that are abundant in the ocean but not represented by 

genome sequences. In this chapter we evaluate the performance of this 

technique for single-cell genomics and outline the encoded metabolic features

of three relatively-unstudied groups of marine microbes isolated using this 

technique.

In Chapter 5, I outline potential areas of improvement for the optofluidic

technology described in this thesis and discuss where the future of single-cell 

genomics technology. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Genomics of uncultivated marine microbes – where are we now?
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BACKGROUND

Prior to the advent of 16S rRNA environmental amplicon surveys, biologists had 

little insight into the composition of microbial communities of any ecological system.  The

advent of 16S rRNA amplicon surveys provided unprecedented insight into the diversity 

in microbial communities, which were surprisingly found to consist almost entirely of 

unknown and uncultured organisms (Giovannoni et al., 1990; Olsen et al., 1986; Rappé 

and Giovannoni, 2003; Ward et al., 1990).  Marine systems have historically provided the

backdrop for the development of many new techniques in the field of microbial ecology, 

and therefore in this review I'll focus on the history of these technologies, their 

applications to marine systems, and the current status of work in the field. 

Prior to molecular assays coming into vogue, culturing surveys had provided 

evidence that marine systems were dominated by a number of Gammaproteobacterial 

species able to thrive on rich media, but the idea eventually began to emerge that the 

media on which cells were grown very likely had a selective effect on what was cultured. 

The term  “the great plate count anomaly” was used to refer to the observation that there

appeared to be far more active microbial cells in marine systems than could be cultured 

using conventional means (Staley and Konopka, 1985).  This realization drove the 

development of new technologies for characterizing microbial systems. Beginning with 

the initial 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) study that documented the diversity of 

bacterioplankton in the Sargasso sea (Giovannoni et al., 1990), 16S rRNA surveys 

revealed that marine ecosystems were comprised of a variety of species from nearly 

every group in the prokaryotic tree of life, dominated by a  variety of Alpha, Gamma and 

Delta-proteobacteria, Actinobacteria, and Chloroflexi, as well as several dominant 

groups of Archaea (Britschgi and Giovannoni, 1991; Fuhrman, 1992; Giovannoni et al., 

1990, 1996; Gordon and Giovannoni, 1996; Rappé et al., 1999; Schleper et al., 1997; 

Wright et al., 1997).  Despite these newfound insights, most of these groups remained 

difficult to culture, although a number were cultivated through painstaking culturing 

methods (Pumphrey, Ranchou-Peyruse, and Spain 2011; Cho and Giovannoni 2004; 

Könneke et al. 2005). The majority of microbial plankton groups remain unable to be 

cultivated today (Rappé and Giovannoni, 2003).  While this research effectively 

described microbial diversity in marine systems, there remained very little information 
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about what each of these species was individually contributing to the biogeochemistry of 

the environment.

A FIELD TRANSFORMED BY TECHNOLOGY

Metagenomics. With the advent of metagenomics, a fragmented picture of 

specific processes began to arise from investigations of molecular microbial ecology.  

The same molecular sequencing methods that created the initial insights into the 

microbial diversity of the marine environment were extended to global environmental 

DNA, allowing a more complete, albeit fragmented picture of microbial processes in the 

ocean.  Early metagenomic projects unleashed a flood of genomic information; the 2004 

shotgun sequencing of the Sargasso Sea, and the following Global Ocean Sampling 

expedition (Venter et al., 2004; Yooseph et al., 2007) approximately doubled the number 

of unique prokaryotic protein sequences that had been sequenced to date.  

Subsequently, this was quickly followed by an unprecedented monumental rise in the 

number of potential protein-coding sequences. 

The flood of metagenomic data was not without caveats.  Environmental shotgun

sequencing initially relied on the cloning and sequencing of large fragments of 

environmental DNA from 1000-40,000 bp in length, and, although that was often enough 

to reveal the potential for previously undiscovered processes in biological systems, due 

to its fragmented nature, scientists analyzing this data  were limited in in their ability to 

universally link gene discoveries to the biochemical pathways of specific groups of 

bacteria. Many of the new genes had low similarity to proteins with known functions 

(Yooseph et al., 2007), further confounding attempts to resolve complex marine microbial

processes.  Additionally, it appeared that efforts to extract complete or nearly complete 

genomes from metagenomic data were largely hindered by the extreme diversity of 

system, and, while not without promise, complete metagenomic assemblies of even the 

most dominant clades of bacteria in these systems were outside the technological and 

budgetary restrictions of the day (Venter et al., 2004).

Multiple displacement amplification. Concurrent with the rise in metagenomic 

shotgun sequencing, there was an acceleration in molecular biotechnology that would 

further transform the field.  The high processivity, displacement ability, and isothermal 
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activity of the Bacillus subtilis Phi29 phage polymerase had been documented since the 

late 1980's (Blanco et al., 1989), but in 2001 Frank Dean, Roger Lasken and colleagues 

(Dean et al., 2001), pioneered multiple displacement amplification (MDA), harnessing 

the aforementioned properties of the enzyme and combining them with random priming 

to  produce high-quality phage and plasmid DNA suitable for sequencing. The technique 

was further refined to be used with both single human (Dean, 2002) and bacterial 

(Raghunathan et al., 2005) cells, for which the amplification product was later shown to 

be of high quality and could be used as template for whole-genome shotgun sequencing 

(Lasken, 2007; Zhang et al., 2006).    

THE RISE OF SINGLE-CELL GENOMICS (SCG)

The application of the MDA reaction to provide insights into the coding potential 

of wild uncultured prokaryotic cells first appeared in 2006 and 2007.  The Lasken group, 

using a micromanipulator (Kvist et al., 2006) for cell isolation, produced insightful results 

from genomic material of an uncultivated Crenarchaeal species (Kvist et al., 2006).  

Shortly thereafter, the laboratory of Stephen Quake at Stanford University successfully 

utilized a microfluidic approach for both the isolation and amplification of a novel TM7 

(Marcy et al., 2007a) bacterial phyla.  As time went on, the application of new 

technologies to the marine environment proved to be a driving force in the field of 

microbial ecology. Early SCG attempts at Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences using 

fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) began to yield insights into the specific 

metabolic genes contained in single cells or small populations of common marine 

bacteria (Stepanauskas and Sieracki, 2007).  These pioneering studies by Bigelow Labs 

succeeded in associating functional genes with phylogenetic markers (eg. 16S rRNA 

genes) of common marine taxa.  Several years later, isolation of cells using the FACS 

technique would provide near-complete assemblies of both marine Flavobacteria and 

Prochlorococcus cells (Rodrigue et al., 2009; Woyke et al., 2009), and would slowly 

emerge over the following years as the dominant method for isolating single-cells for 

single-cell genomics (SCG).

HISTORICAL SHORTCOMINGS
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Single-cell genomics emerged as a powerful method that continues to exert an 

influence on the field, but it is not without limitations.  Some of the significant 

shortcomings of SSG are associated with the MDA reaction itself.  While today FACS 

approaches to cell isolation appear to be the norm in single-cell genomics, especially 

with respect to marine microbiology, different methodologies may confer unique 

advantages to particular questions, or begin to address the shortcomings of the MDA 

reaction as an amplification strategy. 

Bias. The most pronounced shortcoming of MDA technology is the randomly 

distributed bias in amplification, thought to be the combined result of the randomness of 

initial priming confounded further by the lowered likelihood of priming and extension 

across DNA strand breakpoints. Such bias results in randomly distributed spikes in 

coverage across the genome, and can often lead to highly fragmented assemblies.  

Microfluidic approaches (Marcy et al., 2007b) and alternative amplification technologies, 

such as the multiple-annealing and looping based amplification cycling (MALBAC)  

(Zong et al., 2012) have attempted to address these issues. 

Chimeric sequences. Chimeric sequences are an additional problem.  The 

nature of the MDA reaction lends itself to displacement and sometimes re-annealing and

extension of strands on multiple templates, resulting in chimeric sequences. While 

chimeric sequences can easily be recognized and removed in the presence of a 

reference genome (Malmstrom et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2006), such chimeras present 

problems in de novo assembly.  

Lysis. Finally, there is the practical consideration that any theoretical single-cell 

whole-genome amplification (WGA) contains exactly one template molecule and any 

degradation of that substrate prior to amplification will entirely destroy the ability to 

sequence that portion of the molecule. Since lysis conditions often use caustic solutions,

WGA reactions are a balancing act to both achieving efficient lysis and avoid degrading 

the template DNA.  Additionally, due to the single template in these reactions, the 

entirety of the lysis reaction needs to be included in the amplification reaction, precluding

the use of lysis protocols that use common detergents, such as SDS, or chaotrophic 

salts, such as guanidine-HCL, both of which inhibit the activity of the Phi29 polymerase.  

Cold KOH at concentrations of 400-500 mM with 100 mM DTT, quickly neutralized with 
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acidified Tris-HCL or large amounts of reaction buffer, seems to be the lysis and 

denaturation condition of choice for single-cell genomics, but this is not universally 

effective with a variety of individual cell types, and probably is not harsh enough to lyse 

cells with robust cell walls. Also, this approach exposes the DNA templates of cells with 

thin cell walls or soluble membranes to mildly oxidizing conditions.  

THE ADVENT OF NEXT-GENERATION SEQUENCING

Single-cell genomics, as with many fields, got boost from next-generation 

sequencing technologies, beginning with the Roche 454 sequencer which produced 

reads of shorter (250 – 500 bp), but comparable length to Sanger sequencing methods 

used in the first large-scale metagenomics studies, but with far less cost and manpower. 

The Solexa/Illumina and SOLiD platforms arrived shortly after, and initially produced 

much shorter reads of ~35 bp but in such massive numbers as to make up the difference

in coverage.  Today, the sequencing platform of choice for these types of reactions is 

Illumina sequencing (whose read length now extends up to 300bp) surpassing most 

other current forms of sequencing in both quality and coverage.  

New assemblers for single-cell genomics. Due to the difficulties with genome 

assembly as a result of bias, assemblers specifically optimized for the assembly of SAG 

data began to emerge.  The use of  next-generation sequencing methods initially led to 

widespread adoption of DeBrujin graph assemblers for all types of assembly (Chaisson 

and Pevzner, 2008; Chaisson et al., 2004; Zerbino and Birney, 2008).  These 

assemblers handled the massive amount of coverage from short-read sequencing far 

better than the overlap-consensus assemblers commonly used at the time, but had 

previously been eschewed due to their need for extremely accurate reads in order to 

function.  To avoid highly fragmented genomes resulting from differential coverage bias 

in single amplified genome (SAG) data, iterative coverage-dependent versions of these 

graph assemblers were optimized specifically for the assembly of SAG data, allowing for

improved assemblies (Badger et al., 2011; Bankevich et al., 2012). 

 These assemblers were of huge ancillary benefit to the field of metagenomics, 

as the process of iterative, coverage-dependent assembly lent itself well to the assembly

of metagenomic data from high-coverage/short-read datasets of environmental samples 
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containing multiple species with varying levels of abundance (Peng et al., 2012).  

Whereas prior to this, the assembly of near complete genomes from metagenomic data 

had previously been technologically difficult and often monetarily impossible, assembly 

of near-complete genomes from metagenomic data could now be considered almost 

routine, although still not easy.  As time has marched on, these assembly methods have 

been joined with a variety of other computational techniques, and the assembly of 

environmental metagenomic data in recent years has drastically altered our view of the 

tree of life (Brown et al., 2015; Hug et al., 2016).

EARLY SUCCESS AND COMPETING TECHNOLOGIES

Early successes and FACS. Over time, single-cell genomics approaches 

utilizing a variety of technologies, with FACS being the dominant approach, have yielded

invaluable insights into the dynamics of the marine environment.  In 2007, the first 

successful study to produce SAG-like data from the marine environment appeared, 

when the genome of an uncultivated sulfur-oxidizing Beggiatoa was amplified and 

assembled from a single filaments of cells.  The genome confirmed genes involved in 

sulfur oxidation as well as revealed the potential for previously unknown pathways. 

These included coding sequences for a variety of genes thought to be involved in 

polyketide as well as non-ribosomal peptide biosynthesis (Mußmann et al., 2007). This 

was followed shortly after by the first true single-cell, full-genome analysis from the 

marine environment, revealing the genome of a novel Flavobacteria clade sequenced 

from a WGA product obtained by a combination of fluorescence-activated cytometric 

sorting (FACs) and MDA (Woyke et al., 2009).  Deep sequencing recovered almost 

complete genomes (91% and 78% ) from two marine flavobacterial SAG assemblies, 

which when compared to metagenomic data, were shown to be far more representative 

of widespread groups of surface Flavobacteria than any currently cultured representative

from the marine environment.  Examination of the genes contained in these SAGs 

revealed potential abilities for phototrophy, as well as insights into phosphate, organic 

nitrogen, and hydrogen metabolism, as well as appearing to indicate an inability to 

assimilate inorganic sulfur and nitrogen. 

The promise of microfluidics. Optical isolation and microfluidic approaches 
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have produced success stories with novel bacterial communities as well as in the field of

human health, one example being a laser-capture micro-dissection approach that 

allowed for the tracing of a cancer lineage within a single tumor (Frumkin et al., 2008). 

These optofluidics approaches frequently employ optical trapping techniques for cell 

isolation (Ashkin and Gordon, 1983; Ashkin et al., 1987). In microbial ecology, combined 

microscopy and microfluidic (optofluidic) technology based on the early successful 

microfluidic technologies for single-cell genomics developed in the Quake lab have 

continued to produce results. Several abundant novel clades of environmental bacteria 

were amplified through this approach, yielding insights into metabolism of these 

organisms.  The nanoliter-scale of reaction volumes used in the microfluidic technology 

had the added effect of mitigating problems with bias in the MDA reaction (Marcy et al., 

2007b).  

Among the SAG sequence studied using this approach were members of the 

uncultured OP11 and OP9 clades of bacteria (Dodsworth et al., 2013; Youssef et al., 

2011) as well as a novel species of marine group I ammonia-oxidizing Thaumarchaea, 

Nitrosoarchaeum limnia.  The isolation of a single-amplified genome from this group, 

was a valuable addition to our knowledge of marine nitrogen cycling, as the only cultured

member of this group at the time had been isolated from an aquarium filter (Könneke et 

al., 2005) and its environmental relevance had not been entirely determined. Analysis of 

the Nitrosoarchaeum limnia genome revealed a number of characteristics specific to its 

estuarine habitat, most notably, the presence of a number of osmotic shock proteins, as 

well as a number of proteins associated with flagellar assembly and chemotaxis (Blainey

et al., 2011).  

 The success of optofluidics occurred at a time when high throughput in SCGS 

was being achieved with FACS methods, thus the latter approach has been dominant.  

Nonetheless, optofluidics has many favorable properties, for example lower 

contamination, lower reagent costs, and more even coverage, as well as providing visual

identification of each cell and the ability to retrieve genes from very rare cells or small 

samples.  

Chapter 2 outlines the assembly of an optofluidic single-cell isolation and whole-

genome amplification workstation at Oregon State University and the methodology 
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specific to this workstation.  This is the first complete description of this optofluidic 

approach to single-cell genomics in the published literature (Landry et al., 2013).  

Despite the successes garnered by the optofluidic approach, gradual acceptance that 

single-cell genomics was unlikely to consistently yield near-complete genomes lead to 

realization in the field that the high-throughput of the FACs/flow-cytometry method 

previously mentioned was a huge advantage, particularly in the marine environment, 

where hundreds to thousands of cells could be easily isolated directly from seawater 

with little to no sample preparation.  There have been a series of high-level publications 

produced using this technique.  

MAJOR DISCOVERIES

Following the realization that tailored culturing approaches needed to be 

developed for the cultivation of most marine microbes, a healthy degree of success has 

been shown in the isolation of type strains for a number of prevalent surface organisms 

including the SAR11 (Rappé et al., 2002), SAR116 (Oh et al., 2010), dominant 

Roseobacter strains (Gonzalez, 2003) and oligotrophic marine gammaproteobacteria 

(Cho and Giovannoni, 2004) as well as in the isolation of some strains with almost 

laughably specific growth requirements (Nichols et al., 2008).  The same level of 

success has not been seen with the dominant strains in the deep ocean, and our 

knowledge of the metabolic processes dictating the lifestyle of these microbes remains 

incomplete.  With respect to the meso-and bathypelagic zones of the deep ocean, 

single- cell genomics has provided the means to address what the processes encoded 

by these cells are, and why they may not be able to be easily cultured.  

Chemolithotrophy abounds in the deep ocean. In 2011, Bigelow laboratory for

marine science published a series of SAGs from the extremely abundant SAR324 clade 

of mesopelagic Deltaproteobacteria as well as from the Arctic96BD-19 clade of 

Gammaproteobacteria were able to link carbon fixation genes and abilities to SAG 

sequences containing a number of genes involved in sulfur oxidation, suggesting that 

bacterial sulfur-oxidation-based chemolithotrophy was likely to be a key contributor to 

the global carbon cycle in the deep ocean (Swan et al., 2011).  This knowledge later 

aided in the cultivation of the SUP-05/arctic96BD-19 group of sulfur-oxidizing 
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Gammaproteobacteria (Marshall and Morris, 2013).  

The scientific body of knowledge concerning iron oxidation, another less-

explored form of chemolithotrophy in marine environments, has also benefited from 

single-cell analyses.  Novel SAG sequences from a number of Zetaproteobacteria 

spanning a wide phylogenetic range contained a number of genes indicitive of 

chemolithotrophic metabolism, with potentially novel genes for iron oxidation identified 

(Field et al., 2014).  This information was subsequently used to isolate a previously 

uncultured isolate of Zetaproteobacteria.  

Single-cell genomics has additionally provided a means of exploring better 

understood forms of chemolithotrophy in the deep ocean namely ammonia oxidation.  

There have been a number of studies focused on the coding potential of marine 

ammonia-oxidizing Thaumarchea for which genomic information was at least partially 

discerned through SAG sequences.  In one study, DNA photolyase genes were found in 

epipelagic Thaumarcheaeota assemblies,  but absent from deeper SAGs, indicating that 

the predominantly deep-water distribution of ammonia-oxidizing archaea may at least be

partially due to light sensitivity (Luo et al., 2013).  In 2014 SAGs of several marine 

ammonia-oxidizing archaea  were analyzed, revealing conserved nirK genes potentially 

involved in denitrification, indicating that Thaumarchaea may play a role in the 

production of nitrous oxide in the ocean (Swan et al., 2014).  A study of deep-sea brine 

pool interface communities showed that these communities were dominated by 

ammonia-oxidizing archaea, a composition that may be driven by low oxygen content, 

and outlined probable niche differentiation of a high-saline ecotype of ammonia-oxidizing

Thaumarchaeota specific to these brine pools (Ngugi et al., 2015).

Chemoheterotrophic transformation of DOM in the deep ocean.  With 

respect to chemoheterotrophy, single-cell genomics has also proved extremely 

informative, particularly with respect to the degradation of deep-water dissolved organic 

matter (DOM).  A number of peptidases were found in single-amplified genomes of 

dominant marine Archaeal lineages, indicating their role in degrading detrital proteins in 

sediments (Lloyd et al., 2013).   In Chapter 3 we describe the use of FACS-based single 

cell genomics to isolate, amplify and characterize genomes of the numerically abundant 

SAR202 clade marine Chloroflexi.  In Chapter 3, we describe a possible scenario for the 
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degradation of a humic-acid like component of deep-water dissolved organic carbon 

through the use of a number of paralagous protein families encoded by these genomes. 

Single-cell viromics. The ability to sequence single cells has also benefited the 

field of environmental virology by resolving  host-virus interactions in infected cells of 

uncultured but numerically abundant marine bacterial lineages (Martínez-García et al., 

2014; Roux et al., 2014).  These studies outlined the potential contribution of large, 

virally-encoded DNA cassettes to global biochemical sulfur and carbon cycles (Roux et 

al., 2014) as well as outlined a generalizable approach for targeted viral genomics of 

uncultured bacterial hosts (Martínez-García et al., 2014).  Additional studies of marine 

phage using SCG as a tool yielded the first assembled phage genomes for a number of 

extremely common marine organisms, including the SAR86 and Marinimicrobia 

(SAR406/Marine Group A) clades (Labonté et al., 2015).  

Microbial evolution.  Single-cell genomics has implications for microbial 

evolution in the marine environment as well.  A number of marine SAGs outlined 

prominent features of most of the dominant surface lineages of uncultured 

bacterioplankton and revealed a level of genome streamlining in wild-type lineages that 

was often not observed in cultured representatives of these groups (Swan et al., 

2013).Other studies confirmed high levels of genome streamlining in wild-type 

Roseobacter and suggested a possible novel drift mechanism for the lower GC found 

within these genomes.  Studies examining single-amplified genomes of deep-sea SAR11

cells revealed much larger genomes than their surface counterparts, increases in 

intergenic spacer region sizes, and a number of genes involved in carbohydrate 

metabolism (Thrash et al., 2014).  Such features are consistent with  a lowered levels of 

genome streamlining and  indicate a distinctly different deep-water ecoptype with 

comparison to surface clades (Ni, 2016).   An especially interesting study examining the 

SAGs derived from ~100 Prochlorococcus cells identified unique features  in the 

genome of nearly every cell, while simultaneously revealing a number of conserved core

features closely aligned with phylogenetic clade structure, indicating that for wild-type 

bacteria, species are likely represented by number of co-existing genotypes that exist in 

constant flux with each other (Kashtan et al., 2014).

Abundant unexplored taxa.  While the high-throughput FACS approach has 
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yielded single-amplified genomes from most of the well studied and numerically 

dominant clades of uncultured (or in some cases, previously uncultured) marine 

bacteria, little focus has been given to novel or unexplored groups of bacteria. It seems 

that given the difficulty of obtaining single-amplified genomes and the possibility of 

selective biases for specific cell types due to complications in the lysis or amplification 

reactions, amplicon sequencing may provide a better means of identifying novel clades 

of numerically abundant prokaryotes.  In chapter 3 we describe some results from the 

workstation assembled in Chapter 1 and briefly discuss the genomic features of several 

unexplored clades of marine bacteria whose numerical prevalence and environmental 

contributions were largely unknown until revealed through large-scale amplicon 

sequencing (Giovannoni and Vergin, 2012; Vergin, 2015; Vergin et al., 2013).    

A SHIFTING FOCUS

The focus of single-cell genomics as a field is shifting.  Given the overwhelming 

successes using a FACS/flow cytometric approach to single-cell genomics, it appears 

that the throughput of the technique likely makes it the best-suited approach for 

acquiring genomes from microbial communities through random sampling.  However, 

due to improved metagenomic assembly techniques (in part, enabled by SCG) using 

methods such as self-organizing maps, differential coverage partitioning and 

“eigengenome” assembly, it is becoming easier and easier to obtain accurate 

assemblies of uncultivated major groups of environmental microbes from metagenomic 

data (Albertsen et al., 2013; Brown et al., 2015; Cleary et al., 2015; Dick et al., 2009; 

Wrighton et al., 2012).  

It is becoming apparent that the real advantage of single-cell genomics may be in

comparative studies of populations of a single species or related species of bacteria 

within a single or controlled sample, detailing the fine heterogeneity of seemingly uniform

populations, such as in the previously mentioned study of wild-type Prochlorococcus 

(Kashtan et al., 2014).  As such, the field of single-cell genomics can be expected to at 

least partially change focus from the exploration of uncultivated clades of bacteria to 

targeted studies of specific groups or controlled samples of bacteria.  Given the added 

advantages of  less needed manpower, easy integration with microscopic approaches, 
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lowered reagent costs, as well as  lowered contamination and less biased coverage  

(Marcy et al., 2007b), future studies should consider the use of optofluidics for targeted 

single-cell genomics in situations where microscopy provides a distinct advantage, or 

where  an interesting population of cells can be selected or isolated beforehand. 

It appears that the only real disadvantage of a microfluidic or optofluidic approach

to single cell genomics is the much lower throughput, where the number of attempted 

reactions is limited to the number of reaction chambers that can be fit into a single 

microfluidic device. This can be contrasted with the throughput of FACS-based 

approaches, where thousands of macroscale reactions can be attempted in a single day.

At the given time, this throughput is a distinct advantage of FACS, and used with random

sorting, essentially provides a viable “shoot first and ask questions later” methodology, 

allowing the user to pick and choose groups of successful reactions containing genetic 

material of organisms of interest after the fact. As people move to more targeted 

questions where single-cell genomics may provide a distinct advantage, this will almost 

certainly change.  Microfluidic approaches for single-cell analysis are becoming 

increasingly more high throughput, as well as commercially available (eg. Fluidigm, 

www.fluidigm.com). 

The recent interest in computer vision and machine learning techniques would 

stand to be of particular use in an integrated optofluidic approach.   Computer vision 

techniques for the automated identification of a number of algae (Jalba et al., 2005; Xu 

et al., 2010; Yao et al., 2007), as well as bacteria with specific morphologies (Hiremath 

and Bannigidad, 2012) have already been developed and further development of 

automated selection techniques for bacteria or other micororganisms of interest could 

fully automate cell selection and micro- or optofluidic cell selection.  Automation would 

provide a means of integrating single-cell analyses into the local workflows of existing 

labs without the necessity of constructing, developing, and maintaining a dedicated 

facility to provide these services. As such, opto- and microfluidic technology for single-

cell genomics merits further development, but has significant hurdles to overcome in 

throughput and consistency before it can be expected to displace FACS-based 

approaches.  
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LOCAL APPLICATIONS

In the following Chapters, I will demonstrate the use of both optofluidic and 

FACS-based approaches to gain useful insights into the potential roles of several highly-

abundant marine organisms .  In Chapter 2, I describe the implementation of nascent 

optifluidic technologies here at Oregon State University.  In Chapter 3, I discuss the use 

of a FACS-based approach to reconstruct a plausible metabolism for members of the 

deep-sea Chloroflexi clade SAR202.  In Chapter 4, I present the genomes of a number 

of marine organisms isolated through an optofluidic approach, and review in higher 

detail, the genomes of several very abundant and unexplored clades of marine bacteria 

isolated from the mesopelagic, attempting to assess their role in the water column with 

respect to space and time.  Chapter 5 discusses the successes as well as the limitations

of single-cell genomics technologies and recommends specific experiments and 

modifications to improve the success of the optofluidic approach.
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Figure 1.1 Timeline of events leading up to and surrounding the development of single-cell and metagenomics technologies
for the characterization of uncultivated marine microbes.   This figure is a summary of selected milestones in physics, molecular 
biology, and environmental microbiology leading up to the rise in single-cell genomics as a popular technique for isolating genomes 
from uncultivated environmental microorganisms.  2010 is marked as the year that the implementation of single-cell genomics 
technologies began at OSU.  
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ABSTRACT

Genetic analysis of single cells is emerging as a powerful approach for studies of

heterogeneous cell populations. Indeed, the notion of homogeneous cell populations is 

receding as approaches to resolve genetic and phenotypic variation between single cells

are applied throughout the life sciences. A key step in single cell genomic analysis today 

is the physical isolation of individual cells from heterogeneous populations, particularly 

microbial populations, which often exhibit high diversity. Here we detail the construction 

and use of instrumentation for optical trapping inside microfluidic devices to select 

individual cells for analysis by methods including nucleic acid sequencing. This approach

has unique advantages for analyses of rare community members, cells with irregular 

morphologies, small quantity samples, and studies that employ advanced optical 

microscopy. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The ability to amplify very small amounts of DNA, even single molecules, has 

been a reality for more than a decade (Dean, 2002; Dean et al., 2001; Sykes et al., 

1992; Vogelstein and Kinzler, 1999). This approach was eventually applied to individual 

microbial genomes (Kvist et al., 2006) and ultimately coupled with high throughput 

sequencing technologies to analyze genomes of both laboratory cultured organisms 

(Zhang et al., 2006) and uncultured environmental microbes (Marcy et al., 2007a). From 

this early work, single-cell whole genome sequencing (SC-WGS) expanded from proof-

of concept to an established and popular technique that is applied widely in biology to 

supplement culture-based isolation/genomic approaches (Figure 1). SC-WGS has been 

used extensively to access the genomes of yet-uncultivated organisms in environmental 

microbiology (Blainey et al., 2011; Malmstrom et al., 2012; Marcy et al., 2007a; Swan et 

al., 2011; Woyke et al., 2009; Youssef et al., 2011), and problems in medicine, for 

example studies of pathogens and components of the human microbiome (Marcy et al., 

2007a; Pamp et al., 2012).  Applications of single cell genomics to human genetics are 

also becoming more widespread (Fan et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2012; Zong et al., 2012) 

and single cell genetics has also been used for lineage analysis (Frumkin et al., 2008). 

While nearly all SAGs have been produced using the multiple displacement amplification

(MDA) chemistry, a variety of different approaches to isolating cells for SC-WGS have 

been implemented with success (Blainey, 2013). 

Molecular techniques have assumed an increasingly important role in microbial 

ecology in recent decades, beginning with the application of gene sequencing to 

environmental DNA (Olsen et al., 1986). Subsequently, it became clear that many 

species prevalent in the environment have no known relatives in culture (Rappé and 

Giovannoni, 2003). This presented the grand challenge of identifying the role of these 

unknown taxa in the environment, a task that remains unfinished today. With the rise of 

metagenomics, the extent of gene diversity became known for many environments 

(Venter et al., 2004). However, evolution acts on assemblages of genes, and the 

reconstruction of genomes, and thus the metabolism of cells, was hampered by the 

difficulty of assembling genomes from any but lower-complexity microbial systems 

(Tyson et al., 2004; Wrighton et al., 2012). 

In recent years single amplified genomes (SAGs) have provided valuable 

genomic information for dominant uncultured microorganisms (Dupont et al., 2011). In 
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one example, SC-WGS revealed that the abundant SAR324 group of marine 

deltaproteobacteria may couple carbon fixation to sulfur oxidation, a prediction that was 

consistent with subsequent labeling of cells with radioisotope tracers (Swan et al., 2011).

This information has important implications for the global ocean sulfur and carbon 

cycles.  It is expected that similar advances in many under-explored environments will 

result from wider application of SC-WGS.  Genome sequences have also paved the way

for culturing previously uncultured strains in the laboratory by providing insight into 

unanticipated metabolic requirements (Renesto et al., 2003).  

Fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) is a popular method for producing 

SAGs today; however, optofluidic approaches, the topic of this paper, offer advantages 

for many applications. Microscopic sorting makes it possible for the operator to sort cells 

visually, and offers advantages in situations where 1) cells or assemblages of cells have 

distinctive morphology or 2) fluorescent signatures are too weak, or are too complex for 

resolution by FACS, 3) only very small volumes of sample are available, or 4) large 

quantities of contaminating DNA are present, such as in the isolation of intracellular 

parasites from cell lysates. Other examples of problems that meet these criteria are 

small aggregates of cells such as “marine snow” that may be too fragile to study with 

FACS, epiphytic interactions, and syntrophic assemblages, such as anaerobic methane-

oxidizing (ANME) archaeal/bacterial consortia (Boetius et al., 2000). 

OPTICAL TWEEZING FOR CELL ISOLATION

The production of SAGs requires two fundamental steps. First, the isolation of 

individual cells from a bulk sample, and second, the amplification of the genomic 

contents of the isolated cell by WGA. Various approaches to each of these steps and the

impact of different technologies on contamination, the major challenge in single-cell 

genomics, have been reviewed previously (Blainey, 2013).  We have implemented a 

particular cell isolation approach, optical tweezing (Ashkin, 1992, 1997; Ashkin and 

Dziedzic, 1989; Ashkin and Gordon, 1983; Ashkin et al., 1987), to select individual 

microbial cells (Ashkin et al., 1987; Huber et al., 1995) and separate them for individual 

analysis inside custom microfluidic devices, where WGA can be carried out in nanoliter 

volumes while excluding extrinsic contaminants (Blainey et al., 2011). Figure 2 provides 

a granular breakdown of the component steps in the generation and sequencing of the 

genome of single cells using the microfluidic/optical tweezing approach. 
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Optical tweezing presents two unique advantages that distinguish it from other 

methods of cell isolation that derive from a unique feature of the tweezing approach. 

First, movement of the cell is uncoupled from movement of the cell’s immediate 

surrounding environment. This is to say that the cell itself rather than a ‘voxel’ 

(volumetric pixel) from the sample is selected. This specificity for objects within the 

sample can be understood based on the mechanism by which laser tweezers operate. 

Applying forces to objects in solution with light.  Optical tweezing (the terms 

optical/laser and tweezing/trapping are used interchangeably here) relies on a difference

in refractive index between the cell and the surrounding solution. As such, cells (or other 

structures with a boundary defined by a refractive index gradient), but not the solution 

itself, can be trapped using this method. High-performance microscope objectives can 

focus light very tightly to create an optical trap that has a capture radius comparable to 

the wavelength of light used to create the trap.

These properties allow an optical trap to be used with surgical precision to move 

one cell when many others are nearby, while minimizing the possibility of carrying 

forward an extraneous cell or foreign DNA. Contamination by environmental DNA or 

double-sorting is a significant practical concern in single-cell genomics, particularly in de

novo applications, where reference sequence to identify contaminating reads is not 

available. By contrast, other popular methods like fluorescence-activated flow cytometry 

and micromanipulation work by subdividing a liquid sample, and require a high dilution of

cells in clean buffer to reduce the chance of contamination. 

While idealized representations often depict spherical objects being trapped, in 

practice, cells of essentially any morphology can be moved using an optical trap. Tiny 

coccoid cells can be trapped, as can high aspect ratio rods, or even huge filaments over 

100 microns in length. Cells much larger than the dimensions of the optical trap are 

effectively moved by tugging at the cell boundary. 

Action at a distance.  The second unique property of the optical trap is its ability

to apply forces to cells at a distance, without bringing instrumentation for manipulation 

into contact with the cells or the sample solution. This property enables manipulation of 

cells inside a closed (transparent) container. The notion of carrying out single-cell 

genomics inside a sealed microfluidic device is extremely appealing for the purpose of 

eliminating contamination from extrinsic sources and automating the subsequent lysis 

and whole-genome amplification of the sorted cells in tiny nanoliter volumes.  The 
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unique features of the trap allow the order of operations to be reversed compared with 

other common single-cell workflows. In flow cytometry and micromanipulation, the 

sample is first subdivided to isolate cells, then sealed in separate vessels where lysis 

and and WGA are carried out. The optical tweezer enables an inversion of steps:  the 

sample can first be introduced to a sealed vessel prior to the isolation of individual cells.

Practical approach to SC-WGS with lower resources. One of the largest 

hurdles to overcome when attempting single-cell genomics is the issue of reagent cost. 

Kits marked for WGA, including MDA, currently cost on the order of one dollar per 

reaction microliter. The cost of reagents can be prohibitive for even moderate-scale 

studies when conventional reaction volumes of 10 – 50 microliters are used. Although 

ultra-clean WGA reagents can be produced in-house at lower cost (Blainey et al., 2011), 

reducing reaction volumes to the nanoliter scale on a microfluidic device (1 nL = 0.001 

microliter) is an attractive alternative to sourcing lower-cost reagents. For example, the 

series of devices developed at Stanford carry out WGA in 60 nL volumes, using about 

$0.06 worth of retail reagents per reaction (Marcy et al., 2007a, 2007b). If 40 

conventional-scale (20 microliter) reactions normally requiring $800 worth of WGA 

reagents can be reduced to the nanoliter scale, the reagent cost becomes insignificant 

and the incremental cost for single-cell genomics becomes dominated by the cost of the 

microfluidic device. Two-layer custom PDMS devices of the type presented in this review

cost $50 - $100 each in low volume manufacturing (eg from the Stanford Microfluidics 

Foundry), yielding a net cost savings for low-volume single-cell genomics projects. 

When capabilities for sorting and reaction setup are integrated in a single 

benchtop microdevice, the specialized infrastructure for single cell genomics sample 

prep collapses to a single apparatus that sits on a bench in a standard lab environment. 

An advanced laser-trapping microscope can be built from about $100,000 in parts (far 

less if a suitable microscope is already available, which is the case in many labs) and 

turn-key laser-tweezing microscopes are typically priced around $200,000. These costs 

compare favorably with those for flow cytometry equipment and cleanroom space. 

Paired with a modern bench-top sequencing instrument, the optofluidic approach to 

single-cell genomics is well-suited to individual research labs, teaching labs, and 

portable operation. Figure 2 gives an overview of the single-cell genomics process using

the optical trapping/microfluidic amplification approach from sample to data. 
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Avoiding contamination.  Reducing reaction volume pays an additional 

dividend in the reduction of reagent-borne contamination (Blainey et al., 2011). In the 

example moving from 20 microliter to 60 nanoliter reactions, the amount of 

contamination from reagents is expected to drop more than 300-fold. 

Overall, optical tweezing provides a means to isolate cells that intrinsically 

selects against carry-over contamination and can be used to pluck cells from 

concentrated cell suspensions while leaving behind sample-borne contaminants. If 

paired with a capability for lysis and WGA in small volumes, a great savings in reagent 

cost and reduced reagent contamination can also be achieved. 

Integrating microscopy and cell sorting.  An optical trapping approach to 

single-cell genomics retains the merits of classical microscopy: the ability to identify and 

characterize cells or cell aggregates according to morphology as well as providing the 

option of integrating a number of staining or labeling techniques. As such, this opens the 

door for the application of novel screens for cell selection. When implemented in a semi-

manual approach where a human user selects cells under high-resolution imaging 

(typically 100x phase contrast microscopy), the selection of cells allows for direct 

interaction of the user with the sample in a notional ‘microbial safari’ where the user 

observes a variety of fauna, occasionally ‘bagging’ a trophy. Cells can straightforwardly 

be selected on the basis of any observable characteristic such as size, morphology, 

intracellular structure, or fluorescence from native chromophores or reagents such as 

fluorescent in situ hybridization probes (Yilmaz et al., 2010). Rich screens such as the 

selection of micro-aggregates with defined characteristics are also feasible and are likely

to blur the distinction between single-cell genomics and metagenomics in ways that 

reveal new information about communities of interest. 

Low required sample volume. Finally, microfluidic approaches are extremely 

parsimonious with the sample. In principle, a sample containing a single cell can be 

introduced to a device and intercepted with the laser trap for sorting. In practice, a 5 

microliter sample containing a few thousand cells in total is quite usable, indicating the 

suitability of this approach to single cell genomics for especially rare or precious 

samples, where the volume required for other types of analyses may present a 

significant commitment or risk. 

Technical considerations for sorting using an optical trap.  For objects larger

than the wavelength of impinging light (often the case when trapping cells with light, but 
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not a necessary condition), a ray optics analysis of the optical trap is valid (Rocha, 

2009). An object captured in a laser trap can be considered as a small lens that refracts 

(bends) and scatters the light from the optical trap. When light moves through an 

interface from a medium with one refractive index to a different medium with a different 

refractive index, the direction of the light is changed and the cell experiences a small 

reactive force in the opposite direction of this change. This happens because photons 

passing through the object or scattering off of it can exchange momentum with the 

trapped object, and in this way, apply force to it. When the object is centered in the trap, 

the optical forces on the object are balanced, but when the object is displaced from the 

center of the trap, the applied forces are unbalanced, and due to the optical geometry of 

the trap, the object experiences a force pushing it toward the center of the trap (in three 

dimensions). The amount of momentum carried by each photon is small, so a large 

number of photons must rapidly interact with the cell for any appreciable force to be 

applied. This necessitates the use of milliwatts of optical power for many applications, 

which corresponds to a very high power density when focused to a diffraction-limited 

spot to form a laser trap. The power density at the focus of an optical trap commonly 

exceeds the optical power density at the surface of the sun by several orders of 

magnitude. Surprisingly, this is not necessarily harmful to cells, which can easily survive 

continuous trapping when near-infrared light is used (Ericsson et al., 2000; Neuman et 

al., 1999).

OPTICAL HARDWARE SETUP

Specifying the laser and microscope. A complete list of parts for the optical 

setup and microfluidic controller is available in supplementary table 2. Selection of a light

source for minimally perturbative manipulation of biological materials is limited to the 

near infrared wavelengths where water and the stuff of life absorb only weakly. The 

choice of wavelength is especially important as even a small amount of absorption can 

be devastating to a cell exposed to the high optical power in an optical trap. Although in 

principle, any collimated light source of sufficient power can be used for trapping, high-

powered lasers are used almost exclusively. Recommended wavelengths are 980 nm, 

which has been shown experimentally to be one of the least biologically active 

wavelengths for use (Liang et al., 1996; Neuman and Block, 2004; Neuman et al., 1999; 

Zakharov and Thanh, 2008), and 1064 nm, a wavelength used in most commercially 
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available trapping systems (also accepted to be compatible with cells). 1064 nm lasers 

are readily available in high wattages with excellent beam quality for $5000 to $15,000 in

the 0.5W – 3W range often used for optical trapping.

Considerations other than power and wavelength are relevant to trapping. Solid-

state, continuous-wave lasers (as opposed to pulsed lasers) are recommended for 

trapping to avoid high peak powers and unwanted multi-photon photophysical 

phenomena. To form a single, tight focus (helpful for small cells), the beam must have a 

Gaussian transverse mode (single round spot brightest in the center with Gaussian 

intensity distribution across the beam when projected, also known as ‘TEM-00’). Lastly, 

power is a consideration. Although not the only factor in determining trapping force, a 

higher power light source will help increase trapping capabilities. A minimum of 100 mW 

reaching the sample is necessary for practical trapping, with higher powers allowing the 

application of more force to cells (eg faster movement of cells). The optics used to 

condition the beam for trapping attenuate the beam by absorption and back-reflection. 

The laser setup described in this paper outputs a 1 Watt, 976 nm beam from the head of 

the laser module, with about 250 mW reaching the sample (the largest single loss in the 

optical train occurs at the microscope objective). An additional safety consideration when

purchasing a laser source is the laser power supply. A variable-power supply is 

desirable, as it allows alignment of the laser source at lower (less dangerous) power 

levels, while prolonging the life of the laser. 

When taking an automated or semi-automated microscopy approach to 

microfluidic single cell genomics, microscope and objective selection are paramount. By 

far, the most convenient implementation entails an inverted ‘fluorescence’ microscope 

with an automated (motorized) stage. Unwanted beam attenuation can be mitigated by 

careful selection of optical components. Although many groups build simple microscopes

for optical trapping from individual components, a commercial inverted microscope is 

desirable when one desires to use many different imaging configurations (eg different 

magnifications and different techniques like phase, fluorescence, etc.) or would like to 

automate configuration changes. Typically, the laser beam will be introduced to the 

microscope via the ‘fluorescence excitation’ path. Importantly, some microscopes have 

internal optics that may need to be accounted for and possibly modified. Specifically, any

diffusing optics will need to be removed (preferably by the manufacturer) to achieve a 

tight focus, as was necessary in the Leica model DMI6000B automated scopes used for 
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our applications. Preferably, the microscope presents a port with a clear path (no optics) 

to the dichroic mirror that reflects the fluorescence excitation up to enter the microscope 

objective. Figure 3 shows an idealized (simplest) optical diagram (part A) and two as-

configured layouts specific to the Leica DMI6000B microscope (parts B and C). 

We specified the Leica DMI6000B stand due to its full automation and 

compatibility with particular Leica objectives known at the time to be available with high 

numerical aperture (NA), phase contrast, and acceptable infrared (IR) transmittance 

(Neuman and Block, 2004). However, all major microscope manufacturers today (Leica, 

Nikon, Olympus, Zeiss) are optimizing objectives for improved IR transmittance 

(transmittance should not be confused with correction for infrared chromatic aberration), 

and useful features like external phase contrast are also now available. An additional 

consideration when choosing a microscope ‘stand’ (the main body of the microscope) is 

competitive pricing as well as adaptability to your application and compatibility with 

particular software packages for automation. Prior to making a final decision on a scope 

be sure to demand IR transmission curves for the trapping objective lens and internal 

optics, as well as a comprehensive light path schematic indicating all internal optics the 

trap beam will encounter. One final consideration in choosing a scope stand is selection 

of an appropriate automated stage. For our purposes we used Leica DMI6000B stands 

equipped with either the standard Marhauser-Wetzlar stage available from Leica or the 

Applied Scientific Instrumentation MS-2000 (Eugene, OR). The stage must be able to be

controlled both manually (eg via a joystick) and programmatically though a software 

interface (often drivers for RS-232, Labview or a .dll file is provided). Ensure the stage 

has a high level of movement precision and can be fluidly translated at speeds in the 

range 1 – 1000 micron/s. A linear encoder is also useful, as it improves the accuracy of 

repeated positioning.

Choosing an objective lens.  By far, the single most important factors to 

consider when designing any optical trapping platform are IR transmission and 

numerical aperture (NA) of the objective lens that will be used for trapping. Higher NA 

provides oblique rays on which trapping in the focal dimension (z-coordinate) depends, 

and dramatically improves overall trapping performance. A minimum of 1.0 NA is 

required for practical trapping, and NA of 1.3 – 1.5 is recommended. The objective also 

needs to be able to transmit IR wavelengths efficiently; however, priority should be given

to maximizing the NA as low transmission can be mitigated by increased laser input 
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power. If the trapping performance is too weak, the cell will easily escape the trap along 

the direction of the beam propagation. In a microfluidic channel, the upper channel 

surface may restrain the cell, allowing trapping of the cell in two dimensions against the 

upper surface of the microchannel. Even so, a better-performing trap able to hold the cell

in three dimensions is strongly preferred because the cell can be moved more quickly 

when suspended in the center of the microchannel cross-section, and the possibility that 

the cell sticks to the channel surface is eliminated. Our applications utilized an 100x 

magnification 1.3 or 1.4 NA apochromatic oil immersion objective (Leica part no. 506211 

and 11506197). 

Alignment procedure & safety.  IR light at the powers used for optical trapping 

is capable of quickly and permanently damaging the retina in certain exposure 

scenarios, and the upmost care needs to be taken in terms of safety. Alignment of laser 

optics should only be attempted with appropriate safety precautions. A laser safety class 

is recommended, and is required at many research institutions. Infrared laser beams, 

invisible to the naked eye, merit extra caution because emissions are not visually 

apparent, and the IR light does not trigger a blink reflex. When working with lasers, 

appropriate shielding should be in place to ensure that laser light will not impinge on 

untrained or unaware individuals. Laser goggles blocking the appropriate wavelengths 

should be worn at all times when there is a possibility of laser emission.  In general, the 

highly divergent laser light emitted from the microscope objective during trapping falls 

below a permissible exposure level after a short distance. A laser safety class should 

train users to calculate this distance for their particular configuration. Even so, it is good 

practice to place shielding above the stage to block user exposure to this divergent 

emission. All work should be done standing with the plane of the laser lines below the 

user’s eye level since stray beams are most likely to occur within this plane. Care should

be taken to never look directly at the laser source or at reflective surfaces (e.g. mirrors) 

in the path of the laser. Reflective surfaces in the work area and on the users’ (body 

rings, watches, etc.) should be kept to a minimum. Importantly, the eyepieces on a 

microscope used for optical trapping with IR light must be removed or permanently 

disabled to eliminate the possibility a user could directly view the laser beam in the case 

of user error or microscope malfunction. 

The end-goal of alignment is to position an expanded and collimated laser beam 

on the optical axis of the objective lens. To take advantage of the full NA of the objective 
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lens, the beam should fully fill the back aperture of the objective, and thus prior to entry 

into the scope should be expanded to slightly over-fill the objective’s back aperture. A 

convenient way to build a simple Galilean beam expander is from two lenses, one plano-

concave and one convex. The two lenses should be selected to achieve the desired 

degree of beam expansion according to the equation:

Where:

 = radius of initial beam

 = focal length of plano-concave lens

 = focal length of convex lens

 = expanded beam diameter

The space between the two lenses is the sum of the two focal lengths.

When aligning the laser setup, at least three mirrors and adjustable kinematic 

mounts (Thorlabs part no. KM100 kinematic mount with BB1-E03 mirror were used in 

our application) should be used (alignment can be achieved with two kinematic mounts, 

but is easier with three). Dielectric broadband mirrors (Thorlabs part no. BB1-E03) are 

recommended due to their very high infrared reflectance (hence low attenuation). The 

simplest setup positions the laser aperture at the same height above the table as the 

entry of the beam into the microscope. Alternatively, two of the mirrors may configured 

as a periscope (we used Thorlabs part no. RS99 for this purpose) to raise the path of the

beam (Figure 3B). If the laser lacks a modulation/shuttering capability, a shutter is best 

placed between the laser source and the first mirror so that laser light can be excluded 

from the work area without turning the laser on and off. For our purposes, we mounted 

the Leica DMI6000B scope stand in an amenable fixed position on a 3’x3’x2” optics table

prior to placement of mirror optics. Some microscopes come with accessories to directly 

mount the stand to a standard optical table (drilled and tapped 1/4-20 on 1” centers or 

M6 on 25 mm centers). The laser was mounted in a fixed position appropriate for our 

setup. Initially, all mirror positions should be positioned based on measurements such 

that the path of the laser will follow right angles as closely as possible at each mirror. It is

important to use the face of the mirrors as your reference for where the beam will be re-

directed, as the face of the mirror may project proud of the mount. When initially placing 
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the mirror mounts and mount stands, it is good practice to physically verify their location 

and angles, and not simply “eyeball” their initial position (there will be plenty to adjust 

even with the most exacting initial placement of optics). Good practice demands that all 

optics on the table are fixed in position (directly bolted or clamped with ‘dogs’) when the 

laser is active to avoid unexpected redirection of the beam if an optic shifts or topples. 

After the initial placement of the optics, alignment can begin. After ensuring all 

shielding is in place and everyone present is alert, the laser can be powered on. To align

the laser, a clear way to visualize the endpoint of the beam and assess alignment needs 

to be in place. A useful tool consists of a short piece of optical tube (threaded aluminum 

tubing) 1 – 3” long with an adapter that allows mounting on the objective turret. The tool 

should have an iris next to the thread adapter, the length of the tube, then a second iris, 

and a cap consisting of a phosphorescent plate (allowing visualization of the invisible 

beam) with the center marked. For our purposes we used Thorlabs part no. 

SM1A11(adapter), SM1D12C (iris), SM1L30C (3” slotted lens tube), SM1D12C (iris), 

SM1L05 (1/2” lens tube), with VRC4D1 (phosphorescent disc) mounted using two 

retaining rings (SM1RR). The configuration of our alignment tool is detailed in 

supplementary figure 1. Phosphorescent cards can be inserted into the laser path at 

multiple points in the beam to track the position and angle of the laser. 

Initially, rotating the positions of the mirror mounts should allow for coarse 

positioning of the beam. When the laser is roughly aligned with the optomechanical 

hardware in fixed positions, adjustment using the finely threaded thumbscrews on the 

kinematic mounts can begin. The first two mirrors should be used to adjust the position 

of the beam on the third mirror. Adjustment of the third mirror should be reserved to 

correct the angle of the beam. Between proper positioning of the optomechanical 

hardware, coarse adjustment of mount position and fine alignment using the pitch and 

yaw screws of the kinematic mounts, some portion of the beam can be made to appear 

on the phosphorescent plate of the objective tool when it is positioned in place of the 

trapping objective. By continuing to use the first two mirrors for positioning, the beam 

can be centered. By adjusting the pitch and yaw of the third mirror, the angle of the 

beam can be corrected. 

By placing an iris in between the final mirror and the entry point of the scope 

(centered on the optical axis of the microscope), the beam can be straightened as much 

as possible by ensuring that both this iris and the lower iris on the objective alignment 
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tool close evenly around the beam (visualizing the projected beam on the alignment tool 

phosphorescent plate. When this is achieved, the beam is roughly aligned. The beam 

alignment can be fine tuned by bringing the trapping objective into place, mounting a 

microscope coverslip or coverslip-mounted microfluidic device on the stage of the 

microscope and visualizing the light reflected when the trap is focused on the upper 

surface of the coverslip with a ccd camera. By adjusting the mirrors in the beam path, 

the trap can be moved to the appropriate position within the field of view and the angle of

the beam fine-tuned by optimizing the symmetry and concentricity of rings in the out-of-

focus image of the trap reflection. The trap can be made coincident with the image plane

of the microscope by adjusting the divergence of the trapping beam that enters the 

microscope by adjusting the distance between the lenses making up the beam 

expander. A diverging beam will form a trap above the imaging plane of the microscope, 

while a converging beam will form a trap below the imaging plane of the microscope. 

MICROFLUIDICS CONFIGURATION AND SETUP

Microdevice design. The most current single-genome amplification device is the

48x_v4 device illustrated in Figure 4. This chip can be ordered directly from the Stanford 

Microfluidics Foundry, and mold sets can also be obtained for in-house production of 

microfluidic devices.  Supplement S4 (Landry et al., 2013) contains data files with the 

design of the 48x_v4 microfluidic device, supplement S5 (Landry et al., 2013) describes 

the standard operating procedure for fabricating molds for the 48x_v4 device, and 

supplement S7 (Landry et al., 2013) is a sample order sheet for obtaining molds and/or 

devices from the Stanford Microfluidics Foundry. 

The 48x_v4 device includes 48 arrayed independent reactor systems for cell selection, 

lysis, and whole genome amplification. The device consists of two molded layers of 

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mounted on a number one microscope coverslip. The 

transparent nature of the PDMS and mounting on the thin coverslip allows the 

application of most microscopy techniques and optical trapping. We have designed a 

custom mount for the 48x_v4 device that can be produced on a 3D printer and fits into 

the standard 110 x 160 mm stage insert opening. The holder securely grips the device, 

flattening any curling of the coverslip, protects the device from peeling forces, and 

prevents damage to the coverslip. The design files/renderings of the chip holder are 

provided in supplement 3 (Landry et al., 2013; *.stl format). 
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The microfluidic device utilizes a ‘push-up’ approach to the actuation of 

microfabricated valves. Control channels in the thin PDMS layer adjacent to the 

coverslip are filled with water and pressurized to actuate valves (also referred to as 

‘gates’) on the device. Where the pressurized control channels cross flow channels in 

the top device layer, the thin membrane separating the two stretches to pinch off the 

microchannel in the flow layer (Figure 4D). Control lines are typically configured as 

dead-end channels and are filled completely with water, taking advantage of the high 

gas permeability of PDMS, which allows air to rapidly escape microchannels as fluid is 

pushed in. Under normal use, the lines are under atmospheric pressure (valves open), 

and 10 – 20 psi of air when actuated to close valves.

Each control line is coupled to an individual fluid reservoir with an overhead 

pressure controlled by an electronic solenoid. The microfluidics controller used to control

the solenoids consists of a USB microcontroller with 24 amplified digital output 

bits/channels which each power a single solenoid to select either atmospheric (valves on

chip open) or ‘control’ (valves on chip closed) pressures. The solenoids are mounted on 

three 8-port manifolds supplied with the desired ‘control’ pressure by a gas regulator. By 

sending a computer signal to control the solenoid states, the valves on the chip can be 

opened or closed at the behest of a user or in automated routines. The Stanford 

Microfluidics Foundry hosts information on the capabilities, assembly, use, limitations, 

and alternatives to the USB chip controller, as well as in-depth workshops on the design,

fabrication, and use of microfluidic devices (http://www.stanford.edu/group/foundry/). 

The 48x_v4 chip is designed using two nominal control channel dimensions (both

square profile produced in SU8 resist): 100 microns wide and 25 microns high, and 200 

microns wide and 25 microns high. Two nominal flow channel dimensions are also 

specified, small channels (round profile, produced in SPR resist, valved by the narrow 

control channels) 100 micron wide and 7 – 13 micron high (taller to accommodate larger 

cells), and large channels (round profile, produced in AZ50 resist, valved by the wide 

control channels) 200 microns wide and 50 microns high. 

The 48x_v4 chip has been designed for robust operation, with valves tuned (by 

varying control channel width from the nominal dimensions) to operate at uniform 

pressure, extra space between components (and component redundancy) to allow 

proper function in the face of fabrication defects, and a large sealing area around the 

device perimeter for robust lamination. We produce three 48x_v4 devices on a 10 cm 
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wafer, which allows ample space between devices for handling in the course of 

manufacture. 

The 48_v4 variant was in fact designed for re-use, with extra features like tuned 

outlet resistances that facilitate clean-out. PDMS devices are mechanically robust, with 

valves able to cycle many thousands of cycles without showing wear (Unger, 2000). The 

most challenging aspect of re-use is preventing the DNA products of the previous cycle 

from contaminating reactions in the current cycle. We validated a clean-out protocol 

utilizing sodium hydroxide and 0.6% hypochlorite washes, plus a UV decontamination 

step (PDMS is transparent in the UV). This cleanout procedure was found to be sufficient

in eliminating a PCR-traceable test template from the device (data not shown). With 

appropriate negative controls, re-use of the 48x_v4 device is certainly a feasible option. 

PROCEDURE FOR SORTING AND AMPLIFYING SINGLE CELLS

Each reactor on the device is intended for the processing of an individual cell, 

and consists of a ‘template chamber’, two ‘lysis chambers’, a ‘neutralization chamber’, 

and a ‘reaction chamber’, connected in series. Separating the template chamber from 

the sample selection line is an antechamber filled with clean buffer and tapped for the 

addition of reagents from the ‘reagent line’. This configuration provides a ‘privileged’ flow

path for reagents to each reactor that does not trace any channel where the bulk sample

flows. A full protocol for using the 48x_v4 device is provided in Appendix 2. 

Two independent ‘sample lines’ run the length of the device, each intersecting 

half of the reactors. Cells identified for selection under the microscope are sorted by 

moving the targeted cell from the sample line to the template chamber using the optical 

trap. The antechamber buffer is kept clean by slightly pressurizing the antechamber 

(from a 2 psi feed via the reagent line) prior to opening the gate (valve) separating it from

the sample selection line, preventing cells from inadvertently crossing into the 

antechamber. After a cell is selected and moved into the antechamber, this gate can be 

closed again and the cell can be taken through the antechamber to the template 

chamber by transiently opening a second valve, which is closed after the cell is placed in

the template chamber. Using this ‘airlock’ setup (the cell must pass through two valves 

on the chip), cells can be individually passed to the template chambers while the bulk 

sample solution is completely excluded from the template chambers. This works despite 

the design necessity that the airlock valves operate in blocks of 12 template chambers 
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(four blocks in all). Cells in each of the four device blocks can be treated with different 

lysis or reaction conditions, since the second airlock valve controls the flow of reagents 

into each cell’s reactor section. The ability to run different samples independently on the 

two halves of the chip, and to apply as many as four sets of reaction conditions, makes 

the device adaptable to different project configurations and allows efficient optimization 

of conditions for a given sample type. At the top of the device, provisions are made to 

inject positive control solutions (typically cells or nucleic acids) directly into reactors 24 

and 48. Properly selected controls can be very useful to distinguish failures of lysis from 

failures of amplification. 

The large surface area to volume ratios associated with microfluidic arrays 

present issues of ‘sticking’ where hydrophobic or electrostatic interactions between the 

cells (when not held away from the walls using the optical trap) or reagent components 

and the walls of the device necessitate the use of surface treatments or surfactants to 

mediate the interaction between solution components and the walls of the device. We 

have found that 0.04 - 0.08% Pluronic F127 in the sample dilution buffer is extremely 

effective in preventing the sticking of most cell types to the device. Bovine Serum 

Albumin (BSA) can be supplemented if necessary, but the level of contaminating DNA 

should be assayed (Blainey et al., 2011), and measures taken to source a low-

contamination sample or degrade contaminants (UV treatment is recommended, but can

cause aggregation). Provided that amplifiable DNA can be removed or destroyed, 8 

µg/ml of BSA can be used in both the sample dilution buffer as well as the sterile diluent.

Many groups have developed chemical and physical coatings that prevent adsorption of 

cells and biomolecules to PDMS, but we find the application of dynamic coatings 

(soluble surfactants such as Pluronic F127 and Tween-20) convenient and effective. 

Potassium hydroxide treatment (0.4 M, optionally with EDTA, DTT, surfactants, 

and elevated temperature) is the most commonly applied lysis treatment in single-cell 

genomics, but is not sufficient for the lysis of many environmental microorganisms. Pre-

treatment (of the bulk sample or individual cells on-chip) with enzymes and/or detergents

can be helpful in many cases, but appropriate positive controls should be used to ensure

that WGA is not inhibited by the lysis reagents.  As a side note, a coverslip-mounted chip

was observed to survive cycling to liquid nitrogen temperatures with no ill effects, 

indicating the possibility of lysis by ice crystal formation within the device. Two 3.5 nL 

lysis chambers are provided in each reactor to allow the flexible application of sequential
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lysis treatments. When one reagent is changed for another, the entire reagent delivery 

manifold is flushed out the central waste line to guarantee that the new reagent is 

applied at its full concentration. 

After lysis, the third 3.5 nL chamber can be used to chemically neutralize any 

lysis conditions applied, for example adding sodium acetate to neutralize an alkaline 

lysis step. Subsequently, the WGA reaction buffer can be prepared and applied to flush 

the lysate into the 50 nL reaction chamber for a total reaction volume of 60 nL. For MDA,

the device is incubated at 30 – 31 C on a digital hot plate with the hydration line, which 

runs directly under the reaction chambers, pressurized. The degree of hydration is an 

important parameter in optimizing reactivity. Too little hydration and the volume of the 

reaction shrinks as a net loss of water vapor occurs; too much, and the chamber can 

swell, ‘burping’ products from the outlet and diluting the reactants. The correct amount of

hydration depends on the gas permeability of the PDMS and the ambient humidity. A 

humidity chamber is useful and can consist of a sealed pyrex dish that the microfluidics 

device is placed into with a small amount of purified water. This is placed on a hotplate 

with a temperature probe inserted into the chamber to regulate the supply of heat from 

the hot plate. (The Thermo Scientific Super-Nuova model was used for this purpose; its 

advantages include probe controlled temperature as well as logging through a RS232 

port). Only the MDA chemistry has been tested in the device, although other WGA 

chemistries dependent on short high-temperature steps would likely work if provided 

increased hydration pressure. 

We add an intercalating dye (0.5x EVA Green) to the reactions and monitor 

product accumulation in real time by taking fluorescence images of the reaction 

chambers (a less informative alternative approach is endpoint fluorescence monitoring 

with 1x SYBR). When complete, products are recovered in parallel by applying Tris 

buffer to the reagent supply and flushing the products into pipet tips inserted into the 

outlet of each reactor. Individual recovery of the product from each reaction eliminates 

the possibility of cross-contamination, while simultaneous recovery of the products in 

parallel (the device has been optimized for a uniform flow rate across all the chambers), 

enables rapid product collection in the pipet tips, with 5 microliters recovered from every 

reaction within a few minutes. Although the products are diluted about 100-fold during 

this recovery step, leftover primers and considerable phi29 DNAP activity exist in the 

product mixture. To avoid interference with downstream assays such as PCR, it is 
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strongly recommended that the products be heat-treated (65ºC 10 min will abolish the 

polymerase and exonuclease activities of phi29 DNAP) and further diluted and/or 

purified prior to other analyses. 

SOFTWARE

The LabView graphical programming language was used to design an integrated 

software interface for the scope, stage, and microfluidics controller. Matlab, Micro-

Manager, and a variety of commercial imaging programs can also be used to coordinate 

hardware control and image acquisition. In our implementation, the user is presented 

with a graphical interface (Figure 5A) that shows a live view of the chip through the 

microscope (with fiducial marking the position of the optical trap within the field of view) 

and a chip schematic indicating the status of control lines. The interface provides for 

manual control of the on-chip valves, laser, stage, and camera, as well as automatic 

functions such as setting preprogrammed valve states, moving to pre-defined locations 

on the chip, time-lapse imaging across multiple fields of view, and initialization routines 

for calibrating the stage. Although a previous design relying on pumped flow for sorting 

was automated for user-independent sorting (Marcy et al., 2007a), the current software 

runs in a semi-automated mode where the human user selects cells and initiates a 

programmed sorting routine. Applications where the choice of freely diffusing cells can 

be reduced to a machine-vision task (eg by a fluorescence intensity metric) may benefit 

from complete automation of the sorting process. 

Valve control is integrated using the LabView drivers for the USB microcontroller 

card used in the Stanford valve manifold controller design. LabView drivers were used 

for control of the ASI and Marhauser-Wetzlar motorized stages. In both setups a 

coordinate teaching system was developed to automatically calculate the location of 

each sorting intersection on the microfluidics device, so as to improve the speed of cell 

sorting and help with navigation at higher magnifications. Our system measured focal 

positions as well, interpolating the z-position of the flow channel in between 

measurement points. For effective movement across large areas of the device, a chip 

mounting system such as our 3D printed holder that flattens the coverslip and levels the 

device on the microscope stage is critical to prevent excessive focus run-out with high-

power trapping objectives, which have a shallow depth of field. Alternatively, or in 
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addition, an active autofocus system can be utilized to maintain the flow channels in 

sharp focus. 

Computer-based control of the laser system is also highly recommended to 

improve safety and facilitate automatic control of sorting operations. The preferred 

solution is a laser that can be directly modulated by a digital or analog signal. 

Alternatively, a stand-alone electronic shutter is also suitable (eg Thorlabs part no. SH05

with SC10 shutter controller). 

High-speed video imaging is critical to both manual and automatic manipulations 

of cells with the trap as well as documentation of the cells selected for analysis. A live-

view frame rate of at least 25 frames per second is critical for eyestrain-free viewing over

long periods of time. For optimally-resolved and high-contrast fluorescence imaging of 

cells, the size of pixels on the detector should be between 0.5x and 1x the projected size

of diffraction-limited objects in the field of view. For example, a 100x NA 1.4 objective 

lens imaging green light would have a calculated resolution in the sample of ~ 0.6 x 525 

nm / 1.4 = 225 nm, and the optimal pixel size would be between 225 nm / 2 x 100 = 11 

micron and 225 nm x 100 = 22.5 micron. For this system, pixels smaller than 11 microns 

would compromise signal to noise ratio for little gain in spatial resolution, while pixels 

larger than 22.5 micron would compromise spatial resolution. Particularly useful is the 

integration of application-specific imaging modalities into the GUI. These may include 

fluorescence or interference-based imaging of cells and automated endpoint or time-

lapse fluorescence of SYBR stains in each MDA reaction chamber as illustrated in 

Figure 5 parts B and C. Additional facilities for video and image documentation of cells 

with automated file naming (by day, sample designation, and chamber number) during 

sorting may also be built into the GUI. 

PERFORMANCE AND LIMITATIONS 

In practice, the optofluidic laser tweezing/microfluidic WGA approach provides a 

number of unique advantages as a method for highly-targeted single cell genomics 

studies. With a well-engineered system and medium-sized cells, the speed at which cells

can be manipulated can reach ~ 200 µm/s or more; however as trapping forces are 

dependent both on the size and shape of the cell the maximum transport speed can 

vary. Optimal cell sizes for fast sorting range from 1-10 µm in diameter, but larger cells or
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groups of cells can be manipulated by trapping a portion of the structure and moving at 

slower rates. Even manual selection and sorting of cells can be performed quickly, with 

up to several cells per minute being placed into their respective reaction chambers. Full 

automation for amenable target cell types has a potential to increase this speed further. 

The optical trap rejects contaminating DNA more effectively than methods based on 

subdivision of the input sample and does not require dilution of the sample. Laboratory 

experiments have shown that the trapping technique can remove cells from buffer 

containing 104 cp/µl of plasmid with no carryover amplification of the plasmid DNA 

(Dodsworth et al., 2013). 

The microfluidic technique produces nanogram quantities of DNA from each 

successful reaction (~30 ng) that are sufficient for many analyses including PCR and 

high-throughput sequencing (Blainey et al., 2011; Marcy et al., 2007a). The 48 chamber 

design of the microfluidics device provides ample opportunity for success. As an added 

benefit, the complexity of the system is not overwhelming. In the hands of an 

experienced user, the optical alignment is very repeatable and stable for months to 

years, and the relatively straightforward design can be broken down and set back up 

fairly easily, lending itself to travel or even field studies. As a demonstration, one of the 

systems used in our experiments was shipped from Oregon to Bermuda in 2012 for 

application as a teaching instrument in a course on microbial oceanography. 

The most significant limitation of the current implementation of this optofluidic 

technology is throughput. The footprint of the 50 micron deep reactors and use of 

dedicated recovery ports limited the reactor density on the 48x_v4 device, although 

there are no fundamental barriers to increasing the reactor density or size of the chip by 

reconfiguring the reactors and product recovery method to achieve batch-wise 

improvements in throughput of several orders of magnitude. Due to the exacting 

conditions necessary to amplify single genomes and the often fragmented or incomplete 

nature of the amplified product, it can be advantageous to have a large number of 

reactions to improve the number of high-quality reaction products obtained. Despite the 

current limitation of 48 reactions per chip in the optofluidic approach, applications with 

limited sample quantity, FACS-incompatible samples, selection criteria requiring high-

resolution microscopy, or that benefit from a lower-cost casual operating mode in the lab 

of an individual investigator may be most suitable for the optical trapping.
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As mentioned in the introduction, specific examples of where this approach 

would be particularly practical include:

- separation of known or unknown components of an enrichment culture for WGA

- separation of cells from the environment or enrichment culture for isolate culture

- selection of bacteria from tissue or intracellular parasites from a cell lysate, 

where contamination from host DNA would be a serious concern

- acquisition of cells with a defining or interesting morphology or visible 

phenotype

- manipulation of cell aggregates

- combinatorial approaches where high-quality microscopy documentation would 

be useful

- single-cell genomics using extremely small volumes of sample (1-20 µl)

Additionally, as mentioned previously, the reagent and personnel costs for this 

technology are likely to be significantly lower than those associated with a facility 

designed for very high-throughput single-cell genomics. In this vein, the approach is 

suitable for laboratories where it is desirable to have a single-cell genomics capability 

readily available, but where they are not necessarily the central focus of the research. It 

is also worth noting here, that while the microfluidics device described here was 

designed specifically for single-genome amplification, optical trapping is a 

microbiological technique that is applicable to a broad variety of studies and integration 

with other culture-based, imaging-based, microfluidic, and/or molecular approaches. We 

eagerly anticipate an expanding role for optical trapping in a variety of novel 

microbiological studies in the coming years. 
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Figure  2.1  Schematic  diagram  contrasting  of  methods  to  obtain  genome
sequences from yet-uncultured microbial species.  Established techniques such as
metagenomics  (A)  or  culturing  (B),  and the two newer  methods of  single-cell  whole
genome  amplification  by  fluorescence  activated  cell  sorting  (C),  or  the  optofluidic
approach discussed in this paper (D). Advantages and features of each methodology are
summarized in the table (E); Colors are indicative of the compatibility of each technology
with  each  particular  feature:  green-very  compatible;   yellow-somewhat  compatible;
orange-slightly compatible, or compatible with caveats; red-low or no compatibility. Parts
A-D were  adapted  with  permission  from Blainey,  FEMS Microbiology  Reviews  2013
(Blainey, 2013)
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Figure  2.1  Schematic  diagram  contrasting  of  methods  to  obtain  genome
sequences from yet-uncultured microbial species. 
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Figure  2.2  Flow  chart  for  single-cell  whole  genome  amplification  optofluidic
workflow.  Sample preparation and injection into the microfluidics device are shown in
gray;  cell  selection steps are shown in blue;  lysis related steps are shown in green;
amplification and product recovery are shown in purple; post-processing steps shown in
orange.
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Figure  2.2  Flow  chart  for  single-cell  whole  genome  amplification  optofluidic
workflow.
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Figure 2.3 Simplified schematic diagrams showing an idealized light path for an
optical trapping system. Simplified schematic diagrams showing an idealized light path
for  an optical  trapping system in an inverted microscope with a minimum of  internal
components  (schematic  A),  and  two  functional  designs  based  around  the  Leica
DMI6000B microscope stand (schematics B and C).  The suggested design in schematic
A includes  a  1064  nm  3W  laser  source  (1)  chosen  for  its  high  power  and  ready
availability,  as well  as its wavelength,  which is suitable for biological materials.   The
idealized  design  contains  a  beam  expander  consisting  of  a  set  of  matched  lenses
preceded by a shutter (8; a Thorlabs part no. SH05 with a SC10 shutter controller was
used in the configuration shown in C) placed at the head of the laser to enable control
the beam without cycling the laser.  Beam positioning and alignment is accomplished
with  a  periscope  consisting  of  two  rotating  mirrors  mounted  at  90  º  C  angles.   An
expanded view of the periscope used in the second configuration is presented in inset D
(3; Thorlabs part no. RS99, equipped with dielectric broadband mirrors, Thorlabs part no.
BB1-E03).  By placing the periscope mirrors at right angles to each other, rotation of the
mirrors can be used to coarsely position the beam horizontally and vertically on the third
mirror,  eliminating the need for  three independent  kinematic  mounts.   The periscope
design used includes kinematic controls on the top mirror mount, allowing for the fine
pitch and yaw adjustments needed for positioning at the second mirror.  A third kinematic
mount (6; Thorlabs part  no KM100 kinematic mount with BB1-E03 mirror) is used to
adjust  beam angle.   The  two  designs  utilizing  the  Leica  DMI600B scope  stand  are
somewhat more complex, largely due to the number of internal optics in the scope stand.
Both of these setups utilized a 1.0 - 1.1 W 976 nm laser (Crystalaser model DL-980-1W-
OX/DL980-1W; 2), the wavelength chosen because of biological compatibility.  The laser
in the schematic B was modified at the factory with a spatial filter (12) to improve beam
shape and power distribution.  This spatial filter had the added effect of expanding the
beam to ~8 mm, eliminating the need for additional beam expander optics.  This design
uses a periscope for two of the mirrors, as described above.  A third kinematic mount
provides correction for beam angle (6).  In this design, the shutter (8) is mounted outside
of  a  customized mirror  house  (4)  that  includes a  dichroic  to  allow for  simultaneous
trapping  and  fluorescence.   Due  to  the  mirror  house  optics  designed  to  bring  the
fluorescence excitation source into wide illumination field at the focal plane, a corrective
achromatic lens (5) was installed in the mirror house at the factory, to correct expansion
of the trapping beam so the beam would remain collimated upon entering the exit pupil
of  the  trapping  objective.   This  design  utilized  a  100x  magnification,  1.4  numerical
aperture (NA) apochromatic oil immersion objective as the trapping objective (10; Leica
part no. 11504107).  An alternative design shown in schematic C was also used.  This
design uses an independent corrective lens in the free space laser setup to offset the
fluorescence optics and also includes a free space Galilean beam expander made from
two matching lenses located between the second and third kinematic mounts.  In this
setup,  the  laser  was  mounted  at  a  height  and  three  individual  generic  mirrors  and
kinematic mounts (7) were used to align the laser.  As in the suggested setup, a shutter
(9; Uniblitz) was placed at the head of the laser.  The trapping objective used here was
100x magnification 1.3 NA apochromatic oil objective (Leica part number 11506197; 11).
A simplified diagram of the Leica DMI6000B internal components (inset E) is shown in
the  expansion  on  the  right  of  the  figure.  Because  the  optical  design  inside  the
microscope is Leica-proprietary,  the exact  specifications are not indicated here.  The
important feature to note is that expansion and focusing optics placed external to the
scope stand must be positioned so as to produce a collimated beam at the end of the
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light  path,  prior  to  entering  the  exit  pupil  of  the  trapping  objective.   An  additional,
important modification is removal of the standard diffusor included in the Leica excitation
light path (see inset E).  The diffusor is located on a circuit board inside the scope at the
position marked in inset E.  Modifications to the scope internals are exacting and more
accurate diagrams of  the  light  path  and scope internals  can be requested from the
manufacturer.
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Figure 2.3 Simplified schematic diagrams showing an idealized light path for an
optical trapping system.
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Figure 2.4 48-chamber microfluidic chip for single cell sorting and whole-genome
amplification  48-chamber  microfluidic  chip  for  single  cell  sorting  and  whole-
genome  amplification.   A)  design  of  48x_v4  device  with  key  ports  marked.   B)
photograph of 48-chamber device with corresponding ports marked.  C)  Inset showing
detail  of  two reaction chambers in the 48x_v4 device.  D) Cross-sectional schematic
corresponding to part C indicating the trapping of a cell in the (upper) flow layer and the
actuation of valves by pressurization of channels in the (lower) control layer.  
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Figure 2.4 48-chamber microfluidic chip for single cell sorting and whole-genome
amplification 
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Figure  2.5  Example  of  dual-screen  graphical  user  interface  with  integrated
microfluidics  controls,  stage  automation  and  video  and  image  recording.  (A)
Automated fluorescence  data  acquisition  (B)  and  real-time  kinetics  curve of  double-
stranded DNA formation in individual microfluidic reaction chambers (C).
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Figure S2.1 Alignment tool used to replace objective during preliminary alignment
of the optical trapping system.  (1)  Retaining ring, Thorlabs part  no. SM1RR;  (2)
Phosphorescent disc, Thorlabs part no. VRC4D1;  (3) Retaining ring, Thorlabs part no.
SM1RR;  (4)  ½”  lens  tube,  Thorlabs  part  no.  SM1L05;  5.  Iris,  Thorlabs  part  no.
SM1D12C; (6) 3” slotted lens tube and (7) tube cover; Thorlabs part no. SM1L30C; (8)
Iris, Thorlabs part no. SM1D12C; (9) Adapter, Thorlabs part no. SM1A11. A.) Tool fully
disassembled.  B.) Tool with phosphorescent plate held in ½” inch optics tube with 2
retaining rings. C.) Fully assembled tool.   D.) View of top end. E.) View of objective
adapter.  
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Figure S2.1 Alignment tool used to replace objective during preliminary alignment
of the optical trapping system.
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Figure S2.2 Renderings of chip holder insert (combined and individual pieces) for
a 160 x 110 mm stage.  See Landry, et al, 2013 for *.stl files.
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ABSTRACT

The SAR202 clade is primarily found in the meso- and bathypelagic waters of the

open ocean, appearing at the base of the euphotic zone and increasing in relative 

abundance with depth into the bathypelagic.  The metabolism and geochemical role of 

the SAR202 clade are unknown, but their high abundance suggests that their impact on 

nutrient cycling in deeper waters is significant.  Due to its distinctive depth profile of 

abundance, in early accounts of the SAR202 clade, it was speculated that they might be 

a major contributor to the cycling of organic carbon in the deep ocean.  Here we 

describe a set of single-amplified genomes representative of the deep-ocean Group III 

subclade of the SAR202 clade.  

Alongside the standard “biological pump” model, which describes the major form 

of carbon sequestration in the ocean, by aggregation and sinking of organic matter, a 

second mechanism known as the “microbial carbon pump”, sequestration of organic 

carbon in the deep ocean through converting labile carbon forms to a heterogeneous 

mix of refractory carbon molecules can remain for thousands of years.   Our analysis 

indicates that SAR202 encodes multiple paralogous families of enzymes involved in 

complex carbon metabolism, including several families of oxidative enzymes that could 

be especially suited to the degradation of a heterogeneous component of refractory 

deep-water marine dissolved organic matter (DOM) known as carboxyl-rich alicyclic 

matter or CRAM.  This evidence suggests that SAR202 may play a role in the 

conversion of CRAM or its more labile precursors into heterogeneous and more 

refractory forms of DOM, and may act as a major mediator in the sequestration or 

conversion of organic carbon in the deep ocean.
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INTRODUCTION

The existence of the SAR202 clade was first reported in 1993 (Giovannoni et al., 

1996).  It was estimated that they are accountable for 10.2%  of all prokaryotic cells in 

the upper mesopelagic (Morris et al., 2004; Schattenhofer et al., 2009; Varela et al., 

2008).  The SAR202 clade is primarily found in the mesopelagic waters of the open 

ocean, appearing below the DCM and increasing in abundance with depth into the 

deeper mesopelagic and into the bathypelagic (DeLong et al., 2006; Morris et al., 2004). 

The depth at which the mesopelagic begins varies depending on geographical location, 

but it generally extends from the base of the euphotic zone at ~200 m depth to the 

bathypelagic, beginning at approximately 1000 m.

The metabolism and geochemical role of the SAR202 clade are unknown, but 

their high abundance suggests that they significantly impact on nutrient cycling in deeper

waters.  Because of the distinct depth profile of its abundance, early accounts of the 

SAR202 clade speculated that SAR202 might be a major contributor to the turnover of 

recalcitrant organic carbon in the deep ocean.  Bacteria and Archaea are known to be 

the primary mechanism of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) turnover in the ocean since 

the articulation of the ‘microbial loop’ mechanism in 1983 (Azam et al., 1983).  The 

current paradigm for the consumption of organic matter in the ocean states that labile 

carbon compounds forming as a product of primary production (exemplified as sugars or

lipid molecules) are progressively degraded to less-labile forms, moving from labile and 

semi-labile forms to semi-refractory and refractory forms that may resist degradation for 

hundreds to thousands of years.  The mediation of this process by heterotrophic marine 

bacteria has prompted the concept of a “microbial pump”  where continued conversion of

labile carbon into biologically inaccessible refractory forms may provide an additional 

method for carbon sequestration into the deep ocean (Jiao et al., 2010).  This is thought 

to work alongside the more standard “biological pump” model, which describes the major

form of carbon sequestration in the ocean, where aggregates of cells and organic matter

agglomerate in the surface waters and sink through the base of the euphotic zone and 

into the deep ocean, where their constituents can remain for several thousand years 

(Azam and Malfatti, 2007; Azam et al., 1983; Jiao et al., 2010).

 A number of marine microbial lineages, especially those associated with deeper 

ocean regions, have additionally been identified as having a lithotrophic metabolism.  
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The most notable of these are the marine group I Thaumarchaea (Blainey et al., 2011; 

Könneke et al., 2005), a group of known ammonia oxidizers. Genomic and single-cell 

genomic (SCG) studies have additionally identified the potential for sulfur oxidation in the

SAR324 (Swan et al., 2011) and SAR406/Marine Group A (Wright et al., 2013)  clades.  

These two bacterial lineages respectively constitute up to 18% and 9.4%  of the  

(Gordon and Giovannoni, 1996) water column microbes in the upper mesopelagic.

The phylum Chloroflexi encompasses a tremendously varied range of genome 

sizes and metabolic strategies, ranging from anaerobic reductive dehalogenation in the 

Dehalococcoides, which have an extremely small genome size of 1.4 Mbp  to the 

aerobic, filamentous, spore-forming Ktedonobacter racemifer, which have  a genome 

size of 13 Mbp.  At the time of  sequencing, Ktedonobacter was the largest bacterial 

genome in the public domain.  The metabolic diversity of the Chloroflexi has precluded 

making predictions concerning the biogeochemical role of the SAR202 clade in the 

environment, especially considering that its two closest cultured phylogenetic relatives 

within the Chloroflexi are  the Dehalococcoides and the Ktedonobacter clades.  The 

disparity in genome sizes among SAR202 phylogenetic neighbors also undercuts 

assumptions about genome size.   Many free-living pelagic bacteria have been shown to

harbor streamlined genomes (Ghai et al., 2013; Giovannoni et al., 2005; Strehl et al., 

1999; Sun and Blanchard, 2014; Swan et al., 2013), although there are exceptions.   

However, our knowledge of the genome sizes of marine bacteria comes almost entirely 

from surface organisms, and the selection pressures for genome size may change as 

biogeochemical parameters change with depth, particularly with respect to nitrogen 

availability.

The mesopelagic has distinctive physical, chemical, and ecological 

characteristics that likely shape the characteristics of its microbiota;  a low input of labile 

dissolved organic carbon (DOC), diminishing inputs of particulate organic carbon (POC),

and  far less mixing and turbulence.  A ten-year study of the biogeochemistry  at the 

Bermuda Atlantic time-series (BATS) study site where the SAR202 clade was initially 

identified, reported a number of consistent physical attributes (Steinberg et al., 2001).  

These included lower relative salinity in comparison to surface water, as well as 

increasing levels of dissolved inorganic carbon and lowered levels of dissolved oxygen.  

Additionally, there are heightened levels of available nitrogen species in comparison to 
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the euphotic zone with nitrate+nitrite reaching 6 µM at BATS, compared to less than 1 

µM at the surface.  Phosphate levels are also higher in deeper waters, (although at 

BATS they remain relatively low, reaching levels of 200-150 nM at maximum; (Steinberg 

et al., 2001).  Due to the close proximity to the DCM, it is worth noting that a large 

component of the available DOC may be more esoteric chemical species of algal origin 

not immediately consumed in the euphotic zone, such as halogenated organic 

compounds (Cabrita et al., 2010), or algal osmolytes (Keller et al., 1999) . However, a 

detailed breakdown of all DOC components in the ocean is not currently available.  

Close relatives of the SAR202 clade, namely the Dehalococcoides, rely on heavily on 

organohalogens as electron acceptors for energy production (Adrian et al., 2000, 2009; 

Distefano et al., 1992; Futagami et al., 2009; Loffler et al., 2013).    Algal osmolytes, 

particularly alkaneamines such as glycine betaine or  organosulfur compounds such as 

dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP) have also been shown to be important carbon and 

energy, as well as sulfur sources for a number of marine bacteria (Malmstrom et al., 

2004; Sun et al., 2011; Todd et al., 2011; Tripp et al., 2008).   

Deep ocean DOC is composed of a very heterogenous mixture of carbon 

compounds thought to be largely recalcitrant in nature.  A major component of this 

mixture is thought to  be composed of complex and somewhat inaccessible aliphatic ring

structures containing a large number of oxygen-carbon bonds.  This component is 

known as carboxyl-rich alicyclic matter or CRAM (Hertkorn et al., 2006, 2013)13), which 

has been shown to consist of a minimum of several hundred distinct molecular species 

(Hertkorn et al., 2012; 2015).  Deep ocean DOC is largely defined as semi-refractory or 

refractory, with an average age of thousands of years and an estimated turnover time of 

16,000-30,000 years (2015).  NMR analysis of deep-ocean DOM predicted sterol and 

hopanoid-like ring structures modified with carboxyl and carbonyl groups, indicating that 

sterols and hopanoids may be central contributors to CRAM (Hertkorn et al., 2006).  

Sterols and hopanoids are integral membrane lipids often found in the marine water 

column, thought to be produced by a number of eukaryotic or bacterial species 

respectively (Gagosian, 1976; Gagosian and Nigrelli, 1979; Kharbush et al., 2013; 

Ourisson and Albrecht, 1992; Ourisson et al., 1979; Pearson et al., 2009).  A number of 

phytoplankton species produce sterols as a portion of their membrane lipids (Véron et 

al., 1998) and free sterols have been shown to  rise in abundance in marine 
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environments directly following phytoplankton blooms (Sun and Wakeham, 1999).  

Hopanoids may follow similar patterns, they have been found to be associated with a 

number of nitrogen fixing cyanobacteria (SáEnz et al., 2012) including Trichdesmium sp. 

As Trichodesmium has been shown to account for up to 67% of primary production at 

some oceanic sites (Carpenter et al., 2004), the release of hopanoids into the water 

column by these bacteria seems inevitable.  A variety of other bacterial hopanoids have 

been found in marine systems (Kharbush et al., 2013), in association with low-oxygen 

gradients (Kharbush et al. 2013).  It has additionally been postulated that a number of  

bacteria, primarially proteobacteria, have the ability to synthesize hopanoid membrane 

lipids (Pearson et al., 2007, 2009).  The natural stability of both of these molecules also 

makes them likely contributors to the overall recalcitrance of deep ocean DOM. 

Hopanoid structures are thought to be extremely stable, and are some of the most 

abundant molecular “fossils” found on earth (Brocks et al., 1999; Ourisson and Albrecht, 

1992; Ourisson et al., 1979).   Additionally, it is thought that both biotic and abiotic 

factors further complicate this through degradation and recombination of these 

molecules into a larger and increasingly heterogeneous mixtures of molecules that may 

not only be more chemcially recalcitrant (Hertkorn et al., 2013), but may have an 

additional biological resistance due to the detection limit of individual enzymes being too 

high to catalyze the conversion  of the individual compounds in these increasingly 

heterogeneous mixtures, as outlined by the dilution hypothesis (Arrieta et al., 2015; 

Jannasch, 1967, 1994). 

In this study we examine SAR202 genomes that were acquired from deep ocean 

samples by single cell genome sequencing. We were seeking insight into the ecological 

functions of these enigmatic cells.  Our data is made more interesting by two distinctive 

features of the SAR202 clade: the extraordinary diversity of its members, and its deep 

branching within the tree of life.  These facts suggest that these microorganisms 

originated within the oceans a very long time ago, and today successfully occupy vast 

niches that encompass the oxidation of a complex range of recalcitrant organic 

compounds.  The biochemical scenarios we propose are speculative due to the 

exploration of these genomes  leading to domains of biochemistry that are relatively 

unexplored despite their clear importance to the global carbon cycle.
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METHODS

Single cell sample collection and construction of SAG libraries. Water 

samples for single cell analyses were collected and replicate 1 mL aliquots of water were

cryopreserved with 6% glycine betaine (Sigma) and stored at –80ºC (Cleland et al., 

2004). Prior to cell sorting, samples with prokaryote cell abundances above 5x105 mL-1 

were diluted 10x with filter-sterilized field samples and pre-screened through a 70 µm 

mesh-size cell strainer (BD). For heterotrophic prokaryote detection, diluted subsamples 

(1-3 mL) were incubated for 10-120 min with SYTO-9 DNA stain (5 µM; Invitrogen). Cell 

sorting was performed with a MoFlo™ (Beckman Coulter) flow cytometer using a 488 

nm argon laser for excitation, a 70 µm nozzle orifice and a CyClone™ robotic arm for 

droplet deposition into microplates. The cytometer was triggered on side scatter. The 

“single 1 drop” mode was used for maximal sort purity. Prokaryote cells were separated 

from eukaryotes, viruses, and detritus based on SYTO-9 fluorescence (proxy to nucleic 

acid content) and light side scatter (proxy to particle size) (Giorgio et al., 1996). 

Synechococcus cells were excluded, based on their autofluorescence signal. Target 

cells were deposited into 384-well plates containing 600 nL per well of either 1x TE 

buffer or prepGEM™ Bacteria (Zygem) reaction mix and stored at –80ºC until further 

processing. Of the 384 wells, 315 were dedicated for single cells, 66 were used as 

negative controls (no droplet deposited) and 3 received 10 cells each (positive controls). 

The accuracy of droplet deposition was determined by depositing 10 um fluorescent 

beads into 384-well plates and the results checked by microscopically verifying the 

presence of beads in the plate wells. Of the 2-3 plates examined each sort day, with one 

bead deposited per well, fewer than 2% of wells were found to contain no bead and 

0.4% to contain more than one bead. The latter is most likely caused by co-deposition of

two beads attached to each other, which at certain orientation may have similar optical 

properties to single beads.

Sorted cells were lysed and their DNA was denatured using cold KOH 

(Raghunathan et al., 2005). Genomic DNA from the lysed cells was amplified using 

multiple displacement amplification (MDA) (Dean, 2002; Raghunathan et al., 2005) in 10 

µL final volume. The MDA reactions contained 2 U/µL Repliphi polymerase (Epicentre), 

1x reaction buffer (Epicentre), 0.4 mM each dNTP (Epicentre), 2 mM DTT (Epicentre), 

500 mM phosphorylated random hexamers (IDT) and 1 µM SYTO-9 (Invitrogen) (all final
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concentration). The MDA reactions were run at 30°C for 12-16 h, and then inactivated by

a 15 min incubation at 65°C. Amplified genomic DNA was stored at -80°C until further 

processing. We refer to the MDA products originating from individual cells as single 

amplified genomes (SAGs).

Prior to cell sorting, the instrument and the workspace were decontaminated for 

DNA as previously described (Stepanauskas and Sieracki, 2007). High molecular weight

DNA contaminants were removed from all MDA reagents by a UV treatment in 

Stratalinker (Stratagene) (Woyke et al., 2011). During UV treatment, reagents were 

placed on ice to avoid overheating. An empirical optimization of the UV exposure was 

performed to remove all detectable contaminants without inactivating the reaction. Cell 

sorting and MDA setup were performed in a HEPA-filtered environment. As a quality 

control, the kinetics of all MDA reactions was monitored by measuring the SYTO-9 

fluorescence using either LightCycler 480 (Roche) or FLUOstar Omega (BMG). The 

critical point (Cp) was determined for each MDA reaction as the time required to produce

half of the maximal fluorescence. The Cp is inversely correlated to the amount of DNA 

template (Zhang and Fang, 2006).

PCR screening of SAG libraries. MDA products were diluted 50-fold in TE 

buffer and 500 nL aliquots of diluted MDA product served as template DNA in 5 µL final 

volume real-time PCR screens targeting bacterial small subunit rRNA genes using 

primers 27F´ and 907R (Casamayor et al., 2000; Lane, 1991). All PCR reactions were 

performed using LightCycler 480 SYBR Green I Master Mix (Roche) and the Roche 

LightCycler® 480 II real-time thermal cycler. Forward (5´–GTAAAACGACGGCCAGT–3´)

and reverse (5´–CAGGAAACAGCTATGACC–3´) M13 sequencing primers were added 

to the 5´ ends of each target primer pair to aid direct sequencing of PCR products. All 

PCR reactions were run for 40 cycles at the appropriate annealing temperature, followed

by melting curve analysis performed as follows: 95°C for 5 s, 52°C for 1 min, and a 

continuous temperature ramp (0.11°C/s) from 52 to 97°C.  Real-time PCR kinetics and 

amplicon melting curves served as proxies for detecting SAGs positive for 16S rRNA 

genes. New, 20 µL PCR reactions were set up for all PCR-positive SAGs and amplicons 

were sequenced from both ends using Sanger technology by Beckman Coulter 

Genomics.

Single cell sorting, whole genome amplification, real-time PCR screens and PCR 
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product sequence analyses were performed at the Bigelow Laboratory Single Cell 

Genomics Center (http://scgc.bigelow.org).

SAG sequencing and assembly A total of 5 SAGs belonging to the SAR202 

Chloroflexi cluster were chosen for whole genome sequencing and assembly based on 

multiple displacement amplification (MDA) kinetics, phylogenetic affiliation of small 

subunit rRNA genes, as well as geographic location and water depth. Two different 

approaches were employed for whole genome sequencing (WGS): 1) A combination of 

Illumina and 454 shotgun sequencing (sar202_aaa240-n13) as described in (Swan et 

al., 2011), and 2) and Illumina-only sequencing (sar202_ab-629-p13, sar202_aaa001-

f05, sar202_aaa007-m09 and sar202_aaa240-o15) as described in (Swan et al., 2013) 

and (Wilkins et al., 2014).  In addition, three different approaches were employed for 

genome assembly and each is described below.

Sar202_aaa240-n13 assembly. A combination of Illumina and 454 shotgun 

sequencing was performed on the single cell re-MDA products of SAG AAA240-N13 at 

the DOE Joint genome Institute (JGI). For Illumina sequencing, normalized 0.3 Kbp 

shotgun libraries were constructed. Briefly, 3 µg MDA product was sheared in 100 µl 

using the Covaris E210 with the setting of 10% duty cycle, intensity 5, and 200 cycle per 

burst for 3 min per sample, and the fragmented DNA was purified using QIAquick 

columns (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The sheared DNA was 

end-repaired and A-tailed according to the Illumina standard PE protocol, and purified 

using the MinElute PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen) with a final elution in 12 µl of Buffer EB.

After quantification using a Bioanalyzer DNA 1000 chip (Agilent), the fragments were 

ligated to Illumina adaptors according to the Illumina standard PE protocol, followed by a

purification step of the ligation product using AMPure SPRI beads. The Illumina libraries 

were quantified using a Bioanalyzer DNA High Sensitivity chip (Agilent) and 300 ng of 

DNA (in 6 µl) then underwent normalization using the Duplex-Specific Nuclease (DSN) 

Kit (Axxora) (Bogdanova et al., 2009). For normalization, the dsDNA was denatured for 3

min at 98°C, following a hybridization step at 68°C for 5h and DSN treatment at 68°C for 

20 min. Normalized libraries were amplified by PCR for 12 cycles, gel-purified and QC 

assessed on a Bioanalyzer DNA High Sensitivity chip (Agilent), and then sequenced 

using an Illumina GAIIx sequencer. For 454 shotgun sequencing, a 4Kbp paired-end 

library was constructed and sequenced. All general aspects of and detailed protocols for 
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library construction and sequencing can be found at the JGI website 

(http://www.jgi.doe.gov/).

The following steps were performed for genome assembly: 1) normalized 

Illumina reads were assembled using Velvet version 1.1.02 (Zerbino and Birney, 2008). 

The VelvetOptimiser script (version 2.1.7) was used with default optimization functions 

(N50 for k-mer choice, total number of base pairs in large contigs for cov_cutoff 

optimization). 2) Next, Illumina contigs larger than 800 bp were shredded into 1 Kbp 

pieces with 200 bp overlaps. 3) Illumina shreds and raw 454 pyrosequence reads were 

then assembled using the 454 Newbler assembler version 2.4 (Roche). The 454 contigs 

were subject to another round of assembly using Sequencher software version 4.10.1 

(Gene Codes). Ambiguities were trimmed off the ends and contigs overlapping by at 

least 100 bp and 98% sequence identity were merged into larger contigs.

Sar202_ab-629-p13 WGS and assembly.  A draft genome of sar202_ab-629-

p13 was generated at the DOE Joint genome Institute (JGI) using Illumina technology. 

An Illumina standard shotgun library was constructed and sequenced using the Illumina 

HiSeq 2000 platform. All general aspects of library construction and sequencing 

performed at the JGI can be found at http://www.jgi.doe.gov. All raw Illumina sequence 

data was passed through DUK, a filtering program developed at JGI, which removes 

known Illumina sequencing and library preparation artifacts.

The following steps were then performed for assembly: 1) filtered Illumina reads 

were assembled using Velvet v. 1.1.04 (Zerbino and Birney, 2008), 2) 1–3 kbp simulated 

paired end reads were created from Velvet contigs using wgsim 

(http://github.com/lh3/wgsim), 3) Illumina reads were assembled with simulated read 

pairs using Allpaths–LG v. r41043 (Gnerre et al., 2011). Parameters for assembly steps 

were: 1) Velvet: 63 -shortPaired and velvetg: -very clean yes -export -Filtered yes -min 

contig lgth 500 -scaffolding no -cov cutoff 10, 2) wgsim: -e 0 -1 100 -2 100 -r 0 -R 0 -X 0, 

3) Allpaths: -LG PrepareAllpathsInputs: PHRED 64=1 PLOIDY=1 FRAG 

COVERAGE=125 JUMP COVERAGE=25 LONG JUMP COV=50, RunAllpathsLG: 

THREADS=8 RUN=std shredpairs TARGETS=standard VAPI WARN ONLY=True 

OVERWRITE=True.

Sar202_ -aaa001-f05, -aaa007-m09 and -aaa240-o15 assemblies. Genomic 

library preparation and sequencing of SAGs AAA001-F05, AAA007-M09 and AAA240-
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O15 was performed at the Oregon State University’s Center for Genome Research 

(cgrb.oregonstate.edu). SAG genomic DNA was sheared using an S220 focused 

ultrasonicator (Covaris) and gel fractionated for 450 bp fragments. Illumina sequencing 

libraries were prepared using TruSeq reagents and protocols (Illumina). Then, 2 x 100 

bp paired-end reads were sequenced using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform (Illumina). 

For each sample, sequence data were quality trimmed (Q,0) and reads with greater than

5% ambiguities were removed using the NGS Toolkit (Patel and Jain, 2012).  The 

sequence data were then digitally normalized to reduce over-represented and under-

represented sequences. Normalized reads were assembled by the SCGC using SPAdes

v.2.2.1 (Bankevich et al., 2012) using the following settings: data flagged as single-cell, 

error correction max iterations 2 and iterative k-mer sizes 21,33,55. Assembled contigs 

shorter than 2000 bp were removed.

Whole-genome sequence data for all SAR202 cluster SAGs are available in IMG 

under accession numbers listed in Supplementary Table 1.

SAG whole genome sequence quality control.  Each raw sequence data set 

was screened against all finished bacterial and archaeal genome sequences 

(downloaded from NCBI) and the human genome to identify potential contamination in 

the sample. Reads were mapped against reference genomes with bwa version 0.5.9 (Li 

and Durbin, 2009) using default parameters (96% identity threshold). None of the 

libraries showed significant contamination. Additionally, gene sequences of the final 

assemblies (see below) were compared against the GenBank nr database by BLASTX 

and taxonomically classified using MEGAN (Huson et al., 2007). To further verify the 

absence of contaminating sequences in the assemblies, tetramer frequencies were 

extracted from the assembled contigs and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the 

assembled contigs was conducted in order to identify outliers (Swan et al., 2011; Woyke 

et al., 2009). Contigs representing extremes on the first eight PCs were examined for 

their closest blastx hits against the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)

nr database as well as other assembled genomes sequenced at the same time in order 

to identify possible contaminants.

SAG annotation. The gene modeling program Prodigal (http://prodigal.ornl.gov/)

was run on the draft single cell genomes, using default settings that permit overlapping 
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genes and using ATG, GTG, and TTG as potential starts. The resulting protein 

translations were compared to the GenBank non-redundant database (NR), the Swiss-

Prot/TrEMBL, Pfam, TIGRFam, Interpro, KEGG, and COGs databases using BLASTP or

HMMER. From these results, product assignments were made. Initial criteria for 

automated functional assignment set priority based on TIGRFam, Pfam, COG, Interpro 

profiles, pairwise BLAST versus Swiss-Prot/TrEMBL, and KO groups. The annotation 

was imported into the Joint Genome Institute Integrated Microbial Genomes (IMG; 

http://img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-bin/pub/main.cgi) (Markowitz et al., 2005, 2012).

All predicted amino acid sequences were additionally annotated using the Sifting 

Families resource (Sfams; Sharpton et al., 2012) of protein families. Sfams is a 

computationally derived global database of microbial protein families, and contains 

corresponding full-length amino acid alignments and Markov models for each family.  

Hmmscan (Eddy, 2011) was used to compare all Sfam families to all SAR202 amino acid

sequences (options: --incE 0.001)  The results of this search were parsed using python 

(Chapman and Chang, 2000) and each amino acid sequence was assigned to the best 

hitting Sfam model with at least 80% alignment by length.   

Phylogenomic Inference.  Amino acid sequences from 25 Chloroflexi genomes 

were collected from the Integrated Microbial Genomes (IMG) database for a 

phylogenomic analysis.  This analysis includes the following finished or permanent draft 

genomes: Anaerolinea thermophila UNI-1, Caldilinea aerophila STL-6-O1 DSM 14535, 

Candidatus Chlorothrix halophila, Chloroflexus aggregans DSM 9485, Chloroflexus 

aurantiacus J-10-fl, Chloroflexus sp T88, Chloroflexus sp Y-396-1, Chloroflexus sp Y-

400-fl, Dehalococcoides ethenogenes 195, Dehalococcoides mccartyi BAV1, 

Dehalococcoides mccartyi BTF08, Dehalococcoides mccartyi CBDB1, Dehalococcoides 

mccartyi DCMB5, Dehalococcoides mccartyi GT, Dehalococcoides mccartyi GY50, 

Dehalococcoides mccartyi VS, Dehalogenimonas lykanthroporepellens BL-DC-9, 

Herpetosiphon aurantiacus DSM 785, Ktedonobacter racemifer SOSP1-21 DSM 44963, 

Nitrolancetus hollandicus Lb, Oscillochloris trichoides DG6, RBG1351, Roseiflexus 

castenholzii HLO8 DSM 13941, Roseiflexus sp RS-1, Sphaerobacter thermophilus 

4ac11 DSM 20745, and Thermomicrobium roseum DSM 5159.  Additionally, the analysis

included the following SAGs and metagenomic assemblies from more recent studies:  

Dsc1 and  DscP2 (Kaster et al., 2014), RBG1351 (Hug et al., 2013),  and  DEH-J10 

http://img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-bin/pub/main.cgi
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(Wasmund et al., 2014). All 5 of the SAR202 SAGs from this study were also included: 

sar202_aaa001-f05, sar202_aaa007-m09, sar202_aaa240-n13, sar202_aaa240-o15, 

and sar202_ab-629-p13 SAGs.  Pirellula staleyi DSM 6068 was included as an 

outgroup.  Phylogenomic trees and orthology were determined using a modified version 

of the Hal pipeline workflow (Floudas et al., 2012; Robbertse et al., 2011; Thrash et al., 

2014), in which legacy BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997)) was replaced with BLAST+ 2.2.26 

(Camacho et al., 2009),  mcl was updated to version 12-068 (Dongen, 2000), muscle to 

version 3.8.31 (Robert C. Edgar 2004; R. C. Edgar 2004), ProtTest to version 3.4 

(Darriba et al., 2011),  RAxML version 8.0.22 (Stamatakis, 2014),  and ZORRO (Wu et 

al., 2012) was substituted for GBLOCKS (Castresana, 2000; Talavera and Castresana, 

2007) for probabilistic masking.  Homology was detected with an all vs all blastp using 

the parameters described in (Moreno-Hagelsieb and Latimer, 2007) to maximize 

detection of orthologs.  Results were limited to the number of genomes included in the 

analysis as described in (Robbertse et al., 2011).  Hits were subjected to clustering using

the Markov clustering algorithm (mcl; (Dongen, 2000) using the same edge-weighting 

scheme and range of inflation parameters (1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.7, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 

4.0, 4.5 and 5.0.) as in previous studies (Robbertse et al., 2011).  Clusters of orthologs 

were selected using the criterion outlined in (Robbertse et al., 2011),  beginning with the 

most conservative (highest) inflation parameter and moving to the most inclusive 

(lowest) inflation parameter.  Clusters were selected that contained a single gene from 

each included organism and where the best hit for each gene was included in that 

cluster.  Clusters were selected iteratively to maximize the number of organisms 

included in each gene cluster, and only clusters exceeding a specified acceptable 

missing data value were used in the final phylogenomic analysis.  Here, clusters that 

contained representative genes from at least 80 % of the members were included in the 

final alignment. Clusters with fully identical sequences were also removed, as they 

provided no phylogenetic information.  Amino acid sequences of selected gene clusters 

were aligned using the MUSCLE (Robert C. Edgar 2004; R. C. Edgar 2004) aligner. 

Alignments were masked using the probabilistic masker ZORRO (Wu et al., 2012), 

masking columns with weight less than 0.5, as per the suggestion of the authors. 

ProtTest was used to establish the best model for phylogenetic inference, testing the LG,

WAG, VT, JTT, Blosum62, CpREV, RtREV, DCMut, Dayhoff, FLU, HIVb, MtREV, HIVw, 
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MtArt, and MtMam amino acid substitution models.  The best model was assessed using

the AIC, BIC and AICc assement critera;  if  a consensus of the best model between  or 

more of the criteria was found, that model was selected.  In the event of a tie between 

three models, the model with the best confidence score under any of the three tests was 

selected.  In the event of tie between confidence scores, the model was selected by the 

BIC, AIC, and then AICc criterion, in that order. Following model selection, selected and 

masked alignments were concatenated, with missing data replaced with null characters. 

The selected model was applied to the appropriate partition of this super alignment.  

Using RAxML, a maximum likelihood tree was computed using the masked super 

alignment and model partitions, using the rapid hill climbing method (options: -f d) and 

10 starting trees (options: -N 10).  1000 bootstraps were calculated in 42 batches of less 

than or equal to 24 using the rapid bootstrapping option (-x) and were assigned to the 

previously calculated maximum-likelihood tree (options: -f b).   Throughout the pipeline 

process a series of Python wrapper scripts were used to organize job-queues and 

between-job filtering of results.

Estimated genome size. Genome size estimates were obtained using a set of 

core genes derived through a combinatorial core genome analysis of the entire 

Chloroflexi phylum (Grote et al., 2012; Medini et al., 2005; Tettelin et al., 2005).   Only 

permanent draft/fully sequenced organisms were used in this analysis,  previously 

mentioned single-cell sequences and metagenomic assemblies were removed to avoid 

interference from their inherently incomplete nature.  Clusters of genes generated in the 

first steps of the phylogenomic analysis (prior to filtering) were used as a starting point. 

Clusters of conserved single-copy genes were identified for every combination of 

genomes for all set sizes from 2 to 25 genomes.  Following the combinatorial analysis, a 

power law regression of all combinations was performed to predict any change in the 

conserved single-copy gene set that might result from the addition of subsequent 

genomes.   

To account for uneven distributions of single-copy genes within genomes, and to 

predict a range of genome recovery from conserved gene recovery, an iterative rolling 

resampling approach similar to that taken in (Woyke et al., 2009) was used.  Each of the 

concatenated genomes (represented as a circle) was divided into 20º sections, and was 

repeatedly scanned for the locations of conserved genes, beginning at 0 and moving 
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forward 20º for each subsequent scan, for a total of 18 scans.  The fraction of the 

genome scanned vs. the number of conserved genes discovered was recorded for each 

conserved gene, for each starting point. 

Combinatorial identification of conserved single-copy gene clusters and iterative 

discovery of conserved single-copy genes were calculated in Python, and additionally, 

power-law regression was performed using the scipy.optimize curve-fit functionality in 

the SciPy package for scientific data processing.  

Global phylogeny of FMN/F420 dependent monooxygenases. Following re-

assessment/re-annotation of all 5 genomes using the Sfams resource, the coding 

sequences of 48 genes with best hits to Sfam 4832 were extracted.  These genes were 

commonly annotated as either a luciferase-like monooxygenases or as flavin/F420 

dependent oxidoreductases. 

Reasoning that the highly subdivided sequence space of the Sfam families might 

lead us to miss families of diverged paralogs, we attempted to identify any additional 

paralogous genes or gene families within the SAR202 genomes.  Initially the HHSearch 

program for Markov model comparisons (Soding, 2005) was used to recruit similar 

Markov models from the Sfams database.  HHsearch was run against the entire Sfams 

database of alignments, and Markov models for matches sharing at least 50% matching 

columns and having an e value of at least 0.001 were extracted.  All genes that had 

been matched to one of these models in the previous Sfams analysis were identified.  To

find orthologous gene families, the set of matching Markov models was used with 

hmmsearch function of HMMer 3 (options: --incE 0.01) to recruit all similar sequences 

from the manually curated SwissProt/Uniprot database (The UniProt Consortium, 2014), 

as well as all similar bacterial proteins from the RefSeq65 database of genome 

sequences (Tatusova et al., 2014).  Known single-cell genomes were excluded from this 

search.  To confirm orthology, these recruited sequences were then reciprocally 

searched against all Sfams families.  For each sequence, the top-hitting family with at 

least 80% alignment across both the sequence and the model was used as the top hit.   

Sequences whose top hit was within the original set of Sfams were kept for further 

analysis.  

Due to the large number of sequences returned, the full set of sequences was 

dereplicated using UCLUST program (Edgar, 2010)) to reduce the original sequence set 
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to a number of consensus sequences representing sequences with 80% alignment 

coverage and at least 50% identity (options: -cluster_fast, -query_cov 0.80, -target_cov 

0.80, -id 0.50, -consout).  Following dereplication, this set of consensus sequences was 

aligned using MUSCLE.  Probabilistic masking of the alignment was performed using 

ZORRO.  Columns with a weight of less than 0.5 were removed the alignment using the 

(Biopython AlignIO module; (Chapman and Chang, 2000), as per recommendation of the

authors of the software (Wu et al., 2012).  A final tree was created using FastTree  (Price

et al., 2010); options: -cat 20).  Final figures were produced using FigTree 

(http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/) and edited in Inkscape (https://inkscape.org).  

Reciprocal best-blast recruitment.  Genome sequences for all SAR202 SAGs 

were compared to both the ALOHA and MOCA metagenomic depth profiles using a 

reciprocal best-blast approach.  Scaffold sequences from each of the five sequenced 

SAGs were compared with all the sequences from each of the target depth profiles and 

all sequences with an e value lower than 1 were kept (-evalue 1).  –max_target_seqs 

was set to an artificially high value (1e9) to ensure all possible hits were returned in the 

initial search. Following the initial search, all returned sequences were then reciprocally 

compared to a copy of the Refseq65 database with single-cell genomes removed and 

with the SAR202 sequences in question added.  The highest scoring hit for each 

sequence was kept (-max_target_seqs 1).  All hits that matched scaffolds of the SAR202

SAG in question were kept as reciprocal best hits.  This analysis was performed 

independently for the ALOHA and MOCA datasets.  Post processing and plotting of the 

data was performed in python using the matplotlib plotting library (Michael Droettboom et

al., 2014).  

RESULTS

SAG Isolation and study sites.  Four single cell genome amplifications were 

initially chosen based on their phylogenetic proximity to the original SAR202/SAR307 

clones originally isolated from the Sargasso sea.  Two of these SAGs, sar202_aaa240-

n13 and sar202_240-o15 were isolated from 770 m depth at the  Hawaii Ocean Time-

Series sampling site.  The remaining two reactions, sar202_aaa001-f05 and 

sar202_aaa007-m09 were isolated from the South Atlantic Gyre at a depth of 800 m.  A 

fifth SAG, was chosen for its novel 16S phylogenetic position, designated here as Group
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V SAR202.  Cp values for all SAGs are included with the assembly statistics in Table 1.

SAG sequencing and assembly and annotation.  For all assemblies, contigs 

shorter than 2,000 bp were excluded from analysis.  Assemblies of the SAR202 Group III

SAGs gave varying levels of assembly quality.  Total assembly sizes ranged from 

1,096,525 bp to 1,423,799 bp.   N50s (of contigs over 2000 bp)   for the 4 sags were 

generally low and ranged from 13,702 bp to 65,612 bp.  The single Group V SAR202 

(SAR202_ab-629-p13) had an N50 of 37,321 and a total assembly of 807,656 bp. GC 

content between sags from the two groups also differed greatly, with assemblies from 

the Group III SAR202 sags all having a GC content of ~ 55% GC, and sar202_ab-629-

p13 having a GC content of 41%.  Full assembly information is available in Table 1.

Phylogenomic inference.  Following all vs. all blastp, Markov clustering, and 

initial cluster selection, 2,428 clusters containing single-copy orthologs from at least two 

genomes were produced.  Of these, 82 clusters were shown to meet the given missing-

data cutoff, containing genes from at least 80% of the species included in the analysis.  

Masked alignments from each of these clusters were concatenated into a super-

alignment of 17,003 informative amino acid residues.  ProtTest model testing revealed 

the predominant substitution model to be LG, used by 36 of the clusters; followed by 

WAG, used by 31 of the clusters; followed by VT, BLOSUM62, and DAYHOFF, used by 

12, 2, and 1 of the clusters respectively.  

A  final Maximum likelihood phylogenomic tree based on 17,003 informative 

amino acid positions shows the SAR202 clade is a deep branching group, forming what 

appears to be a class-level distinction within the phylum Chloroflexi  (Figure 2).  The 

closest relatives of the SAR202 in the tree are the Dehalococcoidia (branch length - 

0.0835 expected mutations/site) and the Ktedonobacteria (branch length - 0.1527 

expected mutations/site ) classes.  The 4 Group III SAR202 SAGs were tightly related 

while the Group V SAR202 branched at more basal position within the clade, indicating a

lower level of divergence from the other members of the phylum.  

Estimated Genome Size.  Genome sizes were estimated from a total of 71 gene

clusters shown that are conserved among all Chloroflexi genomes included in the 

phylogenomic analysis (excluding single-cell and environmental assemblies and 

outgroups; see methods and supporting documents for a complete description). A  

power-law regression based on the assumption that the 25 fully sequenced Chloroflexi 
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genomes are representative of the clade indicated that  the number of conserved genes 

found (71) is on the asymptote, approaching the true core genome set for Chloroflexi 

genomes (Figure S2).  Predicted recovered fractions and standard deviations of the 

genome recovered were determined using the data from the rolling gene discovery 

analysis, and a suitable range of genome completion was assigned as the mean 

recovered fraction plus or minus the standard deviation for the number of identified 

conserved single-copy genes for each SAG (Table 2).  The two Group III SAR202 

genomes from the South Atlantic (sar202_aaa240-o15 and sar202_aaa240-n13) were 

estimated to have genome sizes of ~3Mbp and ~4.2Mbp.  These were estimated to be 

~47% and ~33% complete, respectively.  The two SAG assemblies from the HOT site 

(sar202_aaa001-f05 and  sar202_aaa007-m09) were estimated to have genome sizes of

~6.9 and ~13.2Mbp respectively.  It should noted that these two SAGs had very low 

estimated completion levels, with only 13% (9 genes) and 4% (3 genes) of the 

conserved gene set being identified (with all contigs expected to represent ~19% and 

~8% of the genome, respectively), and as such the genome estimates for these two 

genomes should be taken with a degree of caution, as they may overestimate the actual 

size.  Sar202_ab-620-p13, the final SAR202 Group V SAG, was found to be the most 

complete assembly, thought to represent ~56% of the genome and to have an estimated

genome size of 1.4 Mbps.  

Global phylogeny of FMN/F420 dependent monooxygenases. HHSearch of 

all additional Sfams revealed that SAR202 harbored genes associated with 15 additional

Sfams related to Sfam4832, for a total of 16 Sfam clusters represented in the SAR202 

sequences.  48 sequences of proteins related to Sfam 4832 as well as 104 additional 

sequences from SAR202 that were associated with the other recruited Sfams models.  

The additional 15 models were used to recruit 15,623 proteins from the Refseq65 

bacterial protein set, as well as an additional 115 proteins from Swissprot/Uniprot. 

Dereplication of these protein sequences with UCLUST yielded 990 lineages 

represented by consensus sequences, which were aligned using MUSCLE. Alignments 

were analyzed with ZORRO and columns with a weight of 0.5 or less were masked.  The

final alignment was used in FastTree to produce an approximate maximum-likelihood 

tree that can be seen in Figure 3.

Lineages containing SAR202 proteins appeared to exist in close proximity to 
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nodes associated with a number of Chloroflexi-derived sequences.  Most noticeably, 

there were a number of proteins derived from the Ktedonobacter racemifer genome, 

found in closely related lineages.  We were able to recruit 15 proteins from 

Ktedonobacter racifimer associated with 13 of the lineages included in the tree.  This is 

not entirely surprising, as from our phylogenomic analysis, it is apparent that 

Ktedonobacteria is one of the two most closely related classes to the SAR202 clade, 

with the other being the Dehalococcoidia.  Additionally, it is worth noting that in this 

analysis, more proteins were recruited from Ktedonobacter racemifer than any other 

single Chlorflexi species, 

Assignment of one of the original Sfam families to each of the 990 UCLUST non-

redundant lineages was done using a majority-rules approach, where the number of 

database sequences recruited by each Sfam model in the original recruitment were 

tallied for each node.  Sfam 1831 represented 296 lineages and 8,695 of the recruited 

amino acid sequences; the majority of the originally recruited protein sequences, while 

the other 15 models were assigned to 694 of the lineages and in the recruitment data, 

represented only 7,195 amino acid sequences.  Despite an overwhelming recruitment to 

Sfam 1831 only a single sequence was recruited from the SAR202 SAG sequences to 

this family.  Additionally, It is worth noting here that there were only 4 (out of  85 ) non-

redundant protein lineages for whom the dominant Sfam assignment was Sfam 1831, 

and which contained a SAR202 protein.   

Reciprocal best-blast recruitment. Plots of reciprocal best-blast recruitment for

each SAG against the MOCA depth profile can be seen in Figure 4, and corresponding 

plots for the ALOHA depth profile can be seen in Figure 5.  Counts percent contributions 

and average percent identities for these profiles can be seen in Table 3.  Reciprocal 

best-blast recruitment of all of the SAR202 sags revealed a strong presence of the group

in deeper samples, with total recruitment from all 4 strains recruiting up to 3.8% of all 

reads at a given depth as best hits (Table 4.).  Given the low estimated genome 

coverage results, the actual presence of SAR202  may be much higher (the highest 

estimated genome coverage from our analysis of conserved single-copy marker genes 

was 56%).  All 4 Group III SAGs recruited well from the MOCA depth profile, recruiting 

nearly twice as many reads as from the Hawaii Ocean Time series site, for which there 

was nearly twice as much data.  Reads from 2750 m and 5000 m recruited most 
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prolifically, with the SAGs isolated from the south Atlantic (sar202_aaa001-f05 and 

sar202_aaa007-m09) recruiting well at both 2750 m and 5000 m, and the SAGs from 

station ALOHA (sar202_aaa240-o15 and sar202_aaa240-n13) preferentially recruiting 

reads from 5000 m.  Against the HOT depth profile, SAGs isolated at station ALOHA 

recruited large numbers of reads from 500 m depth.  However, this may have been due 

to the high number of available reads sequenced for this depth.  By percentage of the 

available reads, the best recruiting depth at HOT for all Group III SAR202 SAGs was 

4000 m, with the south Atlantic SAG sequences recruiting slightly better by percentage 

than the HOT SAG sequences (1.18% and 0.93% for sar202_aaa001-f05 and 

sar202_aaa007-m09 vs. 0.85% and 0.84%  for sar202_aaa240-o15 and 

sar202_aaa240-n13).  

Average nucleotide identities for recruited reads against all 4 Group III SAGs 

followed a similar pattern with some important differences.  Average percent identities 

were found show nearly identical patterns for all four SAGs at the MOCA time-series 

site, with markedly high average identities of  92%  -  94% at 776 m depth and with all 

SAGs having on average 93% id to recruited reads from 5000 m depth.  Against the 

ALOHA dataset, both of the SAGs originating from HOT had very high average identities

of 94% for reads recruited from 500m, whereas the South Atlantic SAGs had lower 

identities of  90% - 91% at this depth.  High average identity for all SAGs was also found

at 770 m, with identities of 90% - 92%.  

The Group V SAR202 SAG (sar202_ab-639-p13) showed similar recruitment 

patterns with respect to abundance and identity as correlated with depth, but only 

contributing a handful of recruited reads to the overall analysis.  Sar202_ab-239-p13 

contributed only 196 reads out of the 20,152 recruited reads from MOCA and 115 out of 

12,293 reads from the HOTS depth profile. Recruitment, while low, was highest for this 

SAG at 776 m at MOCA, but as a percentage, this was a negligible difference from other

depths sampled.  A similar but more pronounced depth distribution was observable at 

ALOHA, with nearly all of the reads recruited to this SAG originating from 500 m depth.  

Despite overall low recruitment, percent identities for sar202_ab-639-p13 were 

consistently much higher at nearly all depths for the MOCA site, with the highest average

read identity being 97% at 776 m. The ALOHA dataset yielded lower average identities, 

with the 500 m depth, from which the majority of the reads were recruited, having an 
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average identity of 91%.  Average identity at 4000 m was 100% but this was due to only 

a single read being recruited from this depth.  

DISCUSSION

Phylogenomic inference. Phylogenomic analysis confirmed that the SAR202 

clade forms a class of their own within the phylum Chloroflexi.  Additionally, while most 

closely related to the class Dehalococcoidia, these organisms are also related to the 

Ktedonobacteria and  accordingly might be expected to share genomic or metabolic 

features of either group. The members of the Dehalococcoidia that have been studied 

thus far have small genomes, and grow anaerobically, linking the oxidation of hydrogen 

to the use of organohalogens as electron acceptors (Distefano et al., 1992; Loffler et al., 

2013; Maymo-Gatell, 1997).  This metabolism is not particularly apt for the oxic, dark 

ocean regions that are the main habitat of SAR202.  In stark contrast, the members of 

the Ktedonobacteria have been shown to be carbon-generalist chemoheterotrophs (Stott

et al., 2008) and carboxydovores (King and King, 2014) capable of surviving on a wide 

variety of organic carbon compounds as well as able to use carbon monoxide as an 

energy source (King and King, 2014).  The SAR202 Group III sequences appeared to be

highly diverged from all other Chloroflexi, while the sar202_ab-639-p13 (Group V) 

appeared to be an entirely separate species that is basal to the clade.  Given its novel 

branching, its divergence from the other SAR202 sequences, its much smaller estimated

genome size, and its low recruitment in the mesopelagic, it is likely that the Group V 

subtype has vastly different biology than the Group III subtype and may share few 

common metabolic features with the other SAGs presented here.

Estimated genome size. Estimating genome sizes was challenging because of 

the large evolutionary distances in this analysis and because within the SAR202 clade, 

genome size estimates appeared to vary widely – from 1.4-13.2 Mbps (Table 2) mirroring

the range of known Chloroflexi.  Genome size was estimated from SAG sequences 

using a set of Chloroflexi-specific conserved single-copy marker genes.  Among the four 

SAR202 Group III SAGs analyzed, estimated genome sizes ranged from ~3 to 13 mbps.

Genome sizes for the SAGs originating at HOTS were estimated to be 3-4.3 mbps, 

much smaller (and consistent with each other) than those of the SAGs originating from 

the South Atlantic.  
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Identification of conserved single copy marker genes in the SAGs from the South 

Atlantic is far lower than in the SAGs  from HOTS - of a number of factors that could 

have led to this result, the most straightforward possibility is that the genomes from the 

South Atlantic are far less complete, and are much larger and more variable than those 

from HOTS.  Given the close phylogenomic relationship, there may be additional 

confounding factors at play.  The most likely scenario, is that given that groups of 

conserved single-copy marker genes are often found tightly clustered in the same area 

of the genome, and given that the group III SAGs are estimated at most to be 47% 

complete, we may simply have missed a number of clusters containing several of these 

marker genes. This scenario appears to be the most likely as the number of outliers in 

the rolling resampling analysis increases in the tail regions (Figure S1.).  The effect of 

this is that despite being able to make a well-supported prediction of estimated genome 

recovery from the conserved single-copy marker genes with a moderate number of 

recovered marker genes, there is still a possibility that in situations where a low number 

of single-copy conserved marker genes are recovered, the assembly may be much more

complete than estimated, and visa versa (Figure S1).  There are several other 

possibilities to explain the variation in size estimates among these assemblies. As these 

clusters of conserved-single-copy marker genes were initially derived from our 

previously mentioned phylogenomic analysis, it is possible that due to the high, class-

level separation from all other Chloroflexi species, unknown members of these clusters 

of conserved, single-copy marker genes may have failed to be accurately identified due 

to their high divergence from known examples of these genes.  Additionally, it is possible

that these genomes may have harbored a second copy of one of these genes, either 

due to assembly error or the presence of an indistinguishable paralog, and, as such, 

were removed during the cluster filtering step of the phylogenomic analysis, as it was 

determined impossible to decide which amino acid sequence could be deemed to be the

correct one to use in downstream analyses.  In any event, as increasing levels of 

conserved single-copy marker gene identification should provide higher levels of 

accuracy in genome size estimation, and genome size estimates predictably appear to 

converge on a size of 3-4 mbps with increasing levels of conserved single-copy marker 

gene identification, we would predict the estimated genome size for members of the 

Group III SAR202 to likely reside within the 3-4 mbps range with the possibility that sub-
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types residing in the South Atlantic may harbor slightly larger genomes of ~6 mbps.  It is 

also worth noting here that previous estimations of genome size using sets of conserved

single-copy marker genes often gave anomalous or incorrect results when applied to 

members of the Chloroflexi, specifically when applied to genomes of the 

Dehalococcoides (Raes et al., 2007).

Depth and time dependent distribution of SAR202. Despite isolation from 

mid-range depths (800 m, 770 m) the Group III SAR202 SAGS appeared to have both 

the highest recruitment percentages and, to an extent, highest average nucleotide 

identities to metagenomic samples from depths of 4000-5000m, indicating that these 

strains may readily interact with chemical species prevalently found in the most remote 

depths of the ocean.  Strain sar202_ab-629-A13 (Group V) recruited very few reads from

marine metagenomic profiles, and, while interesting from a phylogenomic perspective 

due to its novelty, as well as being useful in  providing insight into possibly conserved 

features of the SAR202 clade, appears to have little environmental relevance in the open

ocean.  Examination of Group III SAR202 16S rRNA amplicons from environmental 

samples from the western Sargasso Sea, interpolated over ten years and normalized to 

deep mixing (Giovannoni and Vergin, 2012; Vergin et al., 2013) shows that the Group III 

SAR202 clade is prevalent in the upper mesopelagic, following convective overturn and 

stratification, a finding that is corroborated by previous studies (Morris et al., 2005; 

Treusch et al., 2009). The period following convective mixing and stratification would 

likely be privy to a large input of less-labile carbon from the euphotic zone, as well as 

refractory carbon components moved up from the deep ocean during overturn.

FMN/F420 dependent monooxygenases. The expansion of paralogs of 

flavin/F420-dependent monooxygenases in the SAR202 genomes (48 in total for all 5 

genomes) led us to explore in detail a phylogenetic basis for annotating their functions.   

The global phylogeny of flavin mononucleotide/cofactor F420-dependent 

monooxygenases (FMNOs) showed that the SAR202 proteins were often related to 

other Chloroflexi-derived sequences, particularly those of the  Ktedonobacter racemifer 

genome. Fifteen proteins from Ktedonobacter were associated with 13 of the FMNO 

non-redundant lineages in the tree, overlapping well with the phylogenetic range of the 

SAR202 proteins. It is possible to explain this pattern by invoking a complex scheme of 

horizontal gene transfers, but more parsimonious to propose that the many members of 
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a broader family of FMNOs represented by the tree were diversified in a common 

ancestor of Ktedonobacter and SAR202.  The ancient origin of the SAR202 clade, its 

deep branching diversity, and current role in ocean ecology, are all compatible with the 

hypothesis that these FMNOs diversified in a progenitor of SAR202 that expanded into a

niche that required the strong oxidative activity of FMNOs.

The sequence diversity of FMN/F420 dependent oxidoreductases present in 

SAR202 indicates early diversification of these enzymes into a set of paralogs that may 

function in the breaking of alicyclic rings or initial activation of heterogeneous marine 

DOM for biodegradation.   There are 8 (groups A-H) groups of FMNO enzymes that 

catalyze a variety of oxidation reactions on an enormous range of substrates, including 

aromatic ring hydroxylation, desulfurization, alkane oxidation, Baeyer-Villiger oxidation, 

epoxidation, halogenation and others (van Berkel et al., 2006; Huijbers et al., 2014; 

Joosten and van Berkel, 2007).  Recruitment using Sfam 4832 and 15 additional related 

hidden Markov models yielded more than 15,000 related proteins from across the 

Refseq and Swissprot databases, with the predominant annotations for all of these being

“alkanesulfonate monooxygenase”, “hypothetical protein”, “monooxygenase”, 

“luciferase”, “N5, N10-methylene tetrahydromethanopterin reductase” or “alkanal 

monooxygenase”, indicating their inclusion into the group C flavin dependent 

monooxygenases.    The canonical group C monooxygenase is bacterial luciferase, 

which oxidizes aldehydes to carboxylic acids.   Another well well-represented function of 

these monooxygenases is that of the alkanesulfonate monooxygenase (SsuD), which 

catalyzes the removal of sulfite from a wide variety of alkanesulfonate substrates 

(Eichhorn et al., 1999).  Additional functions of this enzyme include nitrilotriacetic acid 

monooxygenase and dibenzothiophene monooxygenase, as well as the type II Baeyer-

Villager monooxygenases (Huijbers et al., 2014).  The canonical alkanesulfonate 

monooxygenase from Escherichia coli is capable of cleaving the carbon-sulfur bond in a 

wide range of sulfonated compounds including, but not limited to, long and short linear 

sulfonated alkanes, as well as number of other sulfonated compounds containing varied 

sterically large conjugated R-groups such N-phenyltaurine, 2-(4-pyridyl)ethanesulfonic 

acid, and 1,3-Dioxo-2-isoindolineethanesulfonic acid (Eichhorn et al., 1999), for which, 

surprisingly, this enzyme has the highest affinity (Eichhorn et al., 1999). Possible 

substrates for alkanesulfonate monooxygenase in the marine environment might include 
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(but are not limited to) sulfolipids, which contain a sulfonated sugar moiety and have 

been shown to be produced by common marine picocyanobacteria under periods of 

phosphorus stress (Van Mooy et al., 2006).

Despite the most predominant annotated function for recruited FMNOs being 

alkanesulfonate monooxygenase, it appeared that this functional annotation was largely 

associated with one protein family (Sfam 1831), which, while prevalent across the tree of

life, is only represented by a single protein from SAR202.  Additionally, it appears that 

most of the Chloroflexi-containing lineages appear to be phylogenetically diverged from 

the majority of the Sfam 1831-associated lineages through a deep-branching bifurcation 

of the phylogenetic tree (See Figure 2).  As previously mentioned, Sfam 1831 accounted

for 8,695 of 15,623 the recruited sequences.  However, only 296 of the 990 non-

redundant protein lineages  appeared to be associated with Sfam 1831. Effectively, while

Sfam 1831 likely represents more than half of the recruited FMNO  sequences, it 

accounts for less than 2/3 of the sequence diversity amongst these sequences.  While 

these proteins are structurally and phylogenetically related as assessed by structural 

modeling and sequence similarity, there is a deep-branching and possibly ancient 

divergence and diversification of this enzyme from the canonical alkanesulfonate 

monooxygenase that has occurred within (among others) the SAR202 and Chloroflexi-

containing lineages.  This diversified set of proteins includes the aforementioned 13 

lineages containing 15 amino acid sequences recruited from the closely-related 

Ktedonobacter.  Closer examination of the Sfam 4832 family sequences (which contains 

most of the SAR202 FMNO sequences) using the PHYRE2 structural homology 

recognition server (Kelley et al., 2015) showed high and nearly equal predicted structural

similarity of these proteins to bacterial luciferase/alkanal monooxygenase (template/fold 

id d1luca) as well as 3,6-diketocamphene 1,6-monooxygenase (template/fold id 

c2wgkA).   3,6-diketocamphene 1,6-monooxygenase is a type II Baeyer-Villiger 

monooxygenase that catalyzes the insertion of an oxygen atom into the alicyclic 3,6 

diketocamphene molecule to convert a ketone group to an ester. In the camphor 

degradation pathway, this insertion is followed by the decomposition of the unstable ring 

structure into a partially-linearized carboxylic acid (Iwaki et al., 2013).  Additional 

phylogenetic support for type II Baeyer-Villiger monooxygenase functionality is found our

global recruitment data.  The only recruited proteins from the manually-curated 
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SwissProt database for the closely related Sfam 8474 were the 2,5-diketocamphene 1,2-

monooxygenase, and 3,6-diketocamphene 1,6-monooxygenase of Pseudomonas putida

as well as the limonene 1,2-monooxygenase of Rhodococcus erythropolis which 

catalyzes the epoxidation of an alicyclic ring structure.  The majority of the Sfam 8474 

non-redundant lineages share a common ancestry with the Sfam 4832 lineages (for 

which there are no representative proteins in Swissprot), branching together at a single 

deep-branching node in our phylogenetic analysis (Figure 2).  While the exact substrate 

of this set of enzymes remains unknown, it appears to be likely that they may constitute 

a previously unidentified set of type II Bayer-Villager enzymes that are involved in the 

activation of long-chain or cyclic aliphatic molecules. 

Acyl-CoA transferases. In addition to the monooxygenase sequences, a 

number of other  paralogous proteins families were encoded in the genomes.  The most 

prominent of these is the acyl-CoA transferase or acyl-CoA transferase/bile acid 

inducible protein f (Caib/Baif; Sfams 1517, 17645, 25993, 33148, 42237, 67858).  The 

canonical version of this enzyme catalyzes the release of butyrobetaine from a bound 

CoA molecule with the subsequent binding of carnitine to create carnityl-CoA (Elssner et 

al., 2001; Heider, 2001).  Similarly, the Baif form is thought to catalyze the release of 

deoxycholate with the binding of cholate to CoA, and has been shown to be active over 

a wide range of substrates (Ridlon and Hylemon, 2012).  The major advantage of these 

two reactions may be that they allow the integration of new substrate into cyclical 

degradation cycles without the consumption of reductant or ATP.  It is important to note 

here, that in addition to the transferase role that is likely played by these enzymes, it is 

possible that they serve an additional catalytic  function.  The DddD DMSP lyase of 

Marinomonas has been shown to be homologous in sequence to a number of Caib/Baif 

type proteins, and has been shown to catalyze the initial transfer of DMSP to CoA con-

committal to the release of acetate from acetyl-CoA ; this is followed by the subsequent 

cleavage (by the same enzyme) of the dimethyl sulfide group from DMSP (Alcolombri et 

al., 2014).  A number of these enzymes encoded by SAR202 have top hits the to DddD 

enzyme of Marinomonas (SP:A6W2K8.1, GI:928589252) when compared to the 

Swissprot/UniprotKB database.  At least one of these enzymes is easily identifiable as a 

DMSP lyase (sar202_ab-629-p13, IMG accession 2264872749).

Short-chain dehydrogenases. The 5 genomes analyzed here altogether  
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contain 60 proteins belonging to Sfam 1639 (Table 3.), for which most members have 

vague annotations, usually limited to “oxidoreductase” or “short-chain dehydrogenase”.  

Again, it is difficult to predict purely from sequence homology what their actual metabolic

function may be. In comparisons to SwissProt/UniprotKB database, a number of these 

enzymes had high AA identity (~50%)  to the same set of 3 genes: cyclopentanol 

dehydrogenase, 2,5-dichloro-2,5-cyclohexadiene-1,4-diol dehydrogenase, and  3-alpha-

(or 20-beta)-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase.  Metabolism of halogenated compounds is 

often associated with the Chloroflexi, due to the reductive dehalogenation abilities of the 

Dehalococcoides, making it tempting to speculate about the possible role of a 2,5-

dichloro-2,5-cyclohexadiene-1,4-diol dehydrogenase in process of cyclochlorohexane 

degradation (Caspi et al., 2014).  Despite this, there is a profound (and seemingly more 

meaningful) similarity between the reactions  of cyclopentanol dehydrogenase and 3-

alpha-(or 20-beta)-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase. Cyclopentanol dehydrogenase  and  

3-alpha-(or 20-beta)-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase, while active on seemingly different 

substrates, catalyze nearly identical reactions, in that they each are able to convert a 

alicyclic-bound alcohol group to a ketone, producing reduced NADH as a product  

(Edwards and Orr, 1978; Griffin and Trudgill, 1972; Huebener et al., 1959). As such, 

these two reactions might represent a potential  pool of reductant for cellular respiration.

It has been reported previously that a major component of CRAM found in the 

deep ocean  likely  resembles both sterol and hopanoid molecules (Hertkorn et al., 

2006).  Hopanoids (Conte et al., 1998; Kharbush et al., 2013)  and sterols of various 

conformations have been shown to be  common in the water column.   There is a 

documented appearance of these molecules in the lower euphotic zone and upper 

mesopelagic and subsequent  disappearance with increasing depth.  There is 

additionally a corresponding appearance of steroid ketone molecules hypothesized to be

the result of a biotic conversion (Gagosian and Stuermer, 1977; Gagosian et al., 1982; 

Wakeham and Canuel, 1988; Wakeham and Lee, 1989). Both of these patterns match  

well as to the previously reported vertical range of SAR202 throughout the mesopelagic 

(Giovannoni et al., 1996; Morris et al., 2004).  

The conversion  of sterols to ketones is illustrated by the reaction of  3-alpha-(or 

20-beta)-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase.  The production of similar enzymes by SAR202

would help explain the documented vertical pattern of sterols and steroid ketones 
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throughout the mesopelagic and deep ocean (Gagosian et al., 1982; Wakeham and 

Canuel, 1988).  In light of the large number of putative  Bayer-Villager monoxygenases 

contained in these genomes, the conversion of alcohol groups to ketones would also 

serve as a priming mechanism  for oxygen insertion and ring opening through a lactone 

intermediate, allowing the conversion of a purportedly recalcitrant alicyclic ring structure 

to a more labile carboxylic acid.  

Transporter proteins. Several paralogous families of genes representing 

proteins of the major facilitator superfamily 1 (MFS1) type were also seen, with 129 

individual proteins of this type across the 5 genomes. The exact substrate for these 

transporters cannot be discerned solely from our genomic data alone, but comparison to 

the SwissProt/UniprotKB database shows similarity to a number of monocarboxylate and

sugar transport proteins as well as multi-drug efflux transporters.  Due to lower amino 

acid identity to these related proteins, this is a speculative assignment of function, but 

taken in the context of the remainder of the genome this appears to be cohesive with 

what looks to be a metabolism centered around complex alkane degradation.  As the 

major facilitator superfamily also includes a number of  multi-drug efflux proteins from 

pathogenic bacteria (Nguyen et al., 1983), It is also seems likely that rather than playing 

the sole role of import and acquisition of consumable substrates, a number of these 

proteins may also play the opposing role, acting as an efflux transporter for partially 

degraded molecules that cannot be further degraded.  

  It is also worth mentioning that the genomes encode a number of other amino 

acid sequences from several protein families (Sfams 1548, 13968, 18128, 50865, 

54520, 14 proteins total)  that appear to a be series of tripartite ATP-independent 

periplasmic transporters (TRAP).   TRAP transporters have been shown to be 

associated with a number of compounds, including but not limited to, a variety of 

dicarboxylic acids, as well as a number of sugars and other large complex carbon 

molecules (Mulligan et al., 2011). 

Carbon monoxide dehydrogenase/xanthine dehydrogenase. The SAR202 

assemblies contain a number of  genes encoding putative  amino acid sequences  

annotated as carbon monoxide dehydrogenase/xanthine dehydrogenase/aldehyde 

oxidases, including a total of 28 proteins associated with Sfam 1575.  A number of 

members of the Ktedonbacter have been shown to be capable of oxidizing carbon 
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monooxide (King and King, 2014), and it has additionally been shown that there is a 

gradual decline in the levels of dissolved carbon monoxide in the upper mesopelagic and

into the deep ocean (Zafiriou et al., 2008), where organisms of the SAR202 clade reside.

However, due to the low amounts of carbon monoxide present  (< 1 nM) throughout the 

deep water column and considering the ambiguity of the functions of the enzymes 

encoded in this family of proteins, it seems far more likely that most, if not all, of these 

these proteins are of purine dehydrogenase or aldehyde oxidase type functions, rather 

than carbon monoxide dehydrogenase – especially in light of our other observations.  

Aldehyde oxidases  would be particularly relevant to the types of carbon processing we 

have seen in these genomes, but may also be somewhat redundant, as their function – 

the conversion of an aldehyde to a carboxylic acid – may also be performed by some of 

the flavin mononucleotide dependent monooxygenases encoded by the SAR202 

genomes.   Xanthine dehydrogenase enzymes often additionally show a xanthine 

oxidase activity (Parschat et al., 2001) and additionally, some versions of this enzyme 

have been shown to be active across a broad substrate range (Krenitsky et al., 1972; 

Morpeth, 1983; Parschat et al., 2001).  It is possible that these enzymes may be 

involved in the initial degradation of complex carbon substrates to a more tractable form,

through the attachment of alcohol groups to alkanes  or the formation of  ketones when 

active on alkene groups.  Either of these reactions would initiate priming of an alkanal 

molecule for possible oxygen insertion by the putative group II Baeyer-Villiger 

monooxygenases previously discussed.  It is also important to note that the conversion 

of xanthine to urate, represents a NADH generating step, and thus a potential pool of 

reducing equivalent for the cell.

Choline degradation and formaldehyde oxidation. The SAR202 genomes 

contain a large number of choline dehydrogenase-type enzymes (Sfams 108560, 1557, 

163373, 2157, 27990, 38781, round2_109).  Sfam family round2_109 alone recruited 38 

enzyme sequences across the 5 genomes.  It is suspected that not all of these enzymes 

are functioning as choline dehydrogenase, but are likely supporting other types of 

alcohol or alkaneamine degradation.   The SAR202 genomes also harbor a number of 

the other requisite gene sequences for the choline degradation pathway including most 

of the subunits of multimeric sarcosine oxidase (EC: 1.5.3.1)  as well as serine 

hydroxymethyltransferase (EC: 2.1.2.1).  Additionally, the genomes include genes for 
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formaldehyde oxidation (1.2.1.46) as well as formate dehydrogenase (EC:1.2.1.2), 

indicating that further oxidation of formaldehyde generated by sarcosine oxidase 

provides additional energy  and reducing equivalent for the cells.

3-hydroxypropionate cycle. The group III SAR202 genomes contain a number 

of the genes coding for proteins associated with the 3-hydroxypropionate cycle first 

elucidated in Chloroflexus aurantiacus (Herter et al., 2002; Zarzycki et al., 2009).  A full 

listing of these genes can be seen in Table S2 found in the supplemental documents.  

While canonically associated with the fixation of carbon, in the first experimental papers 

describing the cycle, the authors state that it likely was re-purposed for this cause, and 

that the original purpose of the cycle was probably concerned with the uptake of a wide 

range of carbon substrates (Zarzycki and Fuchs, 2011; Zarzycki et al., 2009). While a 

number of marine bacteria have been shown to employ partial 3-hydroxypropionate 

cycles as a means of absorption of intermediate substrates, the SAR202 genomes 

include the propionyl/acetyl-CoA carboxylases typically associated with the CO2 fixation 

steps of the cycle, as well as the trifunctional malyl/methylmalyl/citramalyl lyase typically 

associated with the full bicycle (identified by Phyre structural homology server, 100% id 

to trifunctional lyase of Chlorflexus aurantiacus).  Due to the low estimated completion of

the genomes, we cannot guarantee that the cycle does not play a chemolithotrophic role 

in this organism, but given the lack of coding sequences definitively associated with 

chemolithotrophic metabolism and the overwhelming presence of gene sets that appear 

to be preoccupied with complex alkane degradation, we hypothesize that the role of this 

cycle in SAR202 lies in the absorption of small carbon degradation intermediates 

resulting from the breakdown of deep-ocean DOM.

Fatty acid degradation. Between the 5 SAR202 genomes genes or gene 

candidates for all of the central enzymes involved in beta-oxidation are found,  indicating

that the organisms are very likely fully capable of fatty-acid utilization.  The SAR202 

genomes additionally appear to capable of converting propanoate to succinyl-CoA, 

through a propionyl-CoA degradation pathway.  All three genes of the propionyl-CoA 

degradation pathway (which overlaps with the 3-hydroxypropionate cycle) are found in 

multiple members of the SAR202 genomes, with all 3 genes being found in the 

sar202_aaa240-n13 SAG assembly.  This set includes: propionyl-CoA carboxylase (EC: 

6.1.4.3), methylmalonyl-CoA epimerase (EC: 5.1.99.1), and methylmalonyl-CoA mutase 
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(EC: 5.4.99.2).  The presence of a full beta-oxidation pathway, as well as a propionyl-

CoA degradation, pathway appears to indicate that SAR202 is able to fully degrade both 

odd and even chain fatty acids.  Additionally, all of the necessary genes for alpha 

oxidation of methyl branched alkanes are present among the genomes, predicting the 

ability of SAR202 to degrade branched chain alkanes that would remain resistant to 

beta-oxidation.  Formyl-CoA produced in this process may be converted to formate 

through the action of an Acyl/Formyl-CoA transferase and would subsequently act as a 

substrate for formate dehydrogenase and formaldehyde dehydrogenase, representing a 

pool of reductant for the cell.

TCA cycle. The incomplete SAG assembles of SAR202 appear to encode  most 

of the enzymes in a oxoglutarate:ferredoxin oxidoreductase variant of the TCA cycle, 

although with varying degrees of identity and certainty of assignment (the genome also 

includes sequences for ferredoxin proteins).  Given the largely incomplete nature of the 

assemblies, and the presence of certain key genes of the tricarboxylic acid cycle, it 

seems likely that SAR202 encodes a complete TCA cycle.

Glycolosis and pentose phosphate pathway. The SAR202 genomes encode 

nearly all of the genes for glycolysis as well as a full pentose-phosphate pathway with 

the exception of ribose-5 phosphate epimerase, for which a suitable homolog could not 

be found in any of the 5 genomes.  As such, it is likely that SAR202 is fully capable of 

converting glucose to pyruvate, as well as to most or all of the anabolic intermediates of 

the pentose phosphate pathway (with the possible exception of ribose-5 phosphate and 

its derivatives). Homologs for all of the subunits of pyruvate dehydrogenase were also 

found within the assemblies, indicating that pyruvate itself can be oxidized to produce 

acetyl-CoA, which may move on to the TCA cycle.

Aromatics degradation. The SAR202 SAGs encode a number of genes for 

proteins that have annotated functions in aromatic carbon catabolism.  Upon close 

examination of annotated functions, these proteins don't appear to adhere strictly to any 

well-defined aromatic breakdown pathway, but most closely resemble a number of 

genes involved in 4-hydroxyphenylacetate degradation (4-hydroxyphenylacetate 

monooxygenase, 5-carboxymuconate isomerase, 4-hydroxy-2-ketopimelate aldoase), 

protocatechuate degradation (4-carboxymuconolactone decarboxylase, betketoadipate 

enol-lactone hydrolase), catechol degradation (muconolactone isomerase, 
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betaketoadipate enol-lactone hydrolase) and phenylpropionate degradation, as well as a

number of ring-hydroxylating and ring-cleavage dioxygenases, and isomerases  for 

which the precise substrate cannot be discerned.  No complete pathway for any one of 

the above compounds could be elucidated, and given the similarity in function of a 

number of the enzymes involved in these pathways, it is impossible to specify an exact 

substrate.  It is expected that acquisition of  a complete genomic assembly from the 

Group III SAR202 would likely reveal degradation pathways for one or all of these 

pathways and may contain formerly uncharacterized catabolic abilities targeted to  

unknown aromatics.

Carboxylates degradation. The SAR202 genomes appear to encode for 

multiple proteins involved in a smattering of different carboxylic acid pathways including 

propionyl-CoA degradation, 4-hydroxyphenylacetate degradation, 2-amino-3-

carboxymuconate semialdehyde degradation, 2-oxopentoenoate degradation, acetate 

conversion to acetyl-CoA, Glutaryl-CoA degradation, mevalonate degradation, 

acetoacetate degradation 2-oxobutanoate degradation and oxalate degradation.  Of 

particular importance to note is the variety and number of acetoacetyl-CoA or formyl CoA

transferase homologs included in the genomes, as these represent a means of removing

easily oxidized  substrates (such as formate) from the CoA cofactor by substituting a 

ligand that that needs to be further degraded, at no cost to the cell.   Of the pathways 

mentioned, it appears that the pathways for acetoacetate degradation and 2-

oxobutanoate degradation are complete or nearly complete, in that homologs for nearly 

all of the required genes can be found within the SAR202 genomes, while for the 

remainder, the genomes appear to contain a few or several homologs  to genes involved

in those pathways.

Integrases/recombinases.  Group III SAR202 genomes appear to encode a 

number of paralogous families of integrase/recombinase proteins, the most prevalent 

type being associated with Sfam 1721, with a total of 21 homologs to this family found in 

the 5 genomes (see Table 3. for distribution by SAG) and 48 integrase/recombinase 

proteins found total.  The exact strategic function of these enzymes is unknown, 

however it is likely that the abundance of nitrogen (Steinberg et al., 2001) as well as a 

lowered grazing predation in the deep ocean (Rocke et al., 2015) has removed many of 

the selection pressures that would lead to genome streamlining, allowing for frequent 
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recombination, allowing for phage and transposon integration and subsequent 

expansion of the genome.  A corollary to this large number of integrases is found in 

Ktedonbacter racemifer (Chang et al., 2011), which harbors a total of 151 integrase 

proteins in its 13 Mbp genome.  

Sialic acid.  SAR202 appears to harbor a number of genes involved in sialic acid

metabolism.  Sialic acids are  acetylated aminosugar derivatives that are often found to 

be present in lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and capsular glycoproteins, and can play an 

important role in bacterial pathogenesis.    Acetylated aminosugar derivatives have been 

shown to be large component marine DOM, accounting for up to 25% of sugar 

molecules included in high molecular DOM (HWDOM)  at the surface and at depth 

(2015),  making it a large component of the heteropolysaccharide (non-CRAM) portion of

deep ocean DOM (Hertkorn et al., 2006) with  relevance to the marine carbon cycle 

(Riemann and Azam, 2002).  The presence of sialidases and sialic acid lysases, as well 

as nearly complete glycolosis and pentose phosphate present the possibility of sialic 

acids being used as a carbon or energy source by these cells.  Despite this, the majority 

of the genes seen in SAR202 that are involved in sialic acid metabolism appear to be 

biosynthetic, and as such, it seems that the sialidases and sialic acid lyases in the cell 

are  likely involved in restructuring glycoprotein or S-layer components 

(Lipopolysaccharide has been experimentally shown to be absent in a number of 

Chloroflexi; Sutcliffe, 2010), rather than providing a catabolic role.  Sialic acid 

biosynthetic components for which genes were found include N-acetylneuraminate 

synthase, CMP-N-acetylneuraminate synthase, and candidates for polysaccharide 

biosynthesis protein CapD.  The presence of sialic acid biosynthetic proteins has been 

observed previously in uncultured Chloroflexi (Campbell et al., 2014), although it has not

been widely discussed, and a number of other Chloroflexi species contain homologs to 

our SAR202 coding sequences. 

 The possibility of sialic acid production in SAR202 makes it a likely contributor to

the HMWDOM portion of deep-water DOM and contributes valuable information to our 

understanding of the cell surface and envelope ultrastructure of the phylum Chloroflexi 

which is murky, at best.  The cell envelope morphology of the Chloroflexi is largely 

undetermined (Sutcliffe, 2011); the phylum contains organisms that stain Gram-negative 

as well as others that stain Gram-positive (Including Ktedonobacter sp. ;Sutcliffe, 2010). 
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A number of additional  features indicate that cells of the Chloroflexi are likely 

monoderm, including the lack of LPS, apparently monoderm cell ultrastructure in 

Sphaerobacter and Thermobaculum species, as well as L-ornithine containing 

peptidoglycan typical of gram-positive species (Jurgens et al., 1987, 1989; Schleifer and 

Kandler, 1972; Sutcliffe, 2010, 2011).  The presence of sialic acid would have 

implications as to the ecological strategy of the clade as well, as the presence of an S-

Layer in SAR202 may allow SAR202 to evade phage predation in the deep ocean 

through modification and masking of cell surface epitopes.  

CONCLUSIONS

The Chloroflexi have an ancient origin that probably dates back to the earliest 

diverging lineages within the domain bacteria (Lang et al., 2013; Woese, 1987; Woese et

al., 1990; Wu et al., 2009).  The SAR202 clade includes multiple divergent lineages 

emerging monophyletically within the Chloroflexi (Morris et al., 2004).  These facts 

suggest the SAR202 clade diversified into water column niches sometime in the 

Precambrian Eon.  The genomes of these organisms suggest that their ecological role is

oxidative respiratory primary metabolism of deep-sea DOM.  The proliferation of 

monooxygenases, which require oxygen as a substrate, is a consistent feature of 

SAR202 genomes.  A scenario that could explain all of these facts is  an ancient origin of

the clade tied to its expansion into the niche of oxidation of recalcitrant carbon, catalyzed

through the initial cleavage of these molecules using flavin-mononucleotide/F420-

dependent monooxygenases. (Kim et al., 2012) showed an initial diversification of 

oxygen-consuming enzymes between 1.4 and 2.9 billion years ago, consistent with the 

rise in oxygen that is demonstrated in the geological record.  Their analysis indicated 

that reactions involving the oxidation of sulfonates only appear following the initial 

advance of oxygen (Kim et al., 2012).  Flavin mononucleotides, cofactors of these 

proteins, are considered to be some of the earliest biological cofactors (Caetano-Anollés

et al., 2011; Ji et al., 2007) and are thought to predate the existence of aerobic 

enzymatic activity (Kim et al., 2012).  The scenario consistent with this, and which we 

favor,  is the expansion of oxidative metabolism in the SAR202 clade as a part of its 

proliferation into the ecological niche as a consumer of a significant component of deep-

water DOM, in the wake of the slow rise in global oxygen.  
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The presence in SAR202 genomes of multiple families of highly paralogous 

enzymes with functions  in oxidative metabolism indicates a generalist strategy of partial 

or full oxidation of a varied set of alkane and carboxylic acid-rich DOM compounds as a 

primary source of energy.  The SAR202 genomes also appear to harbor a number of 

genes traditionally associated with the 3-hydroxypropionate  bi-cycle (3HPC) including 

acetyl-CoA/propionyl-CoA carboxylases associated with the carbon fixation steps of the 

cycle.  The 3-hydroxypropionate pathway was originally identified in the related 

Chloroflexus auranticas,  and while traditionally recognized as carbon-fixation pathway, it

is thought by its discoverers to have arisen as a means to faciltate the absorption of a 

number of intermediate carbon degradation products (Fuchs, 2011; Zarzycki and Fuchs, 

2011).  It has been successfully shown that the uptake of 3HPC intermediates increases 

under autotrophic growth in Chloroflexus and that autotrophically grown cells 

preferentially absorb available organic carbon despite an excess of available CO2 and H2

available for carbon fixation (Zarzycki and Fuchs, 2011).  The related 3-

hydroxypropionate/4-hydroxybutyrate cycle has also been shown to fill a similar role in 

Archaea (Ramos-Vera et al., 2010).  Additionally, it has been observed that  

subsegments of the 3HPC involving one or more successive proteins have been 

implemented in a number of marine organisms as a means of facilitating the assimilation

of a number of  compounds, typically short carboxylic acids and aldehydes, produced by 

other pathways such as DMSP degradation (Todd et al., 2010; Zarzycki and Fuchs, 

2011).  The presence of a partial or complete 3-hydroxypropionate cycle would facilitate 

the metabolism of  a complex mixture of  metabolic intermediates produced by 

degradation of semi-refractory or refractory DOM.

 A large family of FMNO paralogs appears to have diversified within the SAR202 

clade, to catalyze early steps in the oxidation of refractory DOM.  We speculate that 

multiple paralogs evolved to accommodate a wider variety of substrates susceptible to 

mechanistically similar catalytic conversions.  This family of monooxygenases 

corresponds to the Group C monooxygenases (Huijbers et al., 2014), which have been 

demonstrated to catalyze alkanesulfonate and aminocarboxylic acid oxidation, as well as

a variety of alkane oxidations. (van Berkel et al., 2006; Eichhorn et al., 1999; Huijbers et 

al., 2014; Joosten and van Berkel, 2007; Uetz et al., 1992).  Many flavin-dependent 

monooxygenases are promiscuous in substrate while catalyzing specific reactions 
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(Huijbers et al., 2014).   From phylogenetic and in silco structural assessment, the 

majority of the FMNO paralogs in SAR202 are type II Baeyer-Villiger Monooxygenases.  

While not homologous to flavin monooxygenases found in human genomes, the 

biochemically and  mechanistically related human FMO group B flavin enzyme family 

contains a number of Baeyer-Villiger monooxygenases and is often considered to be an 

archetype of the promiscuous enzyme, capable of degrading an enormous range of 

substrates within the human body (Cashman and Zhang, 2006)).  Enzymatic promiscuity

is often thought to be associated with a loss of catalytic efficiency, however has been 

experimentally shown that a loss in enzyme specificity or function in promiscuous 

system can be compensated by over-expression or increased gene copy number 

(McLoughlin and Copley, 2008).   Realistic models of enzymatic neofunctionalization 

falling under the divergence before duplication header predict that duplication provides a

stabilizing effect to enzymes undergoing promiscuous re-functionalization for new 

substrates, allowing a group of promiscuous enzymes to retain a collective baseline 

efficency for a necessary catalytic function while allowing for an expanded range of 

secondary substrates  (Soskine and Tawfik, 2010).  One can imagine that an organism 

presented with a heterogeneous continuum of related substrates might adopt an 

evolutionary strategy where continuous expansion of  group of paralogs would be 

justified as a means of maintaining a large repertoire of opportunistic catalytic functions 

without compromising successfully acquired enzymatic abilities.

The larger estimated genome sizes of some of the genomes, the expanded 

families of paralogs, and the large number of integrases in the genome suggest a 

reduced selection pressure for small genomes in the dark ocean, and in all likelihood 

can at least be partially attributed to nitrogen sources being non-limiting in the 

mesopelagic.  This is consistent with what has been observed in other deep-water 

organisms.  For example, estimated genome sizes for a deep-water SAR11 clade 

organisms were found to be much larger than their nitrogen-limited surface counterparts 

(Thrash et al., 2014).  Other contributing factors may be reduced grazing pressure as a 

function of dilution, as well as possible host defense mechanisms such as glycoprotein 

variability or S-layer production.  It is also probable that the integrases and 

corresponding recombination proteins  have promoted the expansion of a number of 

paralogous families through the excision and integration of transposable elements 
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throughout the genome.  As an evolutionary strategy, the proliferation of paralogs, while 

certainly not unique to this group, has precedence within the Chloroflexi.  For example, 

Dehalococcoides, despite its small genome size and apparent genome streamlining, 

harbors multiple non-identical coding sequences for the reductive dehalogenase 

enzymes that are central to its metabolism (Futagami et al., 2009; McMurdie et al., 

2009). The 1.4 Mbp, highly-streamlined genome of Dehaloccoccoides strain VS contains

at least 36 coding sequences for the rdhAB subunits, largely contained in high-plasticity 

regions surrounding the origin of replication (McMurdie et al., 2009). This family of 

paralogs is theorized to extend the range of potential halogenated electron acceptors 

available to these organisms and allow for subsequent expansion of their ecological 

niche (McMurdie et al., 2009).  Moreover, genome of Ktedonobacter racemifer SOP1-

21T is  defined by massive over-representation of a number of paralogous gene families 

(Chang et al., 2011). The most notable of these are the integrases/recombinases 

mentioned previously (identified as COG0675 in K. racimefer SOP1-21T) but also short-

chain dehydrogenases (COG1028; overlaps with Sfam 1639,  see Table 2), flavin-

dependent monooxygenases (COG2141), alpha/beta hydrolases (COG0596), and 

carbohydrate transport proteins (COG2814) related to the major facilitator superfamily 

proteins found in SAR202.  All of these are also found to be prolific in the SAR202 

assemblies.  

Given the data available, a speculative assessment of the protein features 

encoded by the SAR202 genomes paints a picture of an organism that has devoted a 

significant portion of its metabolic potential the degradation of deep-water DOM through 

the proliferation of what are likely a number of promiscuous degradative enzyme 

families.  The types of reactions performed by these enzymes would be especially suited

to the class of deep-water DOM compounds known as CRAM, and it is likely that 

SAR202 plays a role in the conversion of semi-refractory carbon to refractory carbon in 

the deep ocean.  A major component of CRAM is predicted to consist of alicyclic ring 

structures derived from sterol and hopanoid membrane lipids (Hertkorn et al., 2006) ; an 

illustration of  a possible degradation pathway, using a sterol compound as an example 

can be seen in Figure 7.  Through a combination of an alcohol dehydrogenase and a 

Baeyer-Villiger monooxygenase, a sterol molecule can be partially decyclized to what 

appears to be a more bioavailable complex carboxylic acid that resembles structures 
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proposed by (Hertkorn et al., 2006).  Such semi-linearized compounds may be  partially 

degraded further through standard fatty-acid oxidation pathways, such as beta or alpha 

oxidation, providing acetyl-CoA for cell metabolism.   Full oxidation is not obligatory, as a

number of small CoA linked derivatives resulting from beta oxidation of complex 

linearized alkanes may be assimilated as intermediates in the 3HP cycle.   Alternatively, 

the presence of a variety of acyl-CoA transferases that operate without the consumption 

of ATP  could  link the ligation of newly imported  or more labile substrate to the release 

of partially-oxidized, intractable compounds, and would provide an entry point for new 

carbon compounds into the degradation pathways, while simultaneously conserving 

energy.  Released intractable substrates could be exported using a number of major 

faciltator superfamily transport proteins.  Such a scenario would place SAR202 in the 

position of  a key intermediate in the marine carbon cycle, as one of the final steps in the

conversion of semi-refractory or more-labile forms of refractory DOM to more refractory 

species through the dual action of increasing the heterogeneity as well as lowering the 

chemical reactivity of exported degradation products.  Similar scenarios have been 

proposed for freshwater DOM (Arakawa and Aluwihare, 2015).  Other enzymes likely 

contributing to the initial oxidation of marine DOM include  enzymes associated with 

aromatic degradation as well as the xanthine monooxygenase type proteins mentioned 

previously in this monograph. A sparse outline of this possible metabolic model is shown 

in Figure 8.  

While a great deal of the metabolism of SAR202 appears to be devoted to the 

degradation of complex refractory DOM, it is likely that SAR202 is capable of degrading 

more labile forms of marine carbon.  The mechanisms described for the utilization of 

recalcitrant DOM as a carbon or energy source involve labile chemical intermediates that

could also be used as carbon or energy sources.  For example, while the main type of 

FMNO found in the SAR202 genomes appears to be a type II Baeyer-Villiger 

monooxygenase, there are a number of divergent coding sequences that may perform 

more canonical catalytic functions of this family of  enzymes, such as the removal of 

sulfur and nitrogen groups from alkanesulfonates or aminocarboxylic acids respectively, 

providing the corresponding alkanes for further utilization.  The presence of a multimeric 

sarcosine oxidase as well as a DMSP lyase in some of the SAR202 genomes appears to

indicate that it can metabolize some of these smaller, semi-labile forms of carbon.  If 
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SAR202 does indeed easily utilize these smaller forms of carbon, it may contribute to the

“Priming Effect” observed in some deep water systems where refractory DOM is 

degraded  when labile carbon is available to support baseline metabolism (Hansell and 

Carlson, 2013; 2015).  

Multiple laboratory experiments have used natural marine communities to 

provide support for the theory that the production of refractory DOM in the deep ocean is

biotically mediated (Ogawa et al., 2001; Tranvik, 1993) and it appears likely that SAR202

acts as a modulator of this process, but its capacity to use specific substrates cannot be 

absolutely determined from the genome alone. Despite our effort here to provide a 

speculative metabolic overview of the SAR202 clade, the certainty of our assessment 

unfortunately cannot be validated in the absence of an axenic or enriched culture.  While

single-amplified genome sequences provide valuable insight into unexplored clades of 

bacteria they do not provide a substitute for complete sequences derived from cultures, 

and they absolutely do not provide a substitute for the ability to test for specific metabolic

capabilities on such axenic cultures.  As has been shown to be the case in the past 

(Giovannoni and Stingl, 2007), the culturing and isolation of previously uncultured strains

remains important even in the face of the most modern advances in biology.

We propose the SAR202 group III clade be given the following class, order, and 

family assignments Monstramaria, classis. nov., Monstramariales, ord. nov. 

Monstramariaceae, fam. nov. We additionally propose the placeholder name, 

Candidatus 'Monstramaris cthulu' gen. nov, sp. nov be given to the group III SAR202.  

The root of the class, order, family and genus name stems from the latin 'Sea monster', 

to reflect the nearly exclusive presence of members of the SAR202 clade to a number of

marine and aquatic environments, and the species name M. cthulu, is taken from the 

antagonist of the stories of H.P. Lovecraft whose amorphous appearance was said to 

drive men mad, in representation of the high divergence of the SAR202 from other 

Chloroflexi, its cryptic genomic and metabolic features, the low amino acid identity of its 

protein coding sequences to known orthologs, the inferred promiscuity of of its enzyme 

systems, and most importantly the abyssal depths in which it resides.
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Figure  3.1  16S  ribosmal  RNA  tree  of  the  SAR202  clade  within  the  current
phylogeny  of  the  Chloroflexi.  This  tree  includes  current  representatives  of  the
Chloroflexi as well as clones from Morris 2004.
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Figure  3.2  Phylogenomic  tree  of  the  Chloroflexi.   This  tree  is  based  on  a
concatenated sequence alignment of 70 amino acid sequences and allowing for 20%
missing data.  Branches are color-coded by class-level taxa assignments
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Figure  3.3  Global  bacterial  phylogeny   of  all  FMN/F420  dependent
monooxygenases  related  to  those  of  the  SAR202  clade  in  cladogram  format.
Branch colors show general phyletic distributions of the monooxygenases of SAR202, as
well as other Chloroflexi and Ktedonobacter (lower right).  The lineages that contain the
putative  type  II  Baeyer-Villiger  monooxygenase  proteins  encoded  by  the  SAR202
genomes  are  shown  to  be   diverged  from  the  cannonical  alkanesulfonate
monooxygenase-type  proteins  and  other  alkanal  monooxygenases  recruited  by  this
analysis   Leaf  node colors correspond to Sfam assignment  for  each and match the
colors used to represent the total counts for each Sfam (upper left).
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Figure 3.4 Reciprocal best-blast recruitment of SAR202 contigs to the MOCA North
Atlantic depth profile.  Depths of recruited fragments are color-coded according to the
key in the upper right.
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Figure  3.5  Reciprocal  best-blast  recruitment  of  SAR202  contigs  to  the
HOTS/ALOHA depth profile. Depths of recruited fragments are color-coded according
to the key in the upper right.
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Figure 3.6 Types of reactions catalyzed by FMN/F420 dependent monooxygenase
proteins found in the SAR202 single-amplified genomes.   Cannonical reactions for
enzymes in this protein family and potential fates of products are shown in this figure.
Cannonical  reactions  for  enzymes  in  this  protein  family  include:  A.)  Alkanal
monooxygenases,  which  convert  aldehydes  to  fatty  acids;  B.)  alkanesulfonate
monooxygenases, which catalyze the cleavage of carbon-sulfur bonds to produce and
aldehyde and a free sulfite;  C.)  nitrilotriacetate monooxygenase,  which catalyzes the
removal of a glyoxalate group from a aminocarboxylic  acid,  D.) dibenzothiophenone
monooxygenase,  which catalyzes the cleavage of a carbon-sulfur bond to produce a
substituted biphenyl, and finally, E.) the type two Bayer-Villager monooxygenases, which
catalyze the insertion of a single oxygen adjacent to a ketone or aldehyde group.
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Figure  3.6  Types  of  reactions  catalyzed  by  flavin  mononucleotide  /  F420
dependent monooxygenase type proteins found in the SAR202 single-amplified
genomes. 
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Figure 3.7  A possible alicyclic carbon degradation pathway using a sterol molecule as an example. 
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Figure 3.8  A speculative metabolic scenario for cells of the SAR202 clade. Proteins
encoded in the SAR202 SAG assemblies are involved a variety of partial and complete
alkane degradation pathways. Partial degradation products of fatty-acids and substituted
alkanes  released  from  the  oxidation  of  CRAM  or  its  precursors  may   provide
intermediates for absorption via the 3-hydroxypropionate cycle.  



Figure 3.8  A speculative metabolic scenario for cells of the SAR202 clade.
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Figure S3.1  Box-plot distributions of genome recovery as a function of recovered Chloroflexi-conserved single-copy 
marker genes based on a rolling starting point within the concatenated genome sequence for all fully-sequenced 
Chloroflexi included in our analysis.
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Figure S3.2  Single-copy gene cluster conservation as a function of the number of 
Chloroflexi genomes, and fitted power-law function predicting the number of 
conserved single-copy genes as a product of each additional genome.  Performed 
using all fully-sequenced Chloroflexi included in our analysis.  
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Figure S3.3  Alternative version of Figure 3.3 with full branch lengths.  Shows 
general phyletic distributions of the monooxygenases of SAR202, as well as other 
Chloroflexi and Ktedonobacter.  The groups that contain the putative type II Bayer-
Villiger monooxygenase proteins encoded by the SAR202 genomes are shown to be 
extremely  diverged from the cannonical alkanesulfonate monooxygenase-type proteins 
and other alkanal monooxygenases recruited by this analysis.  
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Figure S3.4 Yearly distribution and abundance of the group III SAR202 clade in the
euphotic zone and upper mesopelagic as discerned by deep 16S rRNA amplicon 
sequencing of environmental DNA taken from the western Sargasso Sea.  Data is  
interpolated over a ten-year monitoring period and normalized to deep mixing.  Data 
taken from Vergin 2015; Vergin et al. 2013; Giovannoni and Vergin 2012.
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Figure S3.5 Yearly distribution and abundance of the group II SAR202 clade in the 
euphotic zone and upper mesopelagic as discerned by deep 16S rRNA amplicon 
sequencing iof environmental DNA taken from the western Sargasso Sea.  Data is  
interpolated over a ten-year monitoring period and normalized to deep mixing.  Data 
taken from Vergin 2015; Vergin et al. 2013; Giovannoni and Vergin 2012.
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Figure S3.6 Yearly distribution and abundance of the group I SAR202 clade in the 
euphotic zone and upper mesopelagic as discerned by deep 16S rRNA amplicon 
sequencing of environmental DNA taken from the western Sargasso Sea.  Data is  
interpolated over a ten-year monitoring period and normalized to deep mixing.  Data 
taken from Vergin 2015; Vergin et al. 2013; Giovannoni and Vergin 2012. 
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Figure S3.7  Yearly distribution and abundance of the group IV SAR202 clade in 
the euphotic zone and upper mesopelagic as discerned by deep 16S rRNA 
amplicon sequencing of environmental DNA taken from the western Sargasso 
Sea.  Data is  interpolated over a ten-year monitoring period and normalized to deep 
mixing.  Data taken from Vergin 2015; Vergin et al. 2013; Giovannoni and Vergin 2012.



Table 3.1 Genome completion estimates and estimated genome size for 5 SAR202 SAGs.
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Table 3.2 Highest recruiting Sfam protein families from SAR202 SAG assemblies.
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Table 3.3 Reciprocal Best-Blast recruitment of SAR202 single amplified genomes against two metagenomic depth profiles.
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Recruitment (Total Reads Recruited / Percent of Reads Recruited / Average Percent Identity)
Cell Origin: Hawaii Ocean Time Series South Atlantic Gyre North Atlantic/OMZ -

Site Depth (m) Total Reads sar202_aaa240-o15 sar202_aaa240-n13 sar202_aaa001-f05 sar202_aaa007-m09 sar202_ab-629-p13 All

MOCA

100 404,351 14 0.00% 88% 9 0.00% 87% 6 0.00% 82% 8 0.00% 80% 14 0.00% 94% 51 0.01% 86%
776 555,373 1,202 0.22% 94% 1,109 0.20% 94% 626 0.11% 93% 476 0.09% 92% 77 0.01% 97% 3,490 0.63% 94%

2750 579,381 1,381 0.24% 89% 1,304 0.23% 89% 2,263 0.39% 90% 1,747 0.30% 89% 33 0.01% 94% 6,728 1.16% 90%
5000 495,906 2,862 0.58% 93% 2,616 0.53% 93% 2,461 0.50% 93% 1,872 0.38% 93% 72 0.01% 92% 9,883 1.99% 93%

Total - 2,035,011 5,459 0.26% 91% 5,038 0.24% 91% 5,356 0.25% 90% 4,103 0.19% 89% 196 0.01% 94% 20,152 0.95% 91%

HOT

10 7,842 4 0.05% 86% 3 0.04% 82% 6 0.08% 83% 1 0.01% 78% 0 0.00% - 14 0.18% 82%
25 1,150,263 0 0.00% - 0 0.00% - 0 0.00% - 0 0.00% - 4 0.00% 91% 4 0.00% 91%
70 10,999 0 0.00% - 0 0.00% - 0 0.00% - 0 0.00% - 0 0.00% - 0 0.00% -
75 1,237,622 1 0.00% 83% 5 0.00% 91% 0 0.00% - 0 0.00% - 5 0.00% 87% 11 0.00% 87%
110 473,166 0 0.00% - 0 0.00% - 0 0.00% - 0 0.00% - 6 0.00% 88% 6 0.00% 88%
125 501,198 2 0.00% 87% 0 0.00% - 0 0.00% - 0 0.00% - 10 0.00% 92% 12 0.00% 89%
130 6,812 0 0.00% - 0 0.00% - 0 0.00% - 0 0.00% - 1 0.01% 94% 1 0.01% 94%
200 8,286 11 0.13% 84% 9 0.11% 84% 10 0.12% 83% 4 0.05% 81% 0 0.00% - 34 0.41% 83%
500 1,537,785 4,654 0.30% 94% 4,450 0.29% 94% 1,349 0.09% 91% 1,059 0.07% 90% 127 0.01% 91% 11,639 0.76% 92%
770 11,479 37 0.32% 92% 51 0.44% 91% 33 0.29% 92% 23 0.20% 90% 1 0.01% 87% 145 1.26% 90%

4000 11,229 96 0.85% 86% 94 0.84% 87% 132 1.18% 87% 104 0.93% 88% 1 0.01% 100% 427 3.80% 90%
Total - 4,956,681 4,805 0.15% 87% 4,612 0.16% 88% 1,530 0.16% 87% 1,191 0.11% 85% 115 0.00% 91% 12,293 0.58% 86%
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Assembly Name Group % GC Cp value

sar202_aaa240-o15 3 93 1,423,799 30,063 13/93 55 13.3 2521172610

sar202_aaa240-n13 3 181 1,403,147 13,072 28/181 55 13.7 2263328036

sar202_aaa001-f05 3 133 1,320,825 14,363 24/133 55 14.1 2521172608

sar202_aaa007-m09 3 70 1,096,525 65,612 5/70 55 0.0 2521172609

sar202_ab-629-p13 5 39 807,656 37,321 7/39 41 6.2 2639762710

No. of 
Contigs

Total Base 
Pairs

N50 of 
Contigs 

Over 2000 
bp

Number of 
Contigs 
Larger 
than 

N50(2000)

IMG 
Accession 

Number
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Table S3.2 Candidate gene assignments coding for proteins involved in the 3-
hydroxypropionate cycle found in SAR202 assemblies.

Enzyme Candidate Genes

Acetyl-CoA carboxylase

Malonyl-CoA reductase

Propionyl-CoA synthase

Propionyl-CoA carboxylase

Methylmalonyl-CoA epimerase

Methymalonyl-CoA mutase 

Succinate dehydrogenase sar202_aaa001-f05: 2521610375

Fumarate hydratase

Methylmalyl-CoA dehydratase
Mesaconyl-CoA CoA transferase

Mesaconyl-CoA hydratase

sar202_aaa001-f05: 2521610627, 252161026; 
sar202_aaa007-m09: 2521610950, 2521610951, 
2521610952; sar202_aaa240-n13: 2264260413, 

2264260414, 2521610626, 2264260258, 22664260259; 
sar202_aaa240-o15: 2521612691, 2521612692; sar202_ab-

629-p13: 2521613197, 2264872648;

sar202_aaa001-f05: 2521609775, 2521609932, 
2521610279, 2521609568; sar202_aaa007-m09: 
2521611297, 2521610732; sar202_aaa240-n13: 

2264260782, 2264261023, 2264260846, 2264260825, 
2264260914; sar202_aaa240-o15: 2521613155; sar202_ab-

629-p13: 2264873038
sar202_aaa001-f05: 2521610627, 252161026; 

sar202_aaa007-m09: 2521610950, 2521610951, 
2521610952; sar202_aaa240-n13: 2264260413, 

2264260414, 2521610626, 2264260258, 22664260259; 
sar202_aaa240-o15: 2521612691, 2521612692; sar202_ab-

629-p13: 2521613197, 2264872648;
sar202_aaa001-f05: 2521610355; sar202_aaa240-n13: 

2264260289, sar202_aaa240-o15: 
2521612297,2521612379

sar202_aaa240-n13: 2264260840, 226426935; 
sar202_aaa240-o15: 2521612298, 2521612295

Succinyl-CoA:malate-CoA 
transferase

sar202_aaa001-f05: 2521610523; sar202_aaa001-m09: 
2521610725, 252160772;; sar202_aaa240-n13: 

2264260060; sar202_240-o15: 2521612823, 2521612284; 
sar202_ab-629-p13: 2264872365,  2264872881

sar202_aaa240-o15: 2521612857; sar202_ab-629-p13: 
2264873103;

Malyl-CoA/methylmalyl-
CoA/citramalyl-CoA trifunctional 

lyase

sar202_aaa001-m09: 2521610711, 2521610713, 
2521610712

sar202_aaa001-f05: 2521609939, 2521609938; 
sar202_aaa240-n13: 2264260672
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ABSTRACT

20 new bacterioplankton genome sequences were obtained from mesopelagic 

and euphotic zone water samples, using a number of refinements to optofluidic single-

cell genome amplification.  Here we report on several of these genome sequences and 

give a first analysis of their metabolic potential.  Three of the new genomes, belonging to

the Acidimicrobiales (Sva0996 marine group) and Gammaproteobacteria (E01-9C-26 

marine group) represent previously unexplored genomic diversity in sub-surface ocean 

microbial assemblages.  Sva0996 is found in the lower euphotic zone,  where it 

contributes up to 6.65% at 100 m. Abundance of Sva0996 has been systematically 

underestimated because of mis-matched bases at common PCR priming sites.  The 

genome of Sva0996 was estimated to be 2.93 Mbps and have an estimated completion 

of 49%.  Annotation of the Sva0996 genome revealed an unusual gene complement, 

including DMSP demethylase, S-(hydroxymethyl)-mycothiol dehydrogenase, and 

xylanase, which hints at a role of this organism in the oxidation of DMSP, volatile organic

compounds, and possibly cellulose, suggesting that it may specialize in the oxidation of 

DOM products originating from some classes of eukaryotic phytoplankton. The E01-9C-

26 genomes had an estimated size of 3.76 - 4.10 Mbps, with completion estimates up to 

89%.  The genomes had a gene complement that we speculate adapts it to the oxidation

of a wide range of amine compounds, including D-amino acids throughout the upper 

dark ocean.  These findings validate optofluidics as a viable and effective tool, capable 

of producing high-coverage single-cell microbial plankton genomes.  Our findings also 

provide support for an ecological model in which DOM resources are partitioned across 

a range of metabolic specialists.
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INTRODUCTION

The majority of bacterial species in the ocean have not been cultured (Rappé 

and Giovannoni, 2003).  Painstaking effort yielded cultures of a number of dominant 

clades of marine Bacteria and Archaea from the ocean epipelagic, including the 

ubiquitous heterotrophic SAR11 clade (Rappé et al., 2002), the cyanobacterial primary 

producer Prochlorococcus (Chisholm et al., 1992; Goericke and Welschmeyer, 1993), 

Puniceispirillum of the SAR116 clade (Oh et al., 2010), dominant members of the marine

Roseobacteria, such as Rugeria pomeroryi (Gonzalez, 2003), and members of the 

oligotrophic marine Gammaproteobacteria (Cho and Giovannoni, 2004).   Culturing cells 

was far less successful in the dark waters of the mesopelagic and bathypelagic. In these

ocean zones, single-cell genome sequencing and genome assembly from metagenomes

have become the main sources of insight into the detailed mechanisms of microbial 

processes.

The euphotic zone of the open ocean is constrained by a distinctly different set of

biogeochemical parameters from the mesopelagic and bathypelagic.  For example, in 

the western Sargasso Sea, the input of exogenous nutrients to the euphotic zone is low, 

and phosphorus and nitrogen severely limit plankton growth, except during seasonal 

periods of mixing and stratification (Giovannoni and Vergin, 2012; Steinberg et al., 

2001).  Consequently in this ocean region the water is clear and sunlight penetrates.  By 

contrast, the upper mesopelagic, or 'twilight zone', remains largely unmixed and is 

replete in nitrogen and phosphorus, with low particulate carbon concentrations and high 

inorganic carbon concentrations (Giovannoni and Vergin, 2012; Steinberg et al., 2001).

Mesopelagic and bathypelagic microbial plankton communities are distinct from 

surface communities.  The dominant groups of Bacteria and Archaea in the mesopelagic

are the Marine group I (MGI) Thaumarchaea, the SAR324 clade of Deltaproteobacteria, 

the SAR202 clade, the candidate phylum 'Marinomicrobia' (formerly known as the 

SAR406/Marine group A group), as well as deepwater ecotypes of SAR11 (Giovannoni 

and Vergin, 2012; Robinson et al., 2010).  The relative abundances of these vary with 

time but maximal abundances reported from early 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) studies of 

each of these groups are as follows: MGI Thaumarchaea (20%; Fuhrman, 1992; 

Massana et al., 1997), SAR324 (18%; Wright et al., 1997), SAR202 (10%; Giovannoni et

al., 1996), 'Marinomicrobia' (9%; Gordon and Giovannoni, 1996) and deepwater SAR11 

(13%; Carlson et al., 2008; Vergin et al., 2013), for a total maximum account of 70% of 
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the Bacterial and Archaeal population at depth.  Of these groups, only the MGI 

Thaumarchaea have representatives in culture (Könneke et al., 2005).  

Examination of a 10-year series of 16S rRNA amplicon abundance from the 

Bermuda-Atlantic Time-Series site revealed a number of patterns in spatiotemporal 

distributions of major Bacterial and Archaeal groups within the euphotic zone and the 

upper mesopelagic (Giovannoni and Vergin, 2012; Vergin, 2015; Vergin et al., 2013).  

This investigation also revealed that a number of largely unstudied groups are important 

contributors to the microbial community at these depths.  Two of these groups, Sva0996 

Acidimicrobiales and the E01-9C-26 Gammaproteobacteria, appear to be ubiquitously 

present in samples from below 100 m and 200 m, respectively, and are present in 

numbers comparable to the previously-documented major clades discussed above.  

In this manuscript we evaluate an optofluidic approach (Landry et al., 2013) to 

single-cell genomics as a means of obtaining genomic information from the dominant 

uncultivated clades of deep-water marine organisms.  The isolation and amplification of 

cells from deep-water (250 m) samples taken from the Sargasso Sea yielded genomes 

for both the Sva0996 marine Acidimicrobiales and the E01-9C-26 marine 

Gammaproteobacteria, as well as a number of other groups of marine Bacteria. 

Additional sorting of shallower water samples (20 m) showed that the instrumentation 

was capable of producing single-cell genomic data from  a number of other marine cell 

types.  This manuscript gives a first look at the genomes of Sva0996 and E01-9C-26, 

and examines their ecology using the BATS ocean time series (Giovannoni and Vergin, 

2012).   

METHODS

Seawater Samples.  Cells suspensions for single-cell genomics were collected 

from Hydrostation S in the western Sargasso Sea on two separate cruise dates 

(03/10/2011, 07/02/2015).  Concentrated cell solutions for single-cell genomics were 

produced by tangential flow filtration (TFF). Prior to filtration, TFF cassette cartridges 

were washed according to the manufacturer's instructions using solutions 0.1N NaOH 

and 0.1N H3PO4,  and flushed with 10L of deionized water.  

 For the 03/10/2011 samples, 460 L of water was taken from 250 m depth on two 

consecutive casts, beginning at 0700 hours, and concentrated to ~200 ml using a 

Millipore Pellicon 2 TFF cassette cartridge with a 30 Kda size cutoff (regenerated 
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ultracellulose, 0.5 m surface area).  10 ml aliquots were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, 

using 10% 0.1 µM filtered DMSO as a cryopreservative.  Aliquots were stored at -86 °C 

until use.  

For the 07/02/2015 samples, 230 L of water was taken from a single cast at 0600

hours at 20 m depth, and concentrated to 500 ml using a Millipore Pellicon 2 Maxi 

cassette cartridge with a 30 Kda size cutoff (regenerated ultracellulose, 2.5 m surface 

area).  1 ml aliquots were made using 10% GlyTE buffer  (20 ml 100x TE Buffer PH 8.0, 

60 ml deionized water, 100 ml molecular grade glycerol; final solution filtered through 0.2

µm syringe filter (Stepanauskas, 2013). Aliquots were frozen in a -86 °C freezer using a 

Mr. Frosty cryopreservation bath, previously stored at -86 °C.  Frozen aliquots were 

stored at -86 °C until use.  

Single-cell Isolation.  A 1:1 mixture of the aforementioned cell suspension with 

a sorting buffer was prepared before sorting.  For samples sorted in 2013, prior to 

sorting, 1ml of 1x phosphate-buffered saline was amended with 8 µl of 10% Pluronic F-

127 and 5 µl of 20 mg/ml molecular-grade bovine serum albumin (BSA). 

 For samples sorted in 2014 and 2015, a salt-free osmolyte buffer was used to 

help alleviate “sticking” or surface interactions of cells with the inside of the microfluidics 

device.  The initial osmolyte buffer consisted of: 50 mM TAPS buffer, and 500 mM 

glycine betaine adjusted to PH 8.0 using sodium hydroxide. Prior to sorting, 1 ml of this 

buffer was amended with 8 µl of Pluronic F-127 and 10 µl 20 mg/ml BSA.  Buffer 

solutions were filtered using a 0.2 µm syringe filter and UV-sterilized for 45 minutes prior 

to use. 20-50 µl of a 1:1 buffered cell suspension was used at a time.  The buffered cell 

suspension was injected to a pb_48x_v4 microfluidics device manufactured by Stanford 

University Microfluidics Foundry using a 0.17” id piece of Tygon tubing fitted with a blunt-

end syringe needle and a 0.20” id hollow stainless steel pin.  Prior to cell injection, the 

microfluidics device was UV-treated for 45 minutes and sample lines of the device were 

flooded with an appropriate chip diluent buffer.  

For samples sorted in 2013, prior to sorting, 1ml of 1x phosphate-buffered saline 

was amended with 4 µl of 10% Pluronic F-127 and 5 µl of 20 mg/ml molecular-grade 

bovine serum albumin (BSA).  For samples sorted in 2014 and 2015, a  salt-free 

osmolyte buffer was used.  The initial osmlolyte buffer consisted of: 50 mM TAPS buffer, 

and 500 mM glycine betaine adjusted to PH 8.0 using sodium hydroxide. Prior to sorting,

1 ml of this buffer was amended with 4 µl of Pluronic F-127 and 10 µl 20 mg/ml BSA.  
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Buffer solutions were filtered using a 0.2 µm syringe filter and UV-sterilized for 45 

minutes prior to use.  

Optical isolation was performed using a Leica DMI6000B inverted microscope 

equipped with combination phase-contrast/fluorescence optics.  Optical isolation was 

performed using a 976 nm wavelength infrared laser fitted with a customized pinhole 

spatial filter and an initial beam diameter of ~8 mm.  Beam steering was performed using

3 dielectric broadband mirrors selected for our laser wavelength, and a corresponding 

periscope assembly and kinematic mount.  An achromatic lens with a focal length of 150 

mm was mounted to the mirror house at the beam entrance using an adjustable 

threaded tube mount.  The purpose of this optic was to correct the beam diameter and 

collimation of the laser as it passed through the internal fluorescence optics of the Leica 

DMI6000B. For more details concerning the optical setup, please refer to (Landry et al., 

2013).  

Whole-genome amplification.  Lysis, neutralization, and whole-genome 

amplification (WGA) reactions were performed within the pb_v4_48x microfluidics 

device.  Multiple displacement amplification (MDA) using Phi29 polymerase was used for

all WGA reactions.  Lysis and neutralization chambers within the device each had a 

volume of 3.5 nl and the reaction chamber had a volume of 60 nl.  Four separate 

protocols were used to execute the whole-genome amplification reactions.  For all 

reaction conditions, lysis solutions were injected and allowed to stand at room 

temperature for 10 minutes, after which they were neutralized using an appropriate stop 

solution.  Following lysis neutralization, whole-genome amplification reagents were 

added and the reaction was allowed to proceed for at least 16 hours at 30 °C. Reaction 

solutions and conditions specific to each relevant set of dates are described below. 

Following reaction completion, WGA product for each individual chamber was recovered 

into a final volume of 15 µl of Tris/EDTA/Tween buffer. All solutions were filtered through 

a 0.2 µm filter prior to use, and all solutions were UV-treated for 45 minutes on ice 

unless otherwise noted.  For specific information concerning the function of the 

microfluidics device please see (Landry et al., 2013).  

07/30/2013, 08/06/2013: The sample sorted was a concentrated cell suspension 

from the 03/10/2011 cruise, taken from 250 m depth. The lysis solution consisted of a 30 

µl aliquot of Qiagen Repli-G Midi kit buffer DLB amended with 3.5 µl of 50% Tween-20 

and 3.5 µl dithiothreitol (DTT). The neutralization solution used was the “Stop” solution 
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included with the Qiagen Repli-G Midi kit.  Recovery solution consisted of a 1 ml aliquot 

of 20 mM Tris-HCL PH 8.0/1 mM EDTA amended with 2 µl 10% Tween-20.  Reaction 

solution consisted of 29 µl of 1x Qiagen Repli-G Midi Buffer amended with 10 µl 20 

mg/ml BSA, 10 µl 25% glycerol, 1.5 µl of Eva Green dsDNA stain, and 0.5 µl 0.75 M DTT

solution.  2 µl of DNA polymerase was added to reaction mixture after UV treatment.

08/05/2014, 11/21/2014: The sample sorted was a concentrated cell suspension 

from the 03/10/2011 cruise, taken from 250 m depth. The lysis solution consisted of a 30 

µl aliquot of Qiagen Repli-G Midi kit buffer DLB amended with 3 µl non-UV-treated DTT, 

added following UV treatment of the DLB solution but prior to injection of the DLB 

solution into the microflidics device. The neutralization solution used was the “Stop” 

solution included with the Qiagen Repli-G Midi kit.   Reaction solution consisted of 29 µl 

of 1x Qiagen Repli-G Single-Cell Buffer amended with 10 µl 20 mg/ml BSA, 10 µl 25% 

glycerol and 2 µl Eva Green dsDNA stain.  2 µl of DNA polymerase was added to 

reaction mixture after UV treatment.  Recovery solution consisted of a 1 ml aliquot of 10 

mM Tris-HCL PH 8.0/1 mM EDTA amended with 2 µl 10% Tween-20. 

09/18/2015: The sample sorted was a concentrated cell suspension from the 

07/02/2015 cruise, taken from 20 m depth. The lysis solution consisted of 0.4 N cold 

KOH with 100 mM DTT added following UV treatment.  The neutralization solution 

consisted of 400 mM HCL added into a solution of 400 mM Tris-HCL (PH 8.0 before 

addition).  Reaction solution consisted of Epicentre RepliPhi buffer, 500 µM 

phosphorthioated random hexamer, 5% glycerol, 5 mM DTT, 2 mg/ml BSA, 1x Eva 

Green dsDNA stain, and 20 U/µl Epicentre RepliPhi Phi29 phage polymerase.  DTT 

added to lysis solution, Eva Green Stain and Phi29 Polymerase were exempted from UV

treatment.  Recovery solution consisted of a 1 ml aliquot of 10 mM Tris-HCL PH 8.0/1 

mM EDTA amended with 2 µl 10% Tween-20. 

11/17/2015, 12/03/2015: The sample sorted was a concentrated cell suspension 

from the 07/02/2015 cruise, taken from 20 m depth. The lysis solution consisted of 0.5 N 

cold KOH with 100 mM added following UV treatment.  The neutralization solution 

consisted of 400 mM HCL added into a solution of 400 mM Tris-HCL (PH 8.0 before 

addition).  Reaction solution consisted of 50 mM Tris-HCL PH 8.0, 50 mM KCL, 5 mM 

NH4SO4, 10 mM MgCl2, 500 µM phosphorthioated random hexamer, 5% glycerol, 20 mM

DTT, 0.5 mg/ml BSA, 150 mM Trehalose, 0.01% NP-40, 1x Eva Green dsDNA stain, and

20 U/µl Epicentre RepliPhi Phi29 phage polymerase.  DTT added to lysis solution, Eva 
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Green dsDNA stain, and Phi29 polymerase were exempted from UV treatment.  

Recovery solution consisted of a 1 ml aliquot of 10 mM Tris-HCL PH 8.0/1 mM EDTA 

amended with 2 µl 10% Tween-20. 

Quantitative PCR and screening of WGA reaction products.  Reaction 

products were screened using quantitative polymerase chain reaction (QPCR) of 

reaction products using universal 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) primers to get a measure 

of copy number as a proxy for reaction success.  Three separate protocols were used for

QPCR. For all QPCR protocols, ABI PowerSYBR mix was used according to the 

instructions.  For all screenings 20 µl reaction volumes were used (2 µl template into 18 

µl of reaction master mix) with a single PCR reaction for each WGA reaction product. All 

screenings were performed in 96-well plates, with fluorescence readings taken at the 

end of the extension step.  For all assays, a PGEM T-EZ vector with a ligated 

Escherichia coli 16S rRNA gene was used as a standard.  Conditions specific to each 

screening protocol are detailed below. Standards and reactions with low melting 

temperatures as determined by disassociation curves were excluded from the analysis.  

All standard curves had R2 of 0.95 or higher.  Reactions passing the detection threshold 

were cleaned using a Qiagen QiaQuick PCR Clean-up kit according the manufacturers 

instructions and sent for Sanger sequencing through the Oregon State University Center

for Genomic Research and Biocomputing (CGRB) core facilities.  The resulting 

sequences were end-trimmed and quality controlled using in-house scripts.  Primer 

sequences were removed from either end and for each sequence, the longest 

contiguous stretch of bases with no base having a Phred quality score of less than 10 

and with a mean quality score of at least 20 was kept.  Sequences with less than 100 bp 

of high-quality sequence were discarded.

07/30/2013, 08/06/2013: QPCR was performed using an ABI 7300 machine with 

27FB and 338RPL primers (27F 5'-AGA GTT TGA TCM TGG CTC AG-3'; 338RPL: 5'-

GCW GCC WCC CGT AGG WGT-3') (Carlson et al., 2004). A concentration of 300 nM of

each primer was used.  Cycling conditions were as follows: 1 cycle of 2:00 @ 50 °C, 

5:00 @ 95 °C; 60 cycles of 0:10 @ 94 °C, 0:30 @ 59 °C followed by a disassociation 

stage from 60 °C  to 95 °C.  2 sets of 8 standards were used with concentrations 

spanning the range of 1x10^1 – 1x10^8 cp/µl.  A detection threshold of 1000 cp/µl in the 

template was used for positive reactions.

08/05/2014, 11/21/2014: QPCR was performed using a Roche 480 LightCycler 
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machine with M13F- and M13R-ligated 515F and 806R primers (M13F-515F:  5'-TGT 

AAA ACG ACG GCC AGT GTG CCA GCM GCC GCG GTA A-3'; M13R-806R: 5'-CAG 

GAA ACA GCT ATG ACC GGA CTA CHV GGG TWT CTA AT-3') (Caporaso et al., 2010). 

A concentration of 300 nM of each primer was used.  Cycling conditions were as follows:

1 cycle of 2:00 @ 50 °C, 5:00 @ 95 °C; 50 cycles of 0:15 @ 95 °C, 0:30 @ 58 °C, 0:45 

@ 72 °C; 1 cycle of 5:00 @ 72 °C; followed by a disassociation stage from 60 °C to 95 

°C.  3 sets of 8 standards were used with concentrations spanning the range of 1x10^2 –

1x10^9 cp/µl.  A detection threshold of 1000 cp/µl in the template was used for positive 

reactions.

09/18/2015, 1/17/2015, 12/03/2015: QPCR was performed using an ABI 7500 

Fast machine with M13F- and M13R-ligated 515F and 806RB primers (M13F-515F: 5'-

TGT AAA ACG GCC AGT GTG CCA GCM GCC GCG GTA A-3'; M13R-806RB: 5'-CAG 

GAA ACA GCT ATG ACC GGA CTA CNV GGG TWT CTA AT-3')(Apprill et al., 2015).  A 

concentration of 333 nM of each primer was used.  Cycling conditions were as follows: 1

cycle of 1:00 @ 50 °C, 2:00 @ 95 °C; 50 cycles of 0:15 @ 95 °C, 0:30 @ 58 °C, 0:45 @ 

72 °C; 1 cycle of 5:00 @ 72 °C; followed by a disassociation stage from  60 °C  to 95 °C.

3 sets of 6 standards were used with concentrations spanning the range of 1x10^2 – 

1x10^7 cp/µl.  A detection threshold of 100 cp/µl in the template was used for positive 

reactions.

Phylogenetic screening and 16S amplicon abundance.  Prior to sequencing 

the phylogenetic affiliation of each individual WGA product was assessed through the 

comparison of the quality-controlled 16S PCR product as well as any assembled 16S 

rRNA coding sequences to two reference databases.  In the event that a product was re-

sequenced due to difficulty placing the sequence, both sequences were included in this 

analysis.  Initially each sequence was compared to the most current version of the Silva 

non-redundant 16S SSU ribosomal RNA sequence (SSURef_NR99_123_SILVA), using 

the Silva web aligner with the default settings and the 'search and classify' option (Quast

et al., 2013).  Following this initial classification, the phylogenetics software suite ARB 

(Ludwig et al., 2004) was used to compare the 16S PCR sequence to a version of the 

Silva 100 non-redundant 16S SSU ribosomal RNA sequence database containing a 

reference tree of species of marine origin that had been previously used in deep 

amplicon sequencing surveys of the Sargasso Sea (Giovannoni and Vergin, 2012; 

Vergin, 2015; Vergin et al., 2013).  Alignment was performed using the ARB structural 
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aligner in conjunction with a PT-Server built against the SSURef_NR99_100_SILVA 

taxonomy.  Unaligned sequence ends were manually aligned, and the 'ARB_parsimony 

Quick-add' tool was used to insert the sequences into the reference phylogeny.  

Amplicon abundance plots were produced using the Ocean Data View software 

(Schlitzer, 2002) in conjunction with the 16S deep amplicon-sequencing dataset of 

(Vergin, 2015).  

Whole-genome sequencing.  Following QPCR screening and quality control, 20

samples were selected via their taxonomic sequence affiliation with phylogenetic nodes 

of interest from the dataset of Vergin 2015 (Giovannoni and Vergin, 2012; Vergin, 2015; 

Vergin et al., 2013).  A detailed breakdown of sequencing taxonomic affilliation, statistics,

and assembly information is available in Table 1.  Phylogenetic affiliations for all SAGs 

can be seen in Figure 1.  All 20 samples were sequenced with using Illumina MiSeq 

technology.  Indexed libraries for all products were prepared by the Oregon State 

University CGRB core facilities directly from primary amplification products using the 

NexteraXT protocol, with the exception of Acd.OSU.001 assembly, for which two libraries

were prepared, one using the NexteraXT protocol, and the second using TruSeq 

reagents in conjunction with the pooled product of 3 secondary MDA reaction products 

produced using the Qiagen Repli-G Single-cell kit in 40 µl reactions performed according

to the manufacturers instructions. The indexed libraries for assemblies Acd.OSU.001 

(both libraries), E01.OSU.002, E01.OSU.003 E01.OSU.004, E01.OSU.005 and 

Nsp.OSU.006 were sequenced on a single lane of MiSeq paired-end 300 bp reads. The 

indexed libraries for assemblies Agn.OSU.007, Arc.OSU.008, Kte.OSU.009, 

Met.OSU.00A, Nsp.OSU.00B, Opi.OSU.00C, Pln.OSU.00D, Rho.OSU.00G, 

S16.OSU.00H, Pro.OSU.00I, Syn.OSU.00J, Syn.OSU.00K, and Syn.OSU.00L were 

pooled and sequenced together on a single lane of paired-end MiSeq 250 bp reads.  

Adapters and library indices were trimmed by the CGRB bioinformatics group.  

Assembly, quality control and annotation.  For all single-amplified genome 

(SAG) assemblies, a standardized protocol of assembly, quality control and annotation 

was followed.  Reads from each assembly were initially subjected to quality control and 

standardized 3 pass digital normalization as described in the 'Kalamazoo metagenomic 

assembly protocol' (Brown et al., 2013) via the khmer package (v2.0).  Prior to digital 

normalization, reads interleaved using the 'interleave-reads.py' tool included in the 

khmer package, and were subjected to quality control via the FastX package (v0.0.13.2; 
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'fastq_quality_filter', options: -Q33 -q 30 -p 50).  Paired and single-ended reads were 

then extracted using the 'extract-paired-reads.py' tool included in the khmer package.  

The paired end reads were then subjected to a first round of digital normalization to 20x 

coverage using the 'normalize-by-median.py' tool (options: -k 20 -C 20 -N 4 -x 5e8 -p –

savehash), as were the single-ended reads (options: -C 20 --savehash normC20k20.kh 

–loadhash).  Low abundance kmers were removed using the 'filter-abund.py' tool 

included in the khmer package and paired-end reads were extracted.  The remaining 

sets of paired-end (options: -C 5 -k 20 -N 4 -x 5e8 –savehash) and single-ended reads 

(options: -C 5 --savehash normC5k20.kh –loadhash) were then normalized again to 5x 

coverage.  Following digital normalization, reads were assembled using the SPAdes 

assembler (v3.6.2) with the options –sc and -k  '21,33,55,77,99,127' and using both the 

paired-end single reads reserved after digital normalization as input.  Contigs resulting 

from the assembly were re-named, given short names derived from their assembly 

names, and renamed contigs were automatically annotated using the PROKKA software 

package (Seemann, 2014) for prokaryotic annotation (v1.11) with default options, and 

specifying the likely envelope structure of the organism based on assessed taxonomy 

(gram + or -).  Quality control to detect possible contaminant sequences was performed 

as described in the Possible contaminant detection section.  Annotations of contigs 

passing quality control were used in conjunction with the PathwayTools package.  The 

PathoLogic capability of the PathwayTools (Caspi et al., 2016; Karp et al., 2015) 

package was used with default options to elucidate potential metabolic pathways.  

Possible contaminant detection.  Principal component analysis (PCA) of 

tetranucleotide frequencies is a standard data exploration technique for the detection of 

possible contaminant contigs in single-cell datasets (Woyke et al., 2009).  Principal 

component analysis was combined with an implementation of the DBSCAN data 

clustering algorithm (Ester et al., 1996) to provide a semi-supervised method of 

separating  outliers or possibly contaminating contigs from the remainder of the 

assembly.  A sweave/knitr-generated (Xie, 2013) document detailing the implementation 

of this process in the R programming language is included in the appendices, as is 

scripted version of the process that includes some additional functionality for 

examination of individual contigs within the PCA subspaces and the examination of 

contig assignments following integration of BLAST results in a post-processing step 

(Appendix 4).  This combined PCA/data clustering approach was used to initially 
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examine our datasets for potentially contaminating sequences.  The resulting PCA plots 

and classifications were then manually inspected to judge confidence in the results.  A 

post-processing step used BLAST results comparing coding sequences included on 

spurious contigs against the RefSeq databases to reclassify these contigs according to 

their taxonomic range, allowing some false-positively identified “contaminants” with 

skewed nucleotide profiles (eg. contigs containing only structural RNAs) or contigs with 

sequences too short to get trustworthy tetranucleotide counts to be reclaimed in the final 

assembly. 

Assembly completion and genome size estimates.  All genes included on 

validated contigs were subjected to an hmmscan search with default options against the 

EggNOG v4.5 database (Huerta-Cepas et al., 2016) of hidden Markov models.  Top hits 

were assigned to each protein.  Proteins with top-hitting models falling into the 'original 

group hierarchies' (See EggNOG documentation for more details)  for any of the clusters

of orthologous groups (COGs)  included in the Raes et al., 2007 set of ubiquitously-

conserved single-copy  marker genes were tallied. Genome completion was estimated 

as the fraction of this single-copy conserved marker gene set recovered (out of 35 

COGs).  The inverse of this fraction multiplied by the total length of validated contigs was

used to produce a genome size estimate for each assembly.

RESULTS

Phylogenetic placement and abundance of WGA product and SAG 

assemblies.  Phylogenetic placement of 16S rRNA gene sequences revealed a wide 

variety of taxa, many of which are known to be abundant in plankton.  Silva123 database

classifications are presented in Table 1.  Phylogenetic placements within the Silva 100 

taxonomy and the Vergin, 2015 reference tree are found in Figure 1.  Taxonomic 

placement of SAGs included a number of groups with cultured representatives including 

Prochlorococcus, Synechococcus, Planctomyces, SAR116, Sphingomonas, 

Rhodobacteraceae, Methylobacterium, Nitrospina, Ktedonobacterales, Opitutae as well 

as several uncultured clades, including uncultured marine Verrucomicrobia, the 

AEGEAN_245 Gammaproteobacteria, the uncultured Sva0996 clade of marine 

Acidimicrobiales, and the deep-branching group of E01-26-9C Gammaproteobacteria.  

Phylogenetic placement of 16S rRNA genes from assemblies closely matched 

sequences derived from PCR products from all relevant SAGs.  
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When we used BATS 16S rRNA amplicon data (Vergin, 2015) to explore the 

distributions of the SAGs, we discovered that two SAGs belonged to relatively abundant 

microbial groups that not been genomically analyzed previously.  The E01-9C-26 Marine 

Gammaproteobacteria group contributes up to 7.3% of the total bacterial community at 

250 m in the BATS amplicon data (Figure 2).  Additionally, SAG Acd.OSU.001, related to 

the Sva0996 marine Acidimicrobiales (node no. 2820; Vergin, 2015), was one of the 

most highly recruited individual nodes within the dataset, with a relative abundance up to

6.65% at 100 m and consistent abundances of > 2% extending well into the upper 

mesopelagic (Figure 3). Relative abundance of total Verrucomicrobia amplicons was 

also quite high, 7.73% at 80 meters, extending into the mesopelagic, where the 

abundance was 3.36% at 300 m (Figure 4).

Whole genome sequencing, assembly, annotation and estimated genome 

size.  Assembly statistics and genome size estimates for all 20 individual sequenced 

and assembled genomes are available in Table 1. Average raw sequencing for the 2 x 

250 bp Illumina run was 537,625,721 bp per library.  Average raw sequencing for the 2 x 

300 bp Illumina run was 2,406,073,342 bp.  Assembled genomes contained varying 

levels of estimated completions ranging from 6% to 97%, with a number of the SAG 

sequences returning with unknown levels of completion. Seven out of the 20 assemblies 

were in the 'unknown' category, with no matching sequences to the single-copy 

conserved marker gene set used to estimate assembly completion.  Nine of the 

assembled SAGs fell into an intermediate set of assemblies containing homologs of up 

to a third of the conserved single-copy gene set.  Out of the 20 sequenced assemblies, 

four of the MDA products produced 'high-completion' assemblies estimated to be more 

than 1/3 complete.  The assemblies with completion higher than 1/3 were Acd.OSU.001, 

E01.OSU.003, E01.OSU.005, and Opi.OSU.005.   Average completion for the 2x250 bp 

Illumina assemblies from which marker genes could be recovered, was 26%.  Average 

completion for the 2x300 bp Illumina run was 44%. Genome size estimates for 

assemblies with marker genes ranged from 0.32 Mbps to 14.0 Mbps, with an average of 

4.45 Mbps.  For the aforementioned group of high-completion SAGs, size estimates 

ranged from 2.14 Mbps to 4.10 Mbps.  Nearly all SAGs showed a high degree of 

fragmentation, as is typical of single-cell assemblies.  The mean N50 was fairly short at 

3,578 bp, and the average L50 (no. of contigs larger than the N50) for all assemblies 

was 117 contigs.  For the set of high-completion assemblies, the mean N50 and L50 
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were slightly larger at 7,045 bp and 141 contigs respectively.  GC content of the 

assemblies varied from 29.10 % GC to 59.01%.  Mean GC content of assemblies taken 

from the 20 m sample was estimated at 44.79%.  The mean GC content of assemblies 

from the 250 m sample was 45.60%.  

Selected metabolic predictions.  Due to the difficulty of predicting complete 

metabolic pathways from highly-fragmented and incomplete assemblies, thorough 

metabolic analysis of gene annotations and PathoLogic results was reserved for 

assemblies included in the 'high-completion' group containing 1/3 or more estimated 

genome completion. This group of SAGs included two SAGs from the E01-9C-26 

Gammaproteobacteria (E01.OSU.003 and E01.OSU.005) as well as one of the 

Verrucamicrobial SAGs (Opi.OSU.00C) and the SAG corresponding to Sva0096 marine 

Acidimicrobiales (Acd.OSU.001).  

E01-9C-26 Gammaproteobacterial SAGs predicted a chemoheterotrophic 

lifestyle heavily slanted towards the catabolism of amines and amino acids, including 

some D-amino acids, as well as the potential for C1 compound oxidation and 

assimilation. Genes implicated in the following amine degradation pathways were found: 

carnitine degradation, creatinine degradation, urea degradation, and tyramine 

degradation.  Genes coding for proteins in the following amino acid degradation or 

utilization pathways were found: ornithine, glycine cleavage system, alanine, asparagine,

aspartate, glutamine, glutamate, isoleucine, tryptophan, methionine, phenylalanine, 

threonine, tyrosine, and valine degradation, as well as D-arginine degradation.  Genes 

involved in number of aromatic breakdown pathways were also observed, although 

completion of any particular pathway or set of pathways was lacking.  These pathways 

also included the nitro- and sulfoaromatics nitrophenol and toluenesulfonate.   

Additionally, this SAG also contained genes for a number of C1 and small carbon 

substrates, including the presence of formaldehyde oxidation genes, formate 

dehydrogenase and a partial serine cycle. 

The assemblies also appeared to encode some functions that support 

chemolithotrophic metabolism including putative ammonia monooxygenase genes 

(possibly a methane monooxygenase) as well as genes involved in sulfite and hydrogen 

oxidation.  In line with this were a number of genes involved in pathways for the 

degradation of sulfonates and sulfoamines, including mostly complete pathways for 

taurine, hypotaurine, sulfoacetate, sulfoacetaldehyde, sulfopropanediol, and sulfolactate 
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degradation as well as  methanesulfonate monooxygenase, alkanesulfonate 

monooxygenase and dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP) demethylase. Close manual 

inspection of the gene annotations found candidate enzymes for most of the tricarboxylic

acid cycle (TCA).   Other central metabolism genes included a full beta-oxidation cycle, 

as well as the non-oxidative branch of the pentose phosphate pathway.  Protein coding 

sequences for the NADH:Ubiquinone oxidoreductase, succinate dehydrogenase, 

cytochrome bc1, and cytochrome c oxidase complexes of the electron transport chain 

were also found.  Transporters for a number of amines were also found including ABC 

transporter systems for the import of putrescine, spermidine and taurine.

The Sva0096 marine Acidimicrobiales SAG Acd.OSU.001 appeared to contain 

genes for the degradation of a limited number of amino acids including aspartate, 

glutamine, isoleucine, phenylalanine and tryptophan.  Genes were also present for the 

use of a limited range of organosulfur compounds, including taurine, hypotaurine, and 

DMSP demethylase. The assembly also contained genes for formaldehyde oxidation via 

mycothiol as well as formate dehydrogenase.  There appeared to be a limited ability for 

aromatics degradation with genes from catechol and phenylacetate degradation 

pathways present in the assemblies.  The genomes also included complete or mostly-

complete pathways for a number of central metabolic pathways including the glycolysis 

pathway, pentose-phosphate pathway, a TCA cycle with a glyoxalate bypass, as well as 

a complete beta-oxidation cycle, and propanoyl-CoA degradation pathway.  Genes for 

the degradation of the sugar sorbitol and the sugar acid galactonate as well as genes for

cellulose degradation were also present.   A number of transporters were also found, 

including a teichoic acid exporter, and sulfate, taurine, monosaccharide, 

galactopyranose, ribopyranose, xylose, and L-arabinose import systems.

The Opi.OSU.00C genome annotations suggest a chemoheterotrophic 

metabolism focused on the degradation and utilization of of sugars or sugar derivatives.  

This gene set involved genes implicated in the degradation or utilization of uronic acid, 

fructoselysine, galacturonate, fructuronate, 3,6-anhydro-α-L-galactopyranose 

degradation, 1,5-anhydrofructose, sucrose, xylose, allose, manose, 

rhamnogalacturonan, myo-inositol, iodanate, and galactonate.  A full TCA cycle with a 

glyoxalate bypass was also found.  The genome also included a limited number of genes

for amine degradation, including genes involved in the degradation of proteinogenic 

amino acids alanine and glutamine as well as the additional amino acids D-arginine and 
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L-citrulline and the amines creatinine and allantoin.  The genome also contained genes 

for sulfocatechol, taurine and sulfolactate degradation as well as a number of 

uncharacterized sulfatases. Detoxification mechanisms for arsenate, including arsenate 

reductase and an arsenite transporter, were also seen.  Other transporters include 

galactopyranose, ribopyranose, xylose, L-arabinose, and additional unspecified 

monoosacharide transporters as well as transporters for putrescine, spermidine, and 

unspecified polyamines.

DISCUSSION

Performance and reaction success.  We developed protocols that were used 

for microfluidic amplification, that relied on a non-proprietary reaction mixture, that 

reliably produced SAGs that could be detected using 16S ribosomal quantitative PCR 

screening. Quantitative comparisons of the success of reactions is difficult due to many 

changes in amplification and screening protocols and the defective or malfunctioning 

microfluidics devices that we periodically encountered. Among the three sorting dates 

(09/18/2015,11/17/2015, 12/03/2015) that used some version of the most recent set of 

reagents, of 89 attempted reactions using wild cells, 26 reactions surpassed our 

detection limit of 100 copies/µl, a success rate of 29%.  This compares favorably to the 

success rate of FACs-based macroscale approaches of, ~30% (Brandon Swan, direct 

communication).  

The estimated coverage of the final genome assemblies from the non-proprietary

reaction mixture was rather low in comparison to the reactions that used the proprietary 

Qiagen Repli-G reagent set.  Completion estimates were not measurable for 5 of these 

products and the average completion was 21% for an additional three reactions.  Using 

the Repli-G reagents, two assemblies had un-measureable levels of completion and the 

average completion estimate was 40% for the other assemblies.  However, a number of 

the older reactions using Repli-G reagents were sequenced with an average of 2.5x 

higher raw sequencing coverage than any of the reactions using the most recent 

chemistry. It is possible that the coverage biases inherent in MDA reactions might greatly

affect the outcome of the final assemblies.  Taking this into account, and removing the 

more highly sequenced assemblies from our averages, the average estimated coverage 

is a comparable estimate of 33%.  

More important is the apparent improvement in the success rate of single cell 
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genome amplifications with the non-proprietary reaction formula, which can be seen in 

the three successful sort dates of wild-type marine cells that took place within a relatively

short period of time.  During this period, with the same reagents, a number of successful 

sorts were also done with cells from scorpion gut microbiota.  This is in contrast to 

amplifications using the Repli-G reagents, which were inconsistent and difficult to 

optimize for microfluidics, largely due to their unknown proprietary composition. The 

consistency of the non-proprietary reaction mixture is a remarkable success, despite 

possible shortfalls in coverage, as it allows for continuing optimization of emerging 

microfluidic technology.

Genome assemblies and phylogenetic placements.  In comparison to other 

studies of SAGs from marine bacteria, the quality of the  assemblies we report is good.  

In particular, the assembly Opi.OSU.00C, encoding contigs of a novel marine 

Verrucomicrobia related to sequenced marine Verrucomicrobial strains Coraliomargarita 

akajimensis and Puniceicoccus vermicola  (Choo et al., 2007; Mavromatis et al., 2010; 

Yoon et al., 2007), had an extremely high estimated completion of 97%, and an 

estimated genome size of 2.14 Mbps.  This is markedly lower than the 3.75 Mbp 

genome of the Coraliomargarita genome as well as is a much lower GC content of 39% 

compared to 54% in Coraliomargarita (Mavromatis et al., 2010). This is not surprising, 

however considering that the two only share 85% 23S rRNA identities and 88% 16S 

rRNA identities and our sequences are placed in a significantly diverged group of 

'uncultured marine' Verrucomicrobia within the Silva 100 phylogeny.

The E01.OSU.003 assembly also had an extremely high genome recovery 

estimate of 89%, an estimated genome size of 3.76 Mbps, and a GC content of 50%.  

The E01.OSU.005 assembly was also quite good, with 66% estimated recovery, an 

estimated genome size of 4.10 Mbps, and a GC content of 49%.  Recovered 16S genes 

from our assemblies were placed confidently within the E01-9C-26 

Gammaproteobacterial group of the Silva 100 taxonomy.  16S phylogeny places the 

E01-9C-26 Gammaproteobacteria as a sister clade to the cultured species 

Thioalkalispira microaerophila.  16S sequences from E01.OSU.003 and E01.OSU.005 

share 90% and 89% respectively with that of Thioalkalispira micoraerophila. 

The Acd.OSU.001 SAG had a high genome recovery estimate of 49% and an 

estimated genome size of 2.93 Mbps.  This estimate is similar to metagenomic 

assemblies of related Acidimicrobiales from the Mediterranean Sea, which had 
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estimated genome sizes ranging from 1.85-2.33 Mbps (Mizuno et al., 2015). GC content 

for our assemblies was about 43% - within the range of the 'MedAcidi-G1' assembly of 

the same study, which our SAG appeared be most closely-related to with a 16S rRNA 

identity of 99%.  

Common annotated metabolic features.  The genomes of the four 'high-

completion' SAGs contain a number of common features.  Among these is a common 

ability to metabolize a number of organosulfur compounds; within our set of SAGs the 

most notable of these are pathways for the degradation or utilization of 

dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP) as well as the organosulfur amines taurine and 

hypotaurine.  The relevance of DMSP, as well as taurine and taurine derivatives to the 

marine system has been well-documented (Durham et al., 2015; Howard et al., 2008; 

Moran et al., 2016; Todd et al., 2011, 2012; Tripp et al., 2008; Webb and Johannes, 

1967), although the relative importance of low-molecular-weight compounds such as 

taurine to net carbon turnover is not known.  Recent analyses have reported extremely 

high levels of the organosulfuramine taurine (Omran Muslin, direct communication) in 

the deep ocean. Taurine may be a significant component of labile DOM in the 

mesopelagic.  

Additional protein-coding sequences for the transport or breakdown of a number 

of amines, including creatinine, spermidine and putrescine, were also found.   The role of

creatinine in the ocean is not clear, despite nearly-complete pathways for creatinine 

breakdown being found in three of SAGs reported here.  High-concentrations of 

creatinine, as well as taurine and a number of amines, have been documented in the 

excretions of a number of marine zooplankton (Webb and Johannes, 1967), and it is 

possible that creatinine represents an additional common growth substrate in the ocean, 

and further sampling to determine the concentrations and distribution of this compound 

in the ocean should be performed.

E01-9C-26 Gammaproteobacteria.  The E01-9C-26 Gammaproteobacteria 

were first described in clone libraries originating from a number of marine sponges 

(Thiel, 2006; Thiel et al., 2007a, 2007b).  Subsequent studies documented the presence 

of this group in a number of other environments.  A depth profile from the central 

Mediterranean produced clones corresponding to this group from every depth, and more

so, it was the only Gammaproteobacterial group found at every depth in both DNA and 

RNA-based clone libraries (Smedile et al., 2015).  This group has also been reported as 
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a major contributor to both DNA and RNA libraries constructed from winter water column 

samples taken from the Adriatic Sea (Vojvoda et al., 2014).  It was also present to a 

much lesser degree in summer samples taken from the same site and in libraries 

constructed from marine snow taken from the same set of samples.  A 10-year time 

series of deep 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing also revealed a high abundance of this 

group in the mesopelagic during the stratified summer months (Vergin, 2015; Figure 2).  

The E01-9C-26 Gammaproteobacterial SAGs indicate a chemoheterotrophic 

metabolism heavily-dependent on the consumption of amine compounds.  The SAGs 

include the presence of genes for the degradation of a wide range of amino acids and 

polyamines.  Among these were epimerases specific to the degradation of D-amino 

acids, suggesting that these organisms may play a role in the remineralization of 

peptidoglycan in the deep ocean.  Additionally, a putative ammonia monooxygenase was

located within the genomes and as such the E01-9C-26 Gammaproteobacteria may 

harbor the ability to generate energy from ammonia oxidation, but it seems likely that this

enzyme may play an alternative role, possibly in the detoxification of ammonia liberated 

from amino acid and amine degradation.  

The genomes also include a number of additional genes that may be involved in 

C1 oxidation and ammonia and methane monooxygenases are similar (Tavormina et al., 

2011) and these functions can potentially be confused.  The E01-9C-26 

Gammaproteobacteria are closely related by 16S phylogeny to a number of known 

methylotrophic bacteria, including the Methylococcales, as well as the ammonia-

oxidizing Nitrosococcus oceani.  As mentioned before, these genomes contained 

multiple C1 oxidation or utilization genes, including genes for formaldehyde and formate 

oxidation, and several of the proteins involved in the serine cycle, suggesting the 

possibility of C1 methylovory, methylotrophy or methanotrophy in the deep ocean.  One 

source of methane in the oxic water column of the marine system is well documented: 

methylphosphonates have been shown to be undergo cleavage to produce methane 

when introduced to phosophate-starved consortia of marine microbes (Karl et al., 2008). 

The ubiquitously-abundant Pelagibacter ubique has also been shown to produce 

methane under phosphate limitation (Carini et al., 2014).  It is possible that the 

abundance of this group may be linked to methane production during the summer 

months within the extremely phosphate-limited system of the Sargasso Sea (Steinberg 

et al., 2001).  Further investigation into the exact nature of this 'putative ammonia 
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monooxygenase' as well as deeper inspection of the genome may give a better picture 

of the role of this group of bacteria in the ocean.  

Sva0996 marine Acidimicrobiales.  The Sva0996 marine Acidimicrobiales were

initially observed in benthic sediment samples from the mesopelagic from the Arctic 

Ocean (Ravenschlag et al., 1999) and were subsequently shown to be a prominent 

contributor to water column samples collected from 131 m depth, and also from the 

Arctic Ocean (Bano and Hollibaugh, 2002).  This group has been reported to be a major 

contributor to a microbial communities forming within mode-water eddies in the 

Sargasso Sea (Nelson et al., 2014).  Sva0996 has additionally been shown to be a 

major contributor to the stratified summer community at 100 m in the Bermuda-Atlantic 

Time Series site (Vergin, 2015; Figure 3).  Interestingly, this organism has been shown to

be abundant in metagenomic data originating from the microbial communities of marine 

sponges, but the effect of a primer bias in the commonly used 519R primer leads to 

almost total exclusion of the group in corresponding 16S sampling (Fan et al., 2012).  

This primer bias may have lead to severe under-reporting of this group in the literature 

and the use of the 338RPL primer in the work of Vergin, 2015 probably allowed for the 

detection of this group.  This group of marine Actinobacteria is distinctly different from 

the canonical Actinomarina (SAR432, OCS115) group of marine Actinobacteria (Ghai et 

al., 2013; Rappé et al., 1999) and metagenomic assemblies of a number of members of 

this group became available at approximately the same time the Acd.OSU.001 SAG 

WGA product underwent sequencing (Mizuno et al., 2015).  The Acd.OSU.001 SAG 

discussed here is the first insight into the coding potential of this group not derived from 

a metagenomic assembly.

Analyses of the Acd.OSU.001 indicate that it groups closely on the basis of 16S 

identity with the MedAcidi-G1 group of Acidimicrobiales described in Mizuno et al., 2015 

and our examination of the genome showed that it shares common metabolic features.  

Central metabolic features of this SAG include a TCA cycle with a glyoxalate bypass as 

well as the ability to degrade a limited range of amines, formaldehyde and the algal 

osmolyte DMSP.  These are all features that agree well with the results of Mizuno et al., 

2015.  One feature not previously discussed is the inclusion of a bifunctional 

xylanase/deacetylase in the genomes, indicating a potential capacity for this organism to

digest some forms of cellulose. The smaller estimated genome size and low GC content 

indicate a streamlined genome (Ni, 2016), and taken with the ability to degrade the algal 
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osmolyte DMSP and the suggested capacity for cellulose degradation, it appears that 

this organism is a member of the deep-chlorophyll maximum (DCM) community, with a 

range extending into the upper mesopelagic.  These results are in good accord with this 

organism's distribution (Figure 3) with a range from 100 - >300 m, and peak abundance 

at 100 m in the early summer months.

Uncultivated marine Verrucomicrobia.  Despite the isolation of this SAG from 

a 250 m water sample, it appears from the genome that this organism is most likely a 

surface organism moved to a lower depth by mixing.  An estimated genome size of 2.14 

Mbps, much smaller than Coroaliomargarita (the closest cultured species with a genome

sequence) and a very low GC content of 39% are indicators of genome streamlining.  

Additionally, the contents of the genome appear to be heavily focused on the metabolism

of a number of sugars or sugar derivatives.  An interesting observation is that the 

genome contains at least 23 sulfatase genes.  Sulfated polysaccharides are common 

components of the cell walls of a number of red and brown algae (McCandless and 

Craigie, 1979).  Furthermore, a partial catabolic pathway for the degradation of 

degradation of 3,6-anhydro-L-galactose, another central component of the cell walls of 

red algae, is present in the Opi.OSU.00C genome (Yun et al., 2015). While the 

distribution of Verrucomicrobia group extends into the mesopelagic, it appears that the 

abundance of this particular bacteria (Vergin, 2015; node 1938) in the Sargasso sea 

peaks at the surface following deep mixing, and contributes up to 1.65% of the total 

bacterial population between surface and 100 m (Figure 5), a pattern consistent with the 

spring bloom community, and as such, it may be ecologically linked to eukaryotic 

phytoplankton with a similar distribution.

CONCLUSIONS

Two of the microbial plankton groups for which we were able to acquire the first 

reported genome sequences appear to be highly abundant in the ocean subsurface. 

Sva0996 marine Acidimicrobiales are extremely abundant in the lower euphotic zone, 

reaching up to 6.65% of the bacterial community in the DCM, and extending into the 

upper mesopelagic. E01-9C-26 Gammaproteobacteria are  abundant below 200 m, 

peaking in the summer months, when they can account for 7.73% of microbial diversity 

in the upper mesopelagic. Of 20 randomly sorted and amplified genomes, we chose to 

focus on these because their abundance, their high estimates of genome completion 
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and because they had bypassed previous scrutiny.

The spatiotemporal distributions of both taxa suggest that environmental filtering 

determines their distributions at the BATS site. Within these genomes we found 

evidence that the carbon oxidation is partitioned among metabolic specialists.  E01-9C-

26 Gammaproteobacteria have large genomes, estimated to be 3-4 Mbps, and are 

predicted to oxidize a wide range of amines, including D-amino acids. We speculate that 

these adapt E01-9C-26 to scavenging semi-refractory amines, such as modified amino 

acids and cell wall components, such as peptidoglycan, from the mesopelagic ocean.  

In contrast, the genome features of the Sva0996 Acidimicrobiales support the 

scenario that they play a role in oxidizing organic carbon produced by the DCM 

community.  They have pathways for the oxidation of volatile organic compounds, DMSP,

and cellulose, all products of phytoplankton metabolism.  Cellulose is a cell wall 

component of chrysophytes and dinoflagellates in particular.  These results agree well 

with a previous metagenomic assembly of similar organisms from the Mediterranean 

Sea, which found the capabilities for DMSP demethylation and oxidation and as well as 

formaldehyde oxidation (Mizuno et al., 2015). 

Our findings include important new information that support the hypothesis that 

carbon oxidation in the oceans is partitioned among metabolic specialists. These 

genomes also contribute details to the observed trend of smaller genomes among cells 

specialized for the nutrient deprived euphotic zone habitat.   

This research explores optofluidics for single cell genome amplification, and 

demonstrates that this is an effective method for gathering plankton genomic data.  

Optofluidics lacks the throughput of FACS approaches, but it offers the chance to 

visually sort cells from very small samples, and to sort cell aggregates.  These attributes 

may make optofluidics the method of choice for some applications. 
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Figure 4.1 16S rRNA sequences of 20 single amplified genomes from a marine 
system inserted into the phylogeny of Vergin, 2015.  Clades are color-coded by taxa 
marked in the key.  Closest related nodes from Vergin, 2015 are included as well as 
selected cultured or representative species from the Silva 100 database.  Bar represents
0.05 substitutions per site.
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Figure 4.2 Yearly distribution and abundance of the E01-9C-26 marine 
Gammaproteobacterial clade in the euphotic zone and upper mesopelagic as 
discerned by deep 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing of environmental DNA taken 
from the western Sargasso Sea. Data is  interpolated over a ten-year monitoring 
period and normalized to deep mixing.  Data taken from Vergin 2015; Vergin et al. 2013; 
Giovannoni and Vergin 2012. 
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Figure 4.3 Yearly distribution and abundance of the Sva0996 marine 
Acidimicrobiales clade in the euphotic zone and upper mesopelagic as discerned 
by deep 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing of environmental DNA taken from the 
western Sargasso Sea.  Data is  interpolated over a ten-year monitoring period and 
normalized to deep mixing.  Data taken from Vergin 2015; Vergin et al. 2013; Giovannoni
and Vergin 2012. 
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Figure 4.4 Yearly distribution and abundance of total Verrucomicrobia clade in the 
euphotic zone and upper mesopelagic as discerned by deep 16S rRNA amplicon 
sequencing of environmental DNA taken from the western Sargasso Sea.  Data is  
interpolated over a ten-year monitoring period and normalized to deep mixing.  Data 
taken from Vergin 2015; Vergin et al. 2013; Giovannoni and Vergin 2012. 
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Figure 4.5 Yearly distribution and abundance of Verrucomicrobial node 1938 (from
Vergin, et al 2015 reference tree)  in the euphotic zone and upper mesopelagic as 
discerned by deep 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing of environmental DNA taken 
from the western Sargasso Sea.  Data is  interpolated over a ten-year monitoring 
period and normalized to deep mixing.  Data taken from Vergin 2015; Vergin et al. 2013; 
Giovannoni and Vergin 2012. 
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Figure 4.6 Image of cell amplified to produce E01.OSU.003 whole-genome 
amplification product.  Box is 2 µm by 2 µm.
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Figure 4.7 Image of cell amplified to produce E01.OSU.005 whole-genome 
amplification product.  Box is 2 µm by 2 µm.
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Figure 4.8 Image of cell amplified to produce Acd.OSU.001 whole-genome 
amplification product.  Box is 2 µm by 2 µm.
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Figure 4.9 Image of cell amplified to produce Opi.OSU.00C whole-genome 
amplification product.  Box is 2 µm by 2 µm.



Table 4.1 Assembly statistics and summary information for 20 single-amplified genomes from the marine system isolated 
using an optofluidic approach.  Reaction codes are as follows: <date: YYYY-MM-DD>-SCG_ch<Microfluidic Chamber Number>.  
Colors indicate level of completion.  Green: 33-100%, Yellow: 1-33%, Red: completion unknown.
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SCG Name Sample Reaction Taxonomy (Silva) Sequencing N50 L50 Total bp

1 462 Opi,OSU.00C 2011-3-10 250m HS 2x250bp 595,306,991 16,460 38 2,331,836 2,077,522 2,053 39.02  34/35 0.97 2.14E+006

2 279 E01.OSU.003 2011-3-10 250m HS 2x300bp 2,589,675,172 4,189 209 4,190,575 3,328,816 4,234 49.53  31/35 0.89 3.76E+006

3 280 E01.OSU.005 2011-3-10 250m HS 2x300bp 2,548,523,054 5,014 148 3,729,787 2,696,361 3,107 48.55  23/35 0.66 4.10E+006

4 295 Acd.OSU.001 2011-3-10 250m HS 2x300bp 5,742,240,210 2,517 167 2,291,193 1,422,628 1,741 42.83  17/35 0.49 2.93E+006

Sample 
Number

Sequence 
Id

Library 
Prep

Raw bp 
sequencing

Total bp 
(validated 
contigs)

No. of 
called 

proteins 
(validated 
contigs)

% GC 
(validated 
contigs)

Fraction of 
Raes, 2007 

COGs 
recovered

Estimated 
fraction 

complete

Estimated 
Genome 
Size (bp)

2014-08-05-
SCG_ch07

Bacteria;                        
Verrucomicrobia;             
Opitutae;

NexteraXT 
of raw 
product

2013-07-30-
SCG_ch28

Bacteria;           
Proteobacteria;       
Gammaproteobacteria   
E01-9C-26 marine group;

NexteraXT 
of raw 
product

2013-07-30-
SCG_ch29

Bacteria;            
Proteobacteria;       
Gammaproteobacteria;  
E01-9C-26 marine group;

NexteraXT 
of raw 
product

2013-08-06-
SCG_ch07

Bacteria;            
Actinobacteria;       
Acidimicrobiia;       
Acidimicrobiales;          
Sva0996 marine group; 

NexteraXT 
of raw 

product; 
TruSeq of 

3x 
combined 
secondary 

MDA 
reactions
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5 459 Arc.OSU.008 2011-3-10 250m HS 2x250bp 600,842,294 5,470 72 1,907,326 1,518,022 1,614 52.33  11/35 0.31 4.83E+006

6 297 E01.OSU.004 2011-3-10 250m HS 2x300bp 2,039,977,233 3,896 151 2,328,896 1,851,821 2,107 50.25  10/35 0.29 6.48E+006

7 274 Nsp.OSU.006 2011-3-10 250m HS 2x300bp 1,873,632,894 1,981 205 1,796,672 1,282,535 1,725 40.02   9/35 0.26 2.49E+006

8 569 Pro.OSU.00F 2015-07-02 20m HS 2x250bp 549,570,022 631 86 190,770 72,564 141 33.3   8/35 0.23 3.17E+005

9 563 Syn.OSU.00J 2015-07-02 20m HS 2x250bp 647,224,835 786 104 364,065 164,756 293 56.91   7/35 0.20 8.24E+005

10 524 S16.OSU.00H 2015-07-02 20m HS 2x250bp 396,717,297 3,512 77 1,138,618 789,214 972 29.1   7/35 0.20 3.95E+006

11 460 Pln.OSU.00D 2011-3-10 250m HS 2x250bp 661,109,653 1,643 124 1,340,115 797,959 905 59.01   2/35 0.06 1.40E+007

12 266 E01.OSU.002 2011-3-10 250m HS 2x300bp 2,048,464,831 549 551 1,052,009 440,564 849 46.3   2/35 0.06 7.71E+006

13 470 Agn.OSU.007 2011-3-10 250m HS 2x250bp 312,608,954 7,532 14 384,760 246,227 269 33.65   2/35 0.06 4.31E+006

2014-08-05-
SCG_ch28

Bacteria;         
Verrucomicrobia;       
Arctic97B-4 marine group;

NexteraXT 
of raw 
product

2013-08-06-
SCG_ch09

Bacteria;                           
(E01-9C-26 marine group)

NexteraXT 
of raw 
product

2013-07-30-
SCG_ch18

Bacteria;            
Proteobacteria;       
Deltaproteobacteria;       
Desulfobacterales;       
Nitrospinaceae;         
Nitrospina;

NexteraXT 
of raw 
product

2015-12-03-
SCG_ch02

Bacteria;            
Cyanobacteria;        
Cyanobacteria;      
SubsectionI;                 
FamilyI;          
Prochlorococcus;

NexteraXT 
of raw 
product

2015-11-17-
SCG_ch08

Bacteria;             
Cyanobacteria;       
Cyanobacteria;       
SubsectionI;                 
FamilyI;           
Synechococcus;

NexteraXT 
of raw 
product

2015-09-18-
SCG_ch10

Bacteria;            
Proteobacteria;       
Alphaproteobacteria;       
Rickettsiales;               
SAR116 clade;

NexteraXT 
of raw 
product

2014-08-05-
SCG_ch13

Bacteria;        
Planctomycetes;       
Planctomycetacia;       
Planctomycetales;       
Planctomycetaceae;       
Planctomyces; 

NexteraXT 
of raw 
product

2013-07-30-
SCG_ch05

Bacteria;                        
(E01-9C-26 marine group)

NexteraXT 
of raw 
product

2014-11-21-
SCG_ch06

Bacteria;           
Proteobacteria;        
(AEGEAN_245) 

NexteraXT 
of raw 
product
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14 467 Nsp.OSU.00B 2011-3-10 250m HS 2x250bp 475,476,830 5,581 39 882,053 639,460 704 39.19 - - -

15 573 Kte.OSU.009 2015-07-02 20m HS 2x250bp 512,585,423 461 68 101,546 6,202 7 56.4 - - -

16 466 Met.OSU.00A 2011-3-10 250m HS 2x250bp 279,598,940 7,531 16 407,924 289,220 314 46.54 - - -

17 568 Rho.OSU.00G 2015-07-02 20m HS 2x250bp 525,862,068 850 105 347,640 6,009 5 38.01 - - -

18 521 Sph.OSU.00I 2015-07-02 20m HS 2x250bp 407,527,616 745 91 250,208 12,452 14 36.7 - - -

19 564 Syn.OSU.00K 2015-07-02 20m HS 2x250bp 557,879,126 828 72 266,622 100,639 168 54.36 - - -

20 565 Syn.OSU.00L 2015-07-02 20m HS 2x250bp 505,079,519 1,393 8 361,061 39,437 70 53.5 - - -

2014-11-21-
SCG_ch35

Bacteria;            
Proteobacteria;       
Deltaproteobacteria;       
Desulfobacterales;       
Nitrospinaceae;         
Nitrospina;

NexteraXT 
of raw 
product

2015-12-03-
SCG_ch08

Bacteria;                  
Chloroflexi;       
Ktedonobacteria;       
Ktedonobacterales;

NexteraXT 
of raw 
product

2014-11-21-
SCG_ch42

Bacteria;             
Proteobacteria;      
Alphaproteobacteria;       
Rhizobiales;        
Methylobacteriaceae;      
Methylobacterium;

NexteraXT 
of raw 
product

2015-12-03-
SCG_ch01

Bacteria;            
Proteobacteria;       
Alphaproteobacteria;       
Rhodobacterales;       
Rhodobacteraceae;      
uncultured;

NexteraXT 
of raw 
product

2015-09-18-
SCG_ch02

Bacteria;         
Proteobacteria;  
Alphaproteobacteria;   
Sphingomonadales;   
Sphingomonadaceae;   
Sphingomonas;

NexteraXT 
of raw 
product

2015-11-17-
SCG_ch17

Bacteria;             
Cyanobacteria;      
Cyanobacteria;       
SubsectionI;                 
FamilyI;           
Synechococcus;

NexteraXT 
of raw 
product

2015-11-17-
SCG_ch21

Bacteria;            
Cyanobacteria;      
Cyanobacteria;        
SubsectionI;                 
FamilyI;          
Synechococcus; 

NexteraXT 
of raw 
product
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Chapter 5: Discussion

Looking forward
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An integrated approach to single-cell genomics using a combination of optical 

trapping and microfluidics has been shown to be a viable approach for the isolation of 

single cells for single-genome analyses from environmental samples, specifically the 

marine environment.  In this thesis, we were able to successfully gain access the the 

genomes of a number of common marine organisms from both surface and deep-water 

samples.  Additionally, we were able to isolate single-amplified genomes (SAGs) from 

two clades of abundant and uncultivated deep-water organisms that have remained 

largely unexplored up until this point.  One of these groups is the Sva0996 marine 

Acidimicrobiales.  This manuscript is only the second in the literature to directly address 

the role and possible contributions of this set of organisms to the environment.  The 

second  of these abundant groups is the E01-9C-26 Gammaproteobacteria which, which

were observed to be an exceptionally abundant group of organisms specific to 

mesopelagic and deep ocean.  To our knowledge, there is no literature regarding the 

measured or conjectured metabolic contributions of this group to the microbial 

community, nor is there much literature regarding its distribution. Our newfound ability to 

examine these genomes not only gives us indications of the specific roles of these 

organisms in the marine microbial community, but outlines particular metabolic features 

of interest for each of the genomes that may lead to relatively unexplored areas of ocean

biogeochemistry; topics that are discussed in greater detail in  Chapter 4. 

Flow-cytometric approaches to single-cell genomics, such as fluorescence-

activated cell sorting (FACS), have the distinct advantage of extremely high throughput, 

and are  especially well-suited to the acquisition of genomes from dominant members of 

the microbial community through random sampling.  A FACS-based approach was used 

in the initial isolation of cells belonging to the SAR202 clade of deep-ocean in Chapter 3.

The SAR202 clade represents a diverged group within the already extremely deep-

branching and divergent phylum Chloroflexi and a is major contributor to the microbial 

communities of the global oceans.  This set of SAGs represents the first insights into the 

metabolism of the SAR202 clade, and highlights a possible role for these organisms in 

the final steps of carbon sequestration and re-mineralization in the deepest parts of the 

ocean.  

Regardless of isolation technique, and despite our successes and the successes 

of others, there are a number of key deficiencies in single-cell genomics as a technique 

for obtaining clear insights into the metabolism of uncultivated organisms.  One often 
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understated deficiency is the tendency of SAG assemblies to be highly fragmented and 

incomplete.  These deficiencies have not precluded our ability to obtain useful 

information from environmental microbial communities.  On the contrary, single-cell 

genomics has brought to light the significance and diversity of a number of biochemical 

processes in the deep ocean, most notably the role of chemolithotrophy in this 

environment (Swan et al., 2011, 2014).  

Less success has been found in elucidationg specific pathways for the 

reformation, degradation, and assimilation of specific dissolved organic carbon species 

in the deep ocean. This is in part due to the lack of knowledge of the specific substrates 

making up the deep-ocean carbon pool.  An additional contributing factor though, may 

be that reconstruction metabolic pathways from genome annotations relies on the 

organization and availability of finite sets of genes, often organized into operons.  

Reconstruction of  the metabolism of a chemolithotrophic organism often relies on 

identifying key genes invoked in the oxidation of specific inorganic substrates and/or the 

identification of key carbon fixation genes (Swan et al., 2011). In contrast, reconstructing 

pathways for the destruction of specific complex carbon substrates can require the 

correct identification of enzymes targeted to dozens of intermediate compounds.  The 

selection of gene candidates to fill gaps in partially complete pathways initially relies on 

the examination of genes in close physical proximity to easily-identified members of a 

particular pathway.  This task is difficult with highly fragmented assemblies.  Eventually, 

assigning a probable role for a particular protein inevitably relies on a process of 

elimination, excluding less-probable degradation pathways based on the finite functions 

encoded in a complete or mostly complete genome.  This is a task that becomes 

increasingly difficult with lower levels of genome completion.

The focus of single-cell genomics studies has expanded from uncultivated 

species to include studies of micro-diversity or heterogeneity.  This is largely driven by a 

rapidly-increasing ability to assemble genomes from the dominant members of microbial 

communities through metagenomics approaches.  Recent studies have used a variety of

techniques with great success to produce a number of novel genomes from dominant as

well as minor contributors to the microbial communities in a multitude of samples types.  

The ability to directly assemble the dominant members of a community from bulk 

samples, to some extent, nullifies the advantages of single-cell genomics as a method of

obtaining the genomes of abundant uncultivated microbial species.  More and more, the 
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recent successes in the field of single-cell genomics are applying the technology to 

explore microdiversity at the organism level.  A fantastic example of this is the 

Prochlorococcus study from 2014 (Kashtan et al., 2014) which revealed an astounding 

level of microdiversity between genomes of wild Prochlorococcus cells with sometimes 

identical phylogenetic lineages. Stable characteristics found in the genomes each 

lineage hinted at environmental niche partitioning.  

Despite lower throughput being a disadvantage with regard to random sampling, 

targeted studies wishing to integrate single-cell genomics can benefit from an optofluidic 

approach.   In Chapter 4, we show that a microfluidic approach to single-cell genomics is

capable of producing high-coverage assemblies comparable to published results using 

FACs.  The ability of nanoscale reactions to reduce bias is a unique feature of 

microfluidics that has also been documented in the past. Provided that a sub-population 

of cells of interest can isolated or enriched beforehand, or given that the cells of interest 

have identifiable morphologies, the throughput of this particular microfluidic approach is 

more than adequate to generate high-quality genomic data for targeted comparative 

studies.  

From a budgetary perspective, the cost of an optofluidic approach is much lower. 

The cost of multiple displacement amplification reagents can be extremely high, 

especially when working with proprietary mixtures.  The amount of reagent required for a

single macroscale MDA reaction (~15 µl; (Rinke et al., 2014) is approximately the same 

amount required to run 48 microfluidic reactions in parallel, helping to alleviate this cost. 

It regard to optical trapping as an isolation technique, the purchase of a suitable 

microscope constitutes the bulk of the cost for assembling an optofluidic workstation. 

Optical trapping systems can be retrofitted to virtually any automated inverted 

fluorescence microscope, eliminating this cost, and providing a straightforward method 

of isolating single cells. 

As computer vision (CV) techniques become more accessible to biologists, the 

ability to visualize the cells in question may allow for automation of cell selection in 

targeted approaches.  With regard to the marine environment, computer vision 

techniques capable of accurately recognizing the patterned silica frustules of diatoms 

have already been developed (Jalba et al., 2005).  These techniques are not limited to 

diatoms.  (Yao et al., 2007) demonstrated the use of a neural network capable of  

distinguishing between eleven separate strains of cyanobacteria and eukaryotic algae 
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more than 90% of the time.  With regard to bacterial cells, CV techniques have already 

provided a means of recognizing the characteristic curvatures of spirochaete cells  

(Hiremath and Bannigidad, 2012).  While the development of CV techniques specific to 

marine algal species may seem like overkill, prototype systems for in-situ monitoring of 

individual phytoplankton cells are in development (Lee et al., 2011) and the ability to link 

genomic data with common cell morphologies from live monitoring feeds would useful.

Potential aside, there are specific considerations with regard to reaction 

chemistry that need to be taken into account before any future work can be done.  The 

current protocols for amplification using this technology can be found in Appendix 2 and 

have been shown in chapter 4 to produce consistent results, with ~29% reaction success

using wild-type cells.  While a great deal of reaction modifications and optimizations 

were tested over the course of this project, consistency of reaction success when 

translating to microfluidic scale has been a huge confounding factor over the course of 

this project.  For this reason, I no longer recommend the use of proprietary reagents at 

the microfluidic scale.  A consistent baseline of successful reactions on this scale allows 

for future optimization on the microfluidic reagent set.  Specific suggestions for 

optimization of the current reaction mixtures include optimizing the concentrations of 

glycerol in the amplification master mix, testing the addition of yeast inorganic 

pyrophosphatase to the reaction mixture and optimizing the pH of the reaction buffer.  

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is a gas-permeable plastic and glycerol was 

originally added to the reaction mix as hygroscopic to ensure water retention and proper 

salinity in nanoscale reaction volumes (Paul Blainey, direct communication).  Trehalose 

has been shown to reduce non-specific of DNA by the Phi29 polymerase (Pan et al., 

2008) and later in optimization, non-inhibitory concentrations of trehalose were added 

with the thought of reducing false positives and promoting non-biased amplification of 

genomic DNA.  As trehalose is also capable of stabilizing enzymes under dehydration, 

the full concentration of glycerol may no longer be required.  

Yeast inorganic pyrophosphatase was included in master mixes of some of the 

earliest protocols for multiple displacement amplification, presumably with the intent of 

driving the reaction in an irreversable direction towards products (Dean et al., 2001).  

The enzyme was omitted from later protocols for MDA (Zhang et al., 2006), presumably 

due to no observable advantage. It is possible that the addition of this enzyme to our 

non-proprietary reagent mixture may help to improve the yields of our reactions, 
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especially taking into account the confined reaction space.

Optimization experiments showed improved DNA productivity both in terms of 

overall yield and reaction speed in measurements of fluorescence using the double-

stranded DNA  (dsDNA) specific EvaGreen stain.  Using a Tris-HCL buffer of pH 8.0 @ 

20° C appeared to give optimal results.  As Tris buffers have a high temperature 

coefficent, the predicted pH of this buffer @ 30° C is expected to be ~ 7.6.  The original 

paper on the MDA reaction (Dean et al., 2001) and the original characterization of the 

Phi29 enzyme (Blanco et al., 1989) used a buffer of pH 7.5.  While the low completion 

estimates of some of the SAGs in Chapter 4 are predicted to be the result of low 

sequencing coverage (steps have been taken to increase the coverage of these 

samples), testing should be done to ensure that the higher pH does not  promote non-

specific DNA production.

Another immediate step that should be taken to ensure consistent reaction 

success is the implementation of real-time fluorescence monitoring of reaction volumes 

in the system at Oregon State University.  A typical metric to judge the success of 

benchtop-scale MDA reactions uses the monitoring of real-time fluorescence of a dsDNA

dye over the period of amplification incubation.  A  'crossover point' or 'cp value' is 

defined as the time point at which the reaction reaches half of its maximal fluorescence. 

Due to inconsistency of reaction success and the extreme sensitivity of microfluidic 

reactions to humidity, isothermal amplification was removed from the microscope and 

performed in a separate humidity chamber for most of our reactions.  Because of this, 

until recently, we only retained the ability to monitor end-point fluorescence without 

additional equipment purchases.  Early testing using  a heated stage has shown that the 

current reagent mix is capable of amplification without the humidity chamber, and the 

implementation of automated real-time monitoring routines should be the first 

modification to the current software so as to gain an additional metric of variable reaction

success.

Other recommendations for future work would be to test a possible secondary, 

linear, amplification in a hybrid microscale/macroscale approach.  Without going into the 

details, multiple looping and annealing based amplification cycles or 'MALBAC' (Zong et 

al., 2012) may be able to be integrated into the microfluidics workflow with no 

modifications to the current microfluidics technology.  While the MALBAC reaction is 

based on the Bst polymerase, which has its highest activity at 65° C, and would not be 
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recommended for use in a PDMS-based microfluidics system due to issues with 

humidity, it may be possible to replace the random hexamers in the MDA reaction with 

the MALBAC (random) primer (Zong et al., 2012). This would allow recovery of the 

reaction product directly into a MALBAC master mix, and subsequent re-amplification of 

the product in a benchtop reaction.  The MALBAC reaction is specifically designed to 

progressively reduce bias and promote even coverage in random amplification. It may 

be especially well-suited to improve both the yields, as well as the evenness of our 

whole-genome amplification (WGA) product. 

In the far future, it may be possible to entirely automate this system.  Computer 

vision techniques based on cell morphology were previously discussed, but the use of 

immuno or DNA staining are other techniques that could have equally powerful promise 

in an optofluidic approach.  Using our current microfluidics design, any automation of the

sorting protocol would require the integration of autofocusing hardware or software 

routines to ensure that the vertical location of the optical trap remains within the 

channels of the microfluidics device when sorting cells; small defects in the 

manufacturing of the microfluidics devices can introduce 'waves' in the floor and ceiling 

of the microfluidic channels, necessitating accurate vertical navigation. 

While the current version of the microfluidics device is an intricately marvelous 

work of bioengineering, complete redesign of the device to minimize stage movement 

and integrate a number of modern microfluidic elements may improve the practicality of 

an optofluidic approach to single-cell analyses, as well as reduce the need for operator 

dexterity in this approach. I envision that such a redesign would utilize a  static optical 

trap in a flow-cytometer-style microfluidic design, as has been seen in previous studies, 

where GFP-expressing HeLa cells were selected using this design (Wang et al., 2005).  

Water-in-oil emulsion-droplet microfluidics (Okushima et al., 2004; Stone et al., 2004; 

Teh et al., 2008; Thorsen et al., 2001) have been shown to be extremely versatile, 

capable of performing nanoliter-scale reactions (Schaerli and Hollfelder, 2009; Wu et al., 

2009), as well as performing other more complex tasks such as formations of droplet-in-

droplet emulsions (Chen et al., 2009).  The integration of certain modern microfluidic 

elements such as pillar-based droplet merging (Niu et al., 2008) with water-in-oil droplet 

microfluidics could allow us to replace the static reaction chambers in our current design 

with a snaking channel of emulsified reactors.  A design using a static optical trap with an

oil-emulsion reactor design would retain most of the advantages of optical trapping as 
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selection technique, and simultaneously increase both the throughput and reliability of of

the reactions.  
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APPENDIX 1.1 

One Carbon Metabolism in SAR11 Pelagic Marine Bacteria

Sun, J., Steindler, L., Thrash, J.C., Halsey, K.H., Smith, D.P., Carter, A.E., Landry, Z.C., 

and Giovannoni, S.J.

PLoS ONE (2011) 6, e23973; doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0023973

Abstract. The SAR11 Alphaproteobacteria are the most abundant heterotrophs in the 

oceans and are believed to play a major role in mineralizing marine dissolved organic 

carbon. Their genomes are among the smallest known for free-living heterotrophic cells, 

raising questions about how they successfully utilize complex organic matter with a 

limited metabolic repertoire. Here we show that conserved genes in SAR11 subgroup Ia 

(Candidatus Pelagibacter ubique) genomes encode pathways for the oxidation of a 

variety of one-carbon compounds and methyl functional groups from methylated 

compounds. These pathways were predicted to produce energy by tetrahydrofolate 

(THF)-mediated oxidation, but not to support the net assimilation of biomass from C1 

compounds. Measurements of cellular ATP content and the oxidation of 14 C-labeled 

compounds to 14 CO 2 indicated that methanol, formaldehyde, methylamine, and methyl

groups from glycine betaine (GBT), trimethylamine (TMA), trimethylamine N-oxide 

(TMAO), and dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP) were oxidized by axenic cultures of the

SAR11 strain Ca. P. ubique HTCC1062. Analyses of metagenomic data showed that 

genes for C1 metabolism occur at a high frequency in natural SAR11 populations. In 

short term incubations, natural communities of Sargasso Sea microbial plankton 

expressed a potential for the oxidation of 14 C-labeled formate, formaldehyde, methanol 

and TMAO that was similar to cultured SAR11 cells and, like cultured SAR11 cells, 

incorporated a much larger percentage of pyruvate and glucose (27–35%) than of C1 

compounds (2–6%) into biomass. Collectively, these genomic, cellular and 

environmental data show a surprising capacity for demethylation and C1 oxidation in 

SAR11 cultures and in natural microbial communities dominated by SAR11, and support 

the conclusion that C1 oxidation might be a significant conduit by which dissolved 

organic carbon is recycled to CO 2 in the upper ocean.
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APPENDIX 1.2 

Streamlining and core genome conservation among highly divergent members of the 

SAR11 clade

Grote, J., Thrash, J.C., Huggett, M.J., Landry, Z.C., Carini, P., Giovannoni, S.J., and 

Rappé, M.S. 

Mbio (2012) 3, e00252–12; doi:10.1128/mBio.00252-12.

Abstract. SAR11 is an ancient and diverse clade of heterotrophic bacteria that are 

abundant throughout the world’s oceans, where they play a major role in the ocean 

carbon cycle. Correlations between the phylogenetic branching order and spatiotem- 

poral patterns in cell distributions from planktonic ocean environments indicate that 

SAR11 has evolved into perhaps a dozen or more specialized ecotypes that span 

evolutionary distances equivalent to a bacterial order. We isolated and sequenced 

genomes from diverse SAR11 cultures that represent three major lineages and 

encompass the full breadth of the clade. The new data expand observations about 

genome evolution and gene content that previously had been restricted to the SAR11 Ia 

subclade, providing a much broader perspective on the clade’s origins, evolution, and 

ecology. We found small genomes throughout the clade and a very high proportion of 

core genome genes (48 to 56%), indicating that small genome size is probably an 

ancestral characteristic. In their level of core genome conservation, the members of 

SAR11 are outliers, the most conserved free-living bacteria known. Shared features of 

the clade include low GC content, high gene synteny, a large hypervariable region 

bounded by rRNA genes, and low numbers of paralogs. Variation among the genomes 

included genes for phosphorus metabolism, glycolysis, and C1 metabolism, suggesting 

that adaptive specialization in nutrient resource utilization is important to niche 

partitioning and ecotype divergence within the clade. These data provide support for the 

conclusion that streamlining selection for efficient cell replication in the planktonic habitat

has occurred throughout the evolution and diversification of this clade.
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APPENDIX 1.3

Abundant SAR11 viruses in the ocean

Zhao, Y., Temperton, B., Thrash, J.C., Schwalbach, M.S., Vergin, K.L., Landry, Z.C., 

Ellisman, M., Deerinck, T., Sullivan, M.B., Giovannoni, S.J.

Nature (2013) 494, 357-360; doi:10.1038/nature11921

Abstract. Several reports proposed that the extraordinary dominance of the SAR11 

bacterial clade in ocean ecosystems could be a consequence of unusual mechanisms of

resistance to bacteriophage infection, including ‘cryptic escape’ through reduced cell size

and/or K-strategist defence specialism. Alternatively, the evolution of high surface-to-

volume ratios coupled with minimal genomes containing high-affinity transporters 

enables unusually efficient metabolism for oxidizing dissolved organic matter in the 

world’s oceans that could support vast population sizes despite phage susceptibility. 

These ideas are important for understanding plankton ecology because they emphasize 

the potentially important role of top-down mechanisms in predation, thus determining the

size of SAR11 populations and their concomitant role in biogeochemical cycling. Here 

we report the isolation of diverse SAR11 viruses belonging to two virus families in 

culture, for which we propose the name ‘pelagiphage’, after their host. Notably, the 

pelagiphage genomes were highly represented in marine viral metagenomes, 

demonstrating their importance in nature. One of the new phages, HTVC010P, 

represents a new podovirus subfamily more abundant than any seen previously, in all 

data sets tested, and may represent one of the most abundant virus subfamilies in the 

biosphere. This discovery disproves the theory that SAR11 cells are immune to viral 

predation and is consistent with the interpretation that the success of this highly 

abundant microbial clade is the result of successfully evolved adaptation to resource 

competition.
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APPENDIX 1.4

Prevalent genome streamlining and latitudinal divergence of planktonic bacteria in the 

surface ocean

Swan, B.K., Tupper, B., Sczyrba, A., Lauro, F.M., Martinez-Garcia, M., González, J.M., 

Luo, H., Wright, J.J., Landry, Z.C., and Hanson, N.W. 

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. (2013) 110, 11463–11468; doi:10.1073/pnas.1304246110

Abstract. Planktonic bacteria dominate surface ocean biomass and influence global 

biogeochemical processes, but remain poorly characterized owing to difficulties in 

cultivation. Using large-scale single cell genomics, we obtained insight into the genome 

content and biogeography of many bacterial lineages inhabiting the surface ocean. We 

found that, compared with existing cultures, natural bacterioplankton have smaller 

genomes, fewer gene duplications, and are depleted in guanine and cytosine, noncoding

nucleotides, and genes encoding transcription, signal transduction, and noncytoplasmic 

proteins. These findings provide strong evidence that genome streamlining and 

oligotrophy are prevalent features among diverse, free-living bacterioplankton, whereas 

existing laboratory cultures consist primarily of copiotrophs. The apparent ubiquity of 

metabolic specialization and mixotrophy, as predicted from single cell genomes, also 

may contribute to the difficulty in bacterioplankton cultivation. Using metagenome 

fragment recruitment against single cell genomes, we show that the global distribution of

surface ocean bacterioplankton correlates with temperature and latitude and is not 

limited by dispersal at the time scales required for nucleotide substitution to exceed the 

current operational definition of bacterial species. Single cell genomes with highly similar

small subunit rRNA gene sequences exhibited significant genomic and biogeographic 

variability, highlighting challenges in the interpretation of individual gene surveys and 

metagenome assemblies in environmental microbiology. Our study demonstrates the 

utility of single cell genomics for gaining an improved understanding of the composition 

and dynamics of natural microbial assemblages.
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APPENDIX 1.5

Single-cell enabled comparative genomics of a deep ocean SAR11 bathytype

Thrash, J.C., Temperton, B., Swan, B.K., Landry, Z.C., Woyke, T., DeLong, E.F., 

Stepanauskas, R., and Giovannoni, S.J. 

ISME J (2014) 1-12; doi:10.1038/ismej.2013.243

Abstract.  Bacterioplankton of the SAR11 clade are the most abundant microorganisms 

in marine systems, usually representing 25% or more of the total bacterial cells in 

seawater worldwide. SAR11 is divided into subclades with distinct spatiotemporal 

distributions (ecotypes), some of which appear to be specific to deep water. Here we 

examine the genomic basis for deep ocean distribution of one SAR11 bathytype (depth-

specific ecotype), subclade Ic. Four single-cell Ic genomes, with estimated completeness

of 55%–86%, were isolated from 770 m at station ALOHA and compared with eight 

SAR11 surface genomes and metagenomic datasets. Subclade Ic genomes dominated 

metagenomic fragment recruitment below the euphotic zone. They had similar COG 

distributions, high local synteny and shared a large number (69%) of orthologous 

clusters with SAR11 surface genomes, yet were distinct at the 16S rRNA gene and 

amino-acid level, and formed a separate, monophyletic group in phylogenetic trees. 

Subclade Ic genomes were enriched in genes associated with membrane/cell 

wall/envelope biosynthesis and showed evidence of unique phage defenses. The 

majority of subclade Ic-specfic genes were hypothetical, and some were highly abundant

in deep ocean metagenomic data, potentially masking mechanisms for niche 

differentiation. However, the evidence suggests these organisms have a similar 

metabolism to their surface counterparts, and that subclade Ic adaptations to the deep 

ocean do not involve large variations in gene content, but rather more subtle differences 

previously observed deep ocean genomic data, like preferential amino-acid 

substitutions, larger coding regions among SAR11 clade orthologs, larger intergenic 

regions and larger estimated average genome size.
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APPENDIX 1.6

 Brown, N.M., Mueller R.S., Shepardson J.W., Landry, Z.C., Maier C.S., Morre, J.T., 

Hardy, F.J., Dreher, T.W.

Structural and functional analysis of the finished genome of the recently isolated toxic 

anabaena sp. WA102

BMC Genomics (In press)

Abstract.  Background: Very few closed genomes of the cyanobacteria that commonly 

produce toxic blooms in lakes and reservoirs are available, limiting our understanding of 

the properties of these organisms. A new anatoxin-a-producing member of the 

Nostocaceae, Anabaena sp. WA102, was isolated from a freshwater lake in Washington 

State, USA, in 2013 and maintained in non-axenic culture. Results: The Anabaena sp. 

WA102 5.7 Mbp genome assembly has been closed with long-read, single-molecule 

sequencing and separately a draft genome assembly has been produced with short-read

sequencing technology. The closed and draft genome assemblies are compared, 

showing a correlation between long repeats in the genome and the many gaps in the 

short-read assembly. Anabaena sp. WA102 encodes anatoxin-a biosynthetic genes, as 

does its close relative Anabaena sp. AL93 (also introduced in this study). These strains 

are distinguished by differences in the genes for light-harvesting phycobilins, with 

Anabaena sp. AL93 possessing a phycoerythrocyanin operon. Biologically relevant 

structural variants in the Anabaena sp. WA102 genome were detected only by long-read 

sequencing: a tandem triplication of the anaBCD promoter region in the anatoxin-a 

synthase gene cluster (not triplicated in Anabaena sp. AL93) and a 5-kbp deletion 

variant present in two-thirds of the population. The genome has a large number of 

mobile elements (160). Strikingly, there was no synteny with the genome of its nearest 

fully assembled relative, Anabaena sp. 90. Conclusion: Structural and functional genome

analyses indicate that Anabaena sp. WA102 has a flexible genome. Genome closure, 

which can be readily achieved with long-read sequencing, reveals large scale (e.g., gene

order) and local structural features that should be considered in understanding genome 

evolution and function.
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APPENDIX 1.7

Halsey, K.H., Giovannoni, S.,  Graus M., Zhao, Y., Landry, Z.C., Thrash, J.C, de Gouw, 

J. 

Biological cycling of acetaldehyde by phytoplankton and bacterioplankton”. 

Environmental Microbiology (In Press)

Abstract.  Acetaldehyde is an important oxygenated, reactive volatile organic compound

(OVOC) in the oceans that may partition to the atmosphere in significant amounts. 

Reports of high rates of actetaldehyde turnover in the North Atlantic suggested that both 

biotic and abiotic processes are involved. The biological basis for acetaldehyde cycling 

by ocean plankton is unknown but is potentially important because of OVOC 

contributions to carbon cycle budgets and atmospheric chemistry. We designed dynamic

stripping chambers that coupled to a proton transfer reaction mass spectrometer to 

study acetaldehyde production and consumption by cultured phytoplankton and 

bacterioplankton. Light-dependent production of actetaldehyde was observed in the 

diatom Thalassiosira pseudonana. The chemoheterotrophic bacterium Pelagibacter 

consumed actetaldehyde, oxidizing 70-75% percent to CO2, and assimilating the 

remainder into biomass. This is the first experimental evidence obtained under controlled

conditions with axenic cultures showing that actetaldehyde is a product of phytoplankton 

photosynthetic metabolism, and it provides direct evidence that acetaldehyde is oxidized

by chemoheterotrophic plankton. Other important VOCs including methanol, acetone, 

and isoprene were also produced by phytoplankton cultures. These findings provide firm 

support for the conclusion that OVOCs are a conduit for carbon transfer directly from 

phytoplankton to bacterioplankton with the remainder available for escape to the 

atmosphere.
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Appendix 2

Standard Operating procedures for the operation and maintainence of the SCG

workstation at Oregon State University
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Oregon State University- Giovannoni Lab 

Standard Operating Procedures

Single-Cell Genomics Optifluidic Workstation – V4 chip/OSU Reagents

Version 6

Updated: 2016-04-17

Original Author (V1) : Zach Landry (Adapted and adjusted from Stanford-Quake 

Lab Protocol originally written by Paul Blainey)

Last Updating Author: Zach Landry

Required Reagents (-20ºC Walk-in freezer):

- 2 x 1 ml aliquots 0.1 µm filtered 50 mM TAPS/500 mM glycine betaine buffer

- 1 x 1.5 ml aliquot 10 mM Tris-HCL PH 8.0/ 1 mM EDTA solution (TE)

- 1 x 4 tube strip of reaction solutions (Box in -80 ºC freezer) containing:

-Tube 1: 135 µl 400 mM Potassium Hydroxide (KOH/Lysis Solution)

-Tube 2: 50 µl 400 mM HCL/400 mM Tris-HCL PH 8.0 (Stop/Neutralization)

-Tube 3: EMPTY

-Tube 4: Reaction solution (See SOPs for composition)

- 1 x 4 tube strip of UV-sensitive additives (Black Box in -80 ºC freezer; leave in freezer 

until use) containing:

-Tube 1: 25 µl 1 M Dithiothreitol (DTT)

-Tube 2: EMPTY

-Tube 3: 5 µl 20x Eva Green Dye

-Tube 4: 2 µl 100 U/µl Phi29 Polymerase (Repliphi, Epicentre)

- 1 x 50 µl aliquots 10% Pluronic F127 (when opening a new 1 ml stock, aliquot into 50 

µl aliquots; use a new aliquot each week; store @ -20 ºC)

- 1 x 50 µl aliquot 10% Tween-20 (when opening a new 1 ml stock, aliquot into 50 µl 

aliquots; use a new aliquot each week)

Required Consumables (SCG Supplies)
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- 1 x pb_V4 Chip, examined for defects, UV Sterilized for 45 minutes

- 3 x 1 ml syringes

- 3 x 0.2 µm sterile nylon syringe filters

- 1 x DNA-free 96 well plate

- Tubing

- 10 x ~ 75 cm tubings

- 1 x 150 cm tubing

- 2 x 3 cm tubings (no luer stubs)

NOTE: With the exception of the 10 cm pieces, which do not have luer stubs (but still 

have pins), all tubing consists of the following:

- 1 x Blunt end luer-lock needle 

- 1 x stainless steel hollow pin bent at a ~135º angle without kinking

-  Proper length of Tygon tubing

Cut and assemble all tubing while wearing gloves, using a sterile scalpel to cut tubing 

and flamed tweezers to bend and handle pins.  All work should be done in a UV-treated 

(15 minutes) biosafety cabinet or laminar flow hood.  Coil tubing and place in Ziploc 

bags, taking care not to handle the pins.

Protocol:

1.) Prepare Reagent Solution and Consumables
i. Prepare microfluidics device Cover the following ports with clean 

PCR film:
1. Sample outlets

ii. Place in clean and sterile covered petri dish
b. Prepare TAPS/Betaine/Pluronic/BSA Solution #1 (Sample Dilution Buffer)

i. Add 8 µl of a 10% Pluronic F127 aliquot to 1 ml aliquot of 

TAPS/Betaine 
ii. Add 10 µl 20 mg/ml BSA to same TAPS solution 
iii. Mix by pipetting up and down.
iv. Filter sterilize into a new tube using 1ml syringe and 0.2 µm Nylon 

filter (Discard first few drops)
c. Prepare TAPS/Pluronic/BSA Solution #2 (Chip Diluent Buffer)
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i. Add 4 µl of a 10% Pluronic F127 aliquot to 1 ml aliquot of 

TAPS/Betaine 
ii. Add 10 µl 20 mg/ml BSA to same TAPS solution
iii. Mix by pipetting up and down.
iv. Filter sterilize into a new tube using 1 ml syringe and 0.2 µm Nylon

filter (Discard first few drops)
d. Prepare 1 x Tris-HCL/EDTA/Tween Solution (Recovery Buffer)

i. Add 3 µl of 10% Tween-20 aliquot to a 1.5 ml aliquot of 10 

mM/1mM Tris-HCL/1mM EDTA solution
ii. Mix by shaking or vortex
iii. Filter sterilize into a new tube using small 0.2 µm Nylon filter 

(Discard first few drops; this syringe filter can be re-used for the 

second aliquot)
iv. Aliquot 10 µl into each of 48 wells of a 96 well plate to be set aside

for recovery.  Seal plate with clear sealant.
v. Set the remainder of the buffer aside to be used for recovery.

e. Directly after preparation, place reagents and consumables into plastic 

sandwich bags and UV sterilize the following reagents and consumables 

for 45 minutes (Not More), with the reagents kept on ice.  Following UV 

treatment all reagents should be kept @ -20 ºC:
i. Sample Diluent Buffer
ii. Chip Diluent Buffer
iii. Recovery Buffer (plate and tube)
iv. KOH solution (keep on ice)
v. Stop/Neutralization Solution (keep on ice)

vi. Reaction Solution (keep on ice)
vii. All tubing

Note: it is recommended to place solutions and tubing into three separate 

bags as following:
- 120 cm tubing and Tris-HCL/EDTA/Tween solution in one bag.  

This will be used for recovery on the second day.
- Remaining tubing in second bag
- Remaining reagents in third bag.  Keep solutions refrigerated 

when not in use.  
f. Do not UV Sterilize these solutions:

i. DTT
ii. Eva Green 
iii. Phi29 enzyme

g. Following UV-treatment, all reagents should be returned to the 

refrigerator; reagents exempt from UV treatment should be placed in the 

fridge immediately.
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2.) Start the VI
a. The camera, microfluidics controller and stage are all controlled by a 

common interface written in the LabView programming environment.  This

interface is referred to as a ‘VI’
b. Turn on all equipment:

i. Scope controller
ii. Camera
iii. Stage controller

c. Open VI by double clicking on the ‘SCG_controls’ shortcut on the 

computer desktop.
d. Make sure that the green light on the red ‘Run/Kill’ button on the control 

panel is illuminated.  If this is illuminated, you may press the white, right-

hand-pointing arrow in the top left corner to start the VI.  
i. The connections to all of the devices are regulated by formal 

opening and closing procedures.  If you wish to turn off the VI you 

must first stop it using this switch, which will close the connections

properly.  If you do not do this you can expect the microfluidics 

controller not to function properly the next time it is used.  
ii. If you are having trouble with the microfluidics controller, stop the 

VI and unplug and plug back in either the power or the USB cable 

connecting the computer to the black box inside the microfluidics 

controller.  Ensure the ‘Run/Kill’ switch is illuminated and restart 

the VI.
e. You should now be able to see the camera image.

3.) Mount the microfluidics device
a. If chip hasn’t already been checked for defects examine chip for defects 

using 2.5x or 5x magnification.  Look for the following:
i. Blocked or collapsed lines.
ii. Joined lines or crossovers.
iii. Check that all ports (Wheel-shaped features) are punched with 

holes.
b. Mount device in spare plastic stage (Not the stage currently connected to 

the fluidics controller).
c. Use bottom and center pieces to mount and position device in center of 

window.  Finger-tighten nuts.
d. Use top piece to level and apply slight pressure to upper chip surface.  

Finger-tighten nuts.
e. Attach control lines:

i. Remove pressure from lines by turning air off at the source, 
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opening the appropriate gates, or reducing pressure to the 

manifolds.
ii. Examine line reservoirs.  Refill with Nanopure water if necessary; 

make sure lines are unpressurized prior to removing pins from 

chip by either turning the pressure to the manifold off or turning off

pressure at the source.
iii. Transfer lines to new chip using tweezers.   Transfer lines in 

numerical order, in a clockwise fashion to avoid entanglement.  Do

not entangle lines from separate control manifolds.
f. Increase pressure on control lines to 20 psi. 
g. Allow control lines to fill with water.
h. If gating appears to be working well leave pressure at 20 psi, otherwise 

increase pressure up to 25 psi.  DO NOT EXCEED 30 psi; The device will

delaminate and be ruined.
i. Fill the incubation chamber with enough water to cover the black rubber 

pad and preheat the hotplate to 30º C.  Make sure the probe is 

submerged and plugged into the plate.
4.) Prepare Chip for sorting:

a. Remove PCR film from ‘Reagent’ and ‘Diluent’ ports
b. Using a 1 ml syringe and a 75 cm piece of tubing, fill the tubing halfway 

with sterile Chip Diluent Buffer.
c. Install tubing pin in ‘Diluent’ port and attach luer stub to reagent manifold.
d. Increase pressure on reagent manifold to 7 psi and open stopcock.
e. Flow 
f. Open the following gates:

i. Reagent purge
ii. Reagent inlet
iii. All A gates.  There are 4:

1. Upper left A gate
2. Upper right A gate
3. Lower left A gate
4. Lower right A gate

iv. Diluent gate
g. Allow ~ 3 cm of fluid to flow from the tubing through the chip and out the 

‘Reagent Purge’ port. Dab the ‘Reagent Purge’ port with the clean corner 

of a kimwipe.  
h. Close the ‘Reagent Purge’ gate.  Open the ‘Reagent’ gate.
i. Allow ~ 3 cm of fluid to flow from the tubing through the chip and out the 

‘Reagent Gate’.  Dab with a clean kimwipe.
j. Close ‘Reagent’ and ‘Reagent Inlet’ gates:
k. Open all B gates.  There are 4:

i. Upper left B gate
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ii. Upper right B gate
iii. Lower left B gate
iv. Lower right B gate

l. When all the template chambers (between the ‘B’ gates and the ‘Lysis 

Inlet’ gate) are full of sterile buffer, close all gating using the ‘All Close 

Override’ button.
m. Close stopcock for Chip Diluent Buffer on reagent manifold, unscrew luer 

stub to relieve pressure, and using tweezers, transfer reagent line from 

‘Diluent’ to ‘Reagent’ port.  Reattach to manifold and turn pressure back 

on using stopcock.
n. Reduce pressure on reagent manifold to 2-5 psi.
o. Install 10 cm tubings in the left and right ‘Sample Outlet’ ports at the top of

the chip.
p. At this point it is recommended that the chip be allowed to ‘soak’ for 30 

minutes, to allow the surfactants to evenly coat the inside surfaces.  This 

will help prevent sticking of cells later when sorting.
q. Wipe the bottom glass surface of the chip with a kimwipe and 95% 

Isopropanol to clean it.
r. Position the center of the viewfinder over the sorting intersection of 

Chamber 1.
s. Focus the view and move up one level of magnification.  

i. If desired, adjust condenser for optimal phase (ph2) contrast (See 

step u.)  This will help greatly when aligning the phase rings at 

100x magnification.
t. Center the viewfinder again, and repeat the previous step, moving 

through the objectives until you are in focus at 100x. You may move 

directly from 40x Dry to 100x Immersion, skipping over 60x immersion.  

All dry objectives can be cycled using the upper two buttons behind the 

large left hand side focal knob on the main scope body.  The immersion 

objectives must moved by hand.  When moving to the immersion 

objectives, place a small drop of oil on the lens of the objective, and a 

larger drop on the lower center of the bottom of the chip, approximately at

the intersection of the sample line and chamber 1. When the chip holder 

is replaced in the stage, the two drops should join. 
u. Adjust the condenser for optimal phase (ph3) contrast.  (NOTE:  It is 

helpful, and sometimes almost necessary to adjust the condenser at 400x

and at 600x prior to attempting to adjust it at 100x.)
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i. Close the field diaphragm down to 1
ii. Misalign the phase ring using one of the two hex wrenches found 

stored in the condenser, so that the edge of the ring can be seen 

on the screen
iii. Move the condenser up and down using the silver knobs on its 

mount until the edge of the field diaphragm/phase ring are in 

sharp alignment with each other.  
iv. Use the hex wrench to return the phase ring to its original position.

v. The viewfinder should be centered in the intersection of the sample line 

and the chamber 1 ‘A’ gate.  If this is correct, press the chamber 1 

coordinates button.
w. Move to chamber 24.  This can be done at high speed using the 

SmartMove controller to finely control any inadvertent left-right tracking 

away from the sample line.  Upon reaching the center of the sample 

line/chamber 24 ‘A’ gate intersection, press the chamber 24 coordinates 

button.  Repeat this process for chamber 48 and chamber 25.
x. Once coordinates for all 4 corner chambers have been initialized, press 

the ‘Initialize Coordinates System’ button.  You should now be able to 

move to chamber intersections using the numerical ‘Move to Chamber’ 

controls.
y. Dilute sample 1:1 with Sample Dilution Buffer
z. Ensure all gates are closed. Move to chamber 1 or chamber 25 

intersection. Using a 1 ml syringe and a sterile piece of 75 cm tubing, load

sample into tubing.  As little as 10 µl can be used.  Ensure there is no air 

in the end of the line, and install pin in the appropriate ‘Sample Inlet’ port. 

Attach luer lock to reagent manifold and open stopcock to pressurize.  
aa. Open ‘Sample Inlet’ and appropriate ‘Sample Outlet’ gates. Allow sample 

solution to flow through briefly (you may see air flowing through, wait until 

this disappears), then close sample outlet.  Allow any remaining air to 

dead end fill.
bb. The sample is now loaded.  Opening the ‘Sample Inlet’ and ‘Sample 

Outlet’ gates briefly will flow through additional sample.  This is useful 

when encountering low cell densities, uninteresting morphologies, or if 

cells begin to stick.

Note: Optimal concentration for sorting is between 5x10^6 and 5x10^7 

cells/ml
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5.) Visualization and Trapping:
Note and Warning on the laser: The laser is a 1.5 W 976 nm Diode-Pumped 

crystal laser, Manufactured by Crystalaser (Reno, Nevada).  The laser has a 

built in filter to correct the normally square beam shape to a more rounded 

beam for optimal trapping.  The final output of the laser is ~ 1W with ~600 

mW reaching the objective of the scope.  THIS IS A LOT OF POWER. IT IS 

MORE THAN ENOUGH TO BURN THROUGH ARM HAIR, BLACK PLASTIC, 

OR YOUR RETINA.  Additionally, due to the wavelength of the laser, THE 

BEAM IS INVISIBLE, MAKING IT VERY DANGEROUS, AS THE HUMAN 

BLINK REFLEX IS ONLY ACTIVATED BY VISIBLE LIGHT.   BE CERTAIN OF 

THE CONTAINMENT AND LOCATION OF THE BEAM AT ALL TIMES.  If 

maintaining or adjusting the laser, appropriate goggles should be worn at 

all times.  When sorting, the containment box for the free-space laser setup

should be in place.  Additionally, diffusing laser light exiting the stage area 

should be contained by the smaller hardboard box made for that purpose 

should be in place, and additionally, the condenser and stage should be 

covered by several layers of the black shielding cloth provided. IF THE 

SHIELDING IS REMOVED,  BOTH THE EXTERNAL THORLABS SHUTTER 

AND THE MICROSCOPE’S INTERNAL FLUORESCENCE SHUTTER  

SHOULD BE USED SIMULTANEOUSLY TO BLOCK THE BEAM.  The internal 

fluorescence shutter can be activated by pressing the upper button behind 

the large focus knob on the right hand side of the body of the scope.  The 

external Thorlabs shutter can be closed by setting the shutter controller to 

manual mode, and pressing the enable button, until the green “Shutter 

Open” light is no longer visible.  NEVER REMOVE THE ATTEMPT TO USE 

THE BINOCULARS AT THE FRONT OF THE SCOPE.  They can fire the laser 

directly into your eyeball, and your vision be permanently damaged.

a. Check the front display of the microscope to ensure that the following is 

correct:
i. You are using the 60x or 100x phase contrast objective.  
ii. The scope is in Fluorescence/Phase mode.  The display should 

say ‘Flou>PH’ or Flou<PH’ at the top.
1. If this is not correct, the bottom button (labeled ‘Combi’) 
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below the left focus knob on the bottom of the body of the 

scope can be used to place the scope in 

Fluorescence/Phase.
iii. Press the ‘TL/IL’ (Transmitted light/Illuminating light) button 

(bottom button in front of the left-hand focus knob on the body of 

the scope) mentioned above until the display says ‘Fluo<PH’.
iv. Check the fluorescence intensity.   The display should say ‘FIM 

100%’  in the third box down on the display.
1. The laser moves in through the Fluorescence port.  If the 

fluorescence intensity is less than 100%, that means a 

filter is being used to cut down on the brightness of the 

beam.  Unfortunately, these filters disrupt the coherence of 

the beam, and cannot be in place if trapping is desired.
2. If the ‘FIM’ display shows less than 100% use the intensity 

buttons (marked ‘INT’ in front of the left hand focus knob 

on the body of the scope) while in ‘Fluo<PH’ mode to 

adjust the ‘FIM’ reading.
v. Ensure the scope’s internal shutter is closed until you are ready to 

begin trapping.  This can be checked by looking at the top line on 

the scope display.  There should be a flat line with an arrow 

pointing at it from below.  If the arrow is passing through the line, 

the shutter is open.
1. This can be toggled using the button marked ‘Int Fluo’ with 

an upward arrow.  It is the top button behind the right-hand

focus knob on the body of the scope.
vi. Ensure the condenser light source shutter is open. At the top of 

the front display, there should be a line with a downward pointing 

arrow passing through it. 
1. This can be toggled by pressing the ‘Shutter’ button on the 

front of the scope.
vii. Place the scope in ‘Fluo>PH’ mode (using the ‘TL/IL’ button).  

Ensure the image on the screen is in focus. Adjust the following 

until the image on the screen looks good.  All of the following 

controls have numerical displays on the front display of the scope.
1. Adjust the light intensity settings for the condenser using 

the ‘INT’ buttons, until you can see the screen.
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a. The intensity of light controls how well the sample 

is illuminated.  Adjust accordingly.  Balancing this 

against other settings is recommended if your 

sample is light-sensitive.
2. Adjust the field diaphragm using the ‘FD’ buttons in front of

the focusing knob on the left-hand side of the scope.
a. The field diaphragm controls an aperture inside the 

light source, affecting both the direction and 

intensity of the light.  It is recommended to have the

field diaphragm as small as possible while still 

having adequate illumination.
3. Adjust the aperture (if possible) using the ‘AP’ buttons on 

in front of the focusing knob on the left-hand side of the 

scope. 
a. The aperture adjusts how much light enters the 

camera.  It is not possible to adjust in some modes.

Use accordingly.
4. Good starting settings are as following:

a. AP-24
b. FD-5
c. INT-15

b. Ensure all shielding is in place before activating the laser.  The laser may 

be turned on by flipping the rocker switch on the back of the power 

source, then turning the key to the ‘On’ position.
c. Activate the shutter controller.  The shutter controller may be turned on by

turning the key to the ‘On’ position.
d. Ensure the shutter controller is in ‘Manual’ mode. The mode will be 

displayed on the front of the shutter controller.  If it does not say ‘Manual’ 

the proper mode can be selected by using the ‘Up’ and ‘Down’ Arrows to 

move through the options.
e. To open the shutter, press the enable button.  To close the shutter, press 

the button again.  Leave the shutter closed until you are ready to start 

sorting cells.
f. Move to the desired chamber intersection.  With the internal scope shutter

open (see above), you may begin to trap cells.  Cells can be trapped by 

positioning the stage so that the cell is in the green box on the screen and

then activating the shutter controller.  The cell should stop moving.
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g. Trapping power can be increased by adjusting the Z-Axis using the single 

round knob on the SmartMove controller.  When a cell is optimally 

trapped, it will not change focus when panning slightly through the Z-Axis,

where as the background will. 
h. Rotating the Z-Axis knob clockwise raises the focal plane and trap, 

whereas rotating the knob counterclockwise will lower it.
i. Be careful not to hold the cell against the walls of the chamber when 

moving.  Optimally, if the trapping position is in the center of the chamber, 

the upper and lower walls will be mostly, but not quite in focus with each 

other.  Remember that the vertical location of the trap roughly 

corresponds with the plane of focus.
6.) Sorting

a. Prior to any sorting, with all other gates closed, equalize pressure by 

opening the ‘Reagent’ gate, the ‘Reagent Inlet’ gate, and all ‘B’ gates. 
b. Close all gates and begin sorting.
c. Move to the chamber of interest.  
d. Briefly back-pressure the ‘A’ gate by opening the ‘Reagent’ gate and the 

‘Reagent inlet’ gate.  This will prevent sample from flowing into the sterile 

buffer when the gate is opened.
e. Open the appropriate set of ‘A’ gates by pressing one of the following:

i. Upper Left A Gate
ii. Upper Right A Gate
iii. Lower Left A Gate
iv. Lower Left B Gate

f. Select a cell and trap it.  Adjust focus to increase trapping force.
g. Drag cell past the ‘A’ gate using the joystick.
h. While moving, close the ‘A’ Gate and open the corresponding set of  ‘B’ 

gates.  Try to do this halfway between the two gates.  The flow of liquid 

will cause the cell to be momentarily lost from the trap, but if the 

horizontal direction of movement is maintained, the cell should quickly re-

trap while moving (We call this ‘Around the back’).
i. Alternatively, you can close the gates while stopped, and re-

acquire the cell of interest.  This may be preferable for small cells.
i. Drag the cell past the ‘B’ gate.  Close the ‘B’ gates.  Your cell is now in the

template chamber.
7.) Document captured cells

a. A new imaging folder is made in the ‘C:\SCG Imaging Data\’ folder on the 

computer’s hard disk for each date on which the ‘SCG_controls’ VI is run.
b. To automatically generate names for images and video, use the ‘Get 
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name’ button on the VI control panel. This will generate names using the 

date and whatever chamber number is currently in the ‘Move to Chamber’

numerical indicator.
c. The imaging folder and names can be modified using the dialog boxes 

below the imaging controls on the VI control panel.  
d. Chose an appropriate compression for the video.  ‘DV Video Encoder’ is 

recommended if available.  Uncompressed video results in files of 

hundreds of megabytes for just seconds of recording.
e. While the cell is trapped, begin recording video using the ‘Recording’ 

toggle switch.  While recording, release the trap by closing the shutter.  

This makes the location of the cell of interest apparent.  If desired, focus 

through the cell to get an idea of its morphology.  Stop recording when 

satisfied.  A video file will be saved to the file name marked in the ‘Video 

Basename’ dialog box in the directory marked in the ‘Imaging Directory’ 

box.
f. Take one uncompressed TIFF image of each cell.  A copy of the acquired 

image can be seen on the screen.
8.) Repeat steps 17 and 18 as necessary, moving from chamber to chamber using 

the ‘Move to Chamber’ controls.  Do not sort into  chambers 24 or 48.
a. It is also recommended that you save chambers 42-47 as control 

chambers.  Leave 3 of them empty and sort E. Coli cells into two of them 

as negative and positive cell controls respectively.
9.) You may switch to the other side of the chip (‘Sample 2 Inlet’) when finished with 

the first half by disconnecting the sample line from the reagent manifold (first 

turning off the pressure with the stopcock) and moving the pin to ‘Sample 2 Inlet’,

then reconnecting the line, and pressurizing by turning the stopcock.  BEFORE 

YOU REMOVE ANY SHIELDING OR ATTEMPT TO TRANSFER THE LINE, 

MAKE SURE THE LASER IS BLOCKED USING BOTH THE SHUTTER 

CONTROLLER AND THE INTERNAL FLUORESCENCE SHUTTER.  
10.) When you are finished sorting, you may prepare to execute the genome 

amplification reactions.
a. Key off the laser power supply (You should be done sorting at this point).
b. Remove shieldng.
c. Clean oil from objective using lens paper and 95% Isopropanol. Clean oil 

from chip using Kimwipes and 95% Isopropanol.
d. Return chip to stage and move to 2.5x magnification.

11.) Inject Control solutions
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a. Positive control solutions are used to ensure that the genome 

amplification is working.  Positive control solutions can consist of either 

genomic or plasmid DNA, and are loaded in through the ‘Control Inlet’ 

ports.  There are two sets of ‘Control Inlet’ ports, one for each sample 

line, and they are used to inoculate chambers 24 and 48 with DNA 

solution. While not physically dangerous, this solution is easily the most 

likely to ruin your experiment - BE VERY CAREFUL NOT TO SPRAY OR 

SPILL CONTROL SOLUTIONS, AS THEY CAN EASILY CONTAMINATE 

YOUR OTHER SAMPLES 
b. Make sure all gates are closed.
c. Move the stage so that the screen is centered over the desired control 

template chamber.
d. Using a sterile piece of tubing and a syringe draw a SMALL amount of 

control solution into the tubing.  
e. Install the tubing in either ‘Control Inlet’ port and attach and pressurize the

line.
f. Quickly open and close the appropriate ‘Control Chamber’ Gate. You will 

see liquid flow through the chamber.  Close ‘Control Chamber’ gate 

following flow-through.  
g. Depressurize and detach line from reagent manifold.
h. Repeat the previous two steps for the other control chamber.
i. Discard control tubing, being careful not to drip control solution.

12.) Lysis
a. When you are finished sorting, you may begin the lysis treatment.  The 

pb_V4 chip is designed with three lysis chambers (can accommodate two

lysis conditions and a stop solution).  The protocol below only uses the 

first lysis chamber, with no pretreatment.  The alkaline lysis  buffer (DLB 

mixture) should be used immediately before the stop solution, and in 

equal volume to the stop solution.  If you would like to do a pre-treatment,

perform it in the first lysis chamber, followed by the alkaline lysis in the 

second lysis chamber, followed by the stop solution in the third lysis 

chamber.  Otherwise, simply use the alkaline lysis in the first lysis 

chamber, followed by the stop solution in the second lysis chamber, and 

fill the third lysis chamber using additional Reaction Solution.  The 

alkaline lysis solution (in addition to lysing the cells), is required for 

denaturing the DNA.
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b. To begin the lysis procedure, first close all gates.  
c. Depressurize and disconnect the Chip Diluent Buffer line currently in the 

reagent port.  Move this line in turn to each of the ‘Sample Outlet’ ports, 

moving the short (10 cm ) waste lines to the ‘Sample Inlet’ ports.  For 

each sample line, reconnect and pressurize the PBS/Pluronic line and 

open the ‘Sample Inlet’ and appropriate ‘Sample Outlet’ gates to 

backflush the sample lines and remove any cells. 
d. Disconnect and move the Chip Diluent Buffer line to the diluent port.  
e. Retrieve KOH Solution from refrigerator.
f. Add 15 µl of 1M DTT to KOH solution
g. Draw solution into a clean piece of sterile tubing.  
h. Install tubing in ‘Reagent Inlet’ port and pressurize the line.
i. Open ‘Reagent’ and ‘Reagent Purge’ gates.
j. Close ‘Reagent Purge’ gate when all air has been purged.  A small droplet

should form at the ‘Reagent Purge’ port when all air has been purged.
k. Rinse each quadrant of the chip by opening the ‘Reagent’, ‘Reagent Inlet’ 

and ‘Diluent’ gates and then in turn opening each of the ‘A’ gates for a 

short period of time.  Monitor fluid level in the tubing.  Repeat the opening

of A gates moving in circular pattern around the chip at least three times 

for each gate, until there is ~ 2 cm of fluid remaining in the tube.  
l. Close all gates.
m. Open ‘Reagent’, ‘Reagent Inlet’ and all ‘B’ gates.
n. Fill lysis chamber by opening the  ‘First Lysis’ gate (or ‘Second Lysis’ if 

you have used the first chamber for a pre-treatment).  
o. Once the lysis chambers are full, close all B gates.
p. Open ‘Diluent’ gate and all ‘A’ Gates until the remaining solution has been

pushed out of the chip.
q. Close ‘Diluent’ gate and all ‘A’ gates.  Close ‘Reagent’ and ‘Reagent Inlet’ 

gates
r. Depressurize and disconnect lysis tubing from manifold.  Leave it 

installed in the chip until the next solution is ready to prevent 

contaminants from entering through the port.
13.) Neutralization

a. Neutralization is important to the genome amplification reaction, as it 

prevents overlysis and subsequent hydrolysis of DNA.  Do not let lysis 

proceed past 10 minutes.
b. While lysis is running, get stop solution from the refrigerator and load into 

a sterile piece of tubing.  
c. Ensure top surface of microfluidics device is clean.  Remove from water 
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bath if necessary.  Install tubing in ‘Reagent’ port.
d. Check to make sure all gates except the appropriate ‘Lysis’ gates are 

closed.
e. Open ‘Reagent’ and ‘Reagent Purge’ Gates.  Purge air from system.
f. Close ‘Reagent Purge’ gate when all air has been purged.  A small droplet

should form at the ‘Reagent Purge’ port when all air has been purged.
g. Rinse each quadrant of the chip by opening the ‘Reagent’, ‘Reagent Inlet’ 

and ‘Diluent’ gates and then in turn opening each of the ‘A’ gates for a 

short period of time.  Monitor fluid level in the tubing.  Repeat the opening

of A gates moving in circular pattern around the chip at least three times 

for each gate, until there is ~ 2 cm of fluid remaining in the tube.  
h. Close all gates.
i. Open ‘Reagent’, ‘Reagent Inlet’ and all ‘B’ gates as well as previously 

filled ‘Lysis’ gates (‘First Lysis’ for normal protocol; ‘First’ and ‘Second’ 

‘Lysis’ chamber with pretreatment).
j. Fill next lysis chamber by opening the ‘Second Lysis’ gate (or ‘Third Lysis’

if you have used the first chamber for a pre-treatment).  
k. Once the lysis chambers are full, close all B gates.
l. Open ‘Diluent’ gate and all ‘A’ Gates until the remaining solution has been

pushed out of the chip.
m. Close ‘Diluent’ gate and all ‘A’ gates.  Close ‘Reagent’ and ‘Reagent Inlet’ 

gates
n. Depressurize and disconnect neutralization tubing from manifold.  Leave 

it installed in the chip until the next solution is ready to prevent 

contaminants from entering through the port.
14.) Multiple Displacement Amplification

a. Retrieve prepared Reaction Solution from fridge.  
b. Add 4 µl of phi 29 (100 U/µl) of enzyme (Tube 4 of sensitive reagent 4-

tube strip) to buffer.
c. Add 1 µl of Eva Green 20x stock (Tube 3 of sensitive reagent 4-tube strip)

to buffer (1x)
d. Mix by pipetting
e. Draw reaction master mix into a sterile piece of tubing.  
f. Install tubing in ‘Reagent Inlet’ port and pressurize the line.
g. Open ‘Reagent’ and ‘Reagent Purge’ gates.
h. Close ‘Reagent Purge’ gate when all air has been purged.  A small droplet

should form at the ‘Reagent Purge’ port when all air has been purged.
i. Rinse each quadrant of the chip by opening the ‘Reagent’, ‘Reagent Inlet’ 

and ‘Diluent’ gates and then in turn opening each of the ‘A’ gates.  Repeat

until there is ~ 2 cm of fluid remaining in the tube.  
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j. Close all gates.
k. Open ‘Reagent’, ‘Reagent Inlet’ and all ‘B’ gates.
l. Open all ‘Lysis’ gates and ‘Reaction Inlet’ gate.
m. Once the reaction chambers are full, close all B gates.
n. Open ‘Diluent’ gate and all ‘A’ Gates until the remaining solution has been

pushed out of the chip.
o. Close ‘Diluent’ gate and all ‘A’ gates.  Close ‘Reagent’ and ‘Reagent Inlet’ 

gates
p. Depressurize and disconnect lysis tubing from manifold.  Leave it 

installed in the chip until the next solution is ready to prevent 

contaminants from entering through the port.
q. Place chip in 31ºC incubation chamber.
r. You may now stop the VI using the ‘Run/Kill’ Button.
s. Allow chip to incubate for 16 hours.

15.) Recovery (Next Day)
a. Turn on all equipment

i. Microscope
ii. Stage
iii. Camera

b. Remove chip from hotplate incubator; wipe off any moisture that may 

have accumulated.  Clean top surface of chip with 95% Isopropanol.
c. Replace chip in stage.
d. Set the binning on the VI to 8 and start the VI 
e. Turn on the fluorescence light source. 
f. Switch to 5x magnification.
g. Using the same teaching method used to train the coordinate system for 

sorting (Step 4, v-x)  train the coordinate system on the reaction 

chambers for each corner.  
h. Move to the 2.5x objective.
i. Switch to the L5 filter cube by pressing the button marked ‘L5’ on the front

of the scope.
j. Put the fluorescence dichroic mirror in place by pressing the second 

button down behind the right-hand side focus knob on the body of the 

scope. 
i. Unfortunately there is no indicator for this mechanism.  When the 

mirror is in place, it should make a satisfying ‘Thunk.’ If the 

fluorescence shutter is opened, you should be able to see the 

fluorescent light source emanating from the objective.  The light 

should be blue.
k. Switch to fluorescence mode by pressing the ‘TL/IL’ button on the left-

hand side of the scope.  The display on the front of the scope should say 
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‘FLUO’ at the top.  
l. Open the SQUARE field diaphragm to its highest setting.  A small square 

should be visible on the display, next to the letters ‘FD’
m. Ensure that the shutters are fully open. ‘FIM’ on the front display should 

be all the way up to 100%.
n. Turn the lights out and cover the scope with the black cloth.  This will help

with visualizing the fluorescence.  
o. The fluorescence in each reaction chamber should now be visible.  
p. Using the dialog boxes on the front control panel, change to the directory 

whose date is the sort date.  Append a “Fluorescence” folder to the 

directory name.
q.  If you have taught the coordinate system correctly in step 15g., you 

should be able to move from reaction chamber to reaction chamber 

incrementing the chamber number and pressing the move button as you 

would during sorting.  Take uncompressed photos of each chamber to 

document reaction fluorescence.
r. Fill the 120 cm tubing with the remaining Tris-HCL/EDTA/Tween-20 

solution.
s. Install the tubing in the ‘Reagent’ port, connect to the reagent manifold 

and pressurize to 7 psi.
t. Switch back into phase or brightfield mode on the scope so you can 

visualize the liquid in the chip.   
u. Open ‘Reagent’ and ‘Reagent Purge’ gates.
v. Close ‘Reagent Purge’ gate when all air has been purged.  A small droplet

should form at the ‘Reagent Purge’ port when all air has been purged.
w. Open the ‘Reagent’, ‘Reagent Inlet’, and ‘Diluent’ gates.  Then, by 

opening each of the ‘A’ gates in turn, rinse each quadrant of the chip with 

buffer.  Repeat until about 10 cm of buffer from the line has been 

consumed.
x. Close all gates.
y. Remove the pcr film covering the reaction outlet ports.  Install 48 20 µl 

gel-loading filter tips in the ‘Reaction Outlet’ ports of the device.
z. Open the ‘Reagent’, ‘Reagent Inlet’, ‘First Lysis’, ‘Second Lysis’, ‘Third 

Lysis’, ‘Reaction Inlet’, and each set of ‘B’ gates.  
aa. Watch the pipette tips as they fill.  If they are filling unevenly, the ‘B’ gates 

can be used to close off each quadrant of the chip, to adjust the rate of 

flow.  Allow the pipette tips to fill until ~ 1 cm of Tris-HCL/EDTA/Tween-20 

solution remains in the tubing, then close all gates.  Each tip should have 
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roughly the same amount of fluid (~ 5 µl; up to the end of the thin section 

of the gel tip) in it.  Take care not to allow the solution to run out. If air is 

allowed to flow into the pipette tips, the product will be splattered into the 

filters and will be unrecoverable.
bb. Remove each pipette tip from the chip by hand.  Using a pipettor, deposit 

the product in the appropriate well in the previously prepared 96 well 

plate.  Move down and across the first 6 columns of the plate with the 

product from Chamber 1 being placed into well A1, the product from 

Chamber 2 being placed into well B1 and so on.  After the first 8 wells are

filled, move on to Column 2 and so on.
cc. Seal the plate and denature the phi29 enzyme by running the plate on a 

thermocycler for 68 or 70º C for 10 minutes.  Store the product at -20º C 

for long-term storage and at 4º C if it will be immediately used.
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Oregon State University- Giovannoni Lab 

Standard Operating Procedures

QPCR Screening of Single-Cell Genomics Product

Version 2

Updated: 2016-04-17

Original Author (V1) : Zach Landry 

Last Updating Author: Zach Landry

Quantitative PCR screening protocol

Required reagents:

- 750 µl of ABI PowerSYBR 2x Master Mix (5 ml)

- 1 x 60 µl aliquot Forward primer (M13F-515F) 10 µM stock

- 1 x 60 µl aliquot of Reverse primer (M13R-806RB) 10 µM stock

- 1 x 1 ml aliquot of PCR water

- 1 x 8 tube strip of standard for dilution with 50 µl of 10^9 cp/µl plasmid standard 

containing an Escherichia coli dh5a 16s gene 27-1492 region in 10mM/1mM TE PH 8.0 

and 7 tubes containing 45 µl of PCR H2O

Required Consumables:

-1 x 100 µl 96 well plate (ABI #4346906)

-1 x 1 sheet of optical sealing film (ABI # 4306311)

Protocol:

1.) Prepare plate for QPCR screening:
a. Combine the following for 1500 µl of master mix:

i. 750 µl ABI PowerSYBR 2x MasterMix
ii. 650 µl QPCR water
iii. 50 µl Forward primer
iv. 50 ul Reverse primer

b. Pipette 18 ul of mastermix into each of the following wells:
i. Columns 1-6, rows A-H
ii. Column 8, rows A-F and H
iii. Columns 10-12, rows A-F and H

c. Inoculate columns 1-6 with 2 µl of recovery product from your SCG sort, 

maintaining the same pattern of wells
d. Inoculate column 8, wells A-F with the recovery buffer placed in column 8 

in your recovery plate
e. Dilute out plasmid standard by mixing 10^9 standard well with a pipette, 
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and taking 5 µl of standard and diluting it into the next tube, continue until 

you have a serial dilution of 10^9 to 10^2
f. Inoculate column 10-12 vertically with three replicates this serial dilution 

using 2 µl for each reaction.  The reactions should go from 10^8-10^3 in 

rows A-F respectively.
g. Seal the plate using the sheet of optical sealing film
h. Ensure that there are no bubbles on the bottom of any of the wells by 

lightly tapping the plate on the counter or centrifuging for 1 minute at 

1,000 rpm in a plate centrifuge. It is ok if there are floating bubbles.
2.) Use the ABI 7500 Fast QPCR machine in the CGRB Multi-User Annex to run the 

QPCR assay.  You will need to recieve training from the CGRB to use this 

machine. 
a. There is a template file for our assay (labeled ‘template-SCG.edt’) in the 

folder where the SCG screening results are stored. Cycling conditions are

as follows:
i. Stage 1

1. 0:30 @ 50º C
2. 2:00 @ 95º C

ii. Stage 2 (50x)
1. 0:15 @ 95º C
2. 0:30 @ 58º C
3. 0:45 @ 72º C (Collect fluorescence data)

iii. Stage 3
1. 5:00 @ 72º C

iv. Stage 4
1. Default Melt Curve analysis

b. Use ‘Save As’ to save the results file.  The results file should include the 

date of the pcr, the primers used and the scg product being screened in 

the following format (Dates should be in YYYY-MM-DD format):
i. ‘<QPCR Date>-PCR<Forward Primer>&<Reverse Primer>_<SCG

Date>-SCG’
ii. Ex: ‘2015-08-20-PCRm13f515f&m13r806rb_2015-08-10-SCG’

c. Run the procedure.  It will take ~3 hours to run.
d. Run the analysis:

i. Omit wells in the standard curve for which the PRIMARY (Tm1) 

melting point does not match the other standards.  The proper 

melting point with this primer set is ~83º C
ii. Ignore all other flags.  
iii. Analyze by pressing the ‘Analyze button’
iv. Save your results.

e. Export your results:
i. Select any positive reactions (>100 cp/µl of template and > cp/µl 
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than recovery buffer)
ii. Export results to PDF report

3.) Following QPCR, the product for any positive reactions should be cleaned using 

the ‘QIAQuick’ PCR cleanup kit according to the instructions, with the final 

product eluted into 30 µl.  12 µl of this can be sent for sequencing at the CGRB 

using the M13 primers provided by the core lab. 
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Oregon State University- Giovannoni Lab 

Standard Operating Procedures

Bulk Reagent Preparation of Single-cell Genomics Reagents

Version 2

Updated: 2016-04-17

Original Author (V1) : Zach Landry

Last Updating Author: Zach Landry

Bulk Reagent preparation (All solutions to be made in a hood):

1.) Lysis Solution
a. Prepare a 5M stock of Potassium Hydroxide (KOH) by combining:

i. 14.03 g KOH
ii. 43.38 ml Molecular Grade  H2O (MG-H2O)

b. Filter sterilize 5 M Stock solution with a 0.2 µm syringe filter.
c. Titrate a small amount in a 15 ml Falcon tube with 1M HCL to confirm 5 N 

Alkalinity using a PH meter.  Alternatively use 10% HCL (1.2 N). 1 ml of 5 

N solution should take 5 ml of 1M/1N HCL to neutralize or 4.17  ml of 10%

HCL.
d. Assuming a 5 N Stock, combine 5 ml of 5 N Solution with 45 ml of MG-

H2O for a total volume of 50 ml of 0.5 N KOH solution.  These volumes 

should be corrected to ensure a normality of 0.5 N in the final solution.
e. Filter sterilize and using a cold block to minimize bicarbonate formation, 

aliquot this solution in aliquots of 1.25 ml into a 1.5 or 1.75 ml tube and 

freeze at -80º C.

2.) Stop/Neutralization Solution
a. Prepare a 1 M Solution of Tris-HCL PH 8.0 by combining:

i. 4.44 g Tris-HCL 
ii. 2.65 g Tris Base

iii. 43.78 ml MG-H2O
b. Filter sterilize this solution using a 0.2 µm syringe filter.  
c. Prepare 24 ml of fresh 1 M HCL solution by combining:

i. 22 ml MG-H2O 
ii. 2 ml Saturated HCL

d. For Stop/Neutralization Solution combine:
i. 20 ml Tris-HCL PH 8.0
ii. 20 ml 1M HCL

iii. 10 ml MG-H2O
e. Filter sterilize with a 0.2 µm syringe filter and aliquot this solution into 1 ml

aliquots and store at -80º C.
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3.) Reaction 10x Buffer
a. Prepare a 1M stock of MgCl2 by combining the following:

i. 10.17 g MgCl2 (Hexahydrate)
ii. 43.52 ml MG-H2O

b. Filter-sterilize this solution with a 0.2 µm syringe filter.
c. Prepare a 1M stock of NH4SO4 by combining the following:

i. 6.61 g  NH4SO4 
ii. 46.27 ml MG-H2O

d. Filter sterilize this solution with a 0.2 µm syringe filter.
e. Prepare a 2M Tris-HCL PH 8.0 by combining the following:

i. 8.88 g Tris-HCL
ii. 5.30 g Tris-Base

iii. 38.27 ml MG-H2O
f. Filter sterilize this solution with a 0.2 µm syringe filter.
g. Prepare a 2M KCL stock by combining the following:

i. 7.46 g KCL 
ii. 46.24 ml MG-H2O

h. Filter sterilize this solution with a 0.2 µm syringe filter.
i. Prepare 10x Reaction Buffer by combining the following:

i. 12.5 ml 1M Tris-HCL PH 8.0
ii. 12.5 ml 1M KCL

iii. 5 ml 1M MgCl2
iv. 2.5 ml 1M NH4SO4

v. 17.5 ml MG-H2O
j. Filter sterilize this solution with a 0.2 µm syringe filter and aliquot into 1 ml

aliquots and store at -80º C. 

4.) 1M Dithiotreitol (DTT) solution for lysis solution and reaction master mix.
a. Prepare 2 ml 1 M DTT stock by combining:

i. 0.32 g DTT
ii. 1,754 µl MG-H2O

b. Filter sterilize this solution using a 1 or 5 ml syringe and a small nylon 0.2 

µm syringe filter. Make 1 ml aliquots and store at -80º C

5.) 10 mM Random Hexamer Solution
a. 3’ Phosphorthioated random hexamer should be ordered from IDT

i. Order 10 µM
ii. Use standard desalting for purification (default)
iii. Hexamers need to be 3’ Phosphorthioated between the 4/5 and 

5/6 bases.
iv. The sequence for the hexamer is (5’-3’) NNNN*N*N

b. Dilute the hexamer to 10 mM  (10,000 µM) by using 1/100th of the MG-

H2O recommended for a 100 µM stock.  This amount will be different for 

every batch of oligo ordered, as it depends on the yield.
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6.) 25% Glycerol Solution
a. Prepare 25% Glycerol solution by combining the following:

i. 12.5 ml Molecular Grade Glycerol
ii. 37.5 ml MG-H2O

b. Filter sterilize with a 0.2 µm syringe filter and aliquot into 1 ml aliquots and

store at -80º C.

7.) 20 mg/ml Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) solution
a. Prepare a 20 mg/ml Bovine Serum Albumin solution by combining the 

following:
i. 1 g of high grade BSA (Nucleic acid-free, DNAase-free, RNAase-

free, Protease-free) 
ii. 50 ml of MG-H2O

b. Filter sterilize with a 0.2 µm syringe filter and aliquot into 1 ml aliquots and

store at -80º C.

8.) 1x Reaction Master Mix
a. Prepare 750 µl of 1x Reaction Master Mix by combining the following in 

order:
i. 170 µl of MG-H2O
ii. 200 µl of 25% glycerol 
iii. 100 µl of 10x buffer salts 
iv. 100 µl of 10 mM (each) dNTPs
v. 75 µl 2 M trehalose 

vi. 50 µl 10 mM phosphorthioated random hexamer 
vii. 25 µl 20 mg/ml BSA 
viii. 20 µl 1 M DTT
ix. 10 µl 10% NP-40

b. Filter sterilize this solution using a 1 ml syringe and a small nylon 0.2 µm 

syringe filter. Make 18 µl aliquots as part of a 4 tube strip of reagents and 

store at -80º C

9.) 4-Tube strip of reaction solutions
a. Using an 8-tube strip of 200 µl tubes create 2 x 4-tube strips of reaction 

solutions as following.  Keep reagents in cold blocks while aliquoting to 

prevent bicarbonate formation in KOH buffer:
i. Tube 1: 135 µl 0.5 N KOH/Lysis Solution
ii. Tube 2: 50 µl of Stop/Neutralization Solution
iii. Tube 3: EMPTY
iv. Tube 4: 15 µl of reaction solution

b. To create 25 reaction strips you will need
i. 3 x 1.25 ml aliquots of 0.5 N KOH/Lysis Solution
ii. 2 x 1 ml aliquots of Stop/Neutralization solution
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iii. 375 µl of 1x Reaction Master Mix
c. Store at -80º C

10.) 4-Tube strip of UV-Sensitive reagents
a. Using an 8-tube strip of 200 µl tubes create 2 x 4-tube strips of reaction 

solutions as following.  Keep reagents in cold blocks while aliquoting to 

preserve enzyme solutions and prevent DTT oxidation:
i. Tube 1: 25 µl 1M DTT
ii. Tube 2: EMPTY
iii. Tube 3: 5 µl of EvaGreen Dye 20x Solution (Biotium)
iv. Tube 4: 4 µl of Phi29 polymerase (Epicentre RepliPhi 100 U/µl)

b. To create 25 reaction strips you will need
i. 625 µl of 1M DTT solution
ii. 125 µl of EvaGreen 20x Dye (Biotium)

iii.  1 tube (100 µl) of Phi29 polymerase (Epicentre RepliPhi 100 U/µl)
c. Store at -20º C (NOT -80º C , it appears that the enzyme may be 

degraded by storage at -80º C)
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Appendix 3

Python Code for implementation of the 'PyHal' phylogenomics pipleine described in

Chapter 3
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APPENDIX 3.1: PyHal – Main process script for the PyHal phylogenomics pipeline.  

Controls monitoring, batching retrieving and filtering of jobs and data during the pipeline 

process.

PyHal.py:

#!/usr/bin/env python

__author__ = 'ZCLandry'

import os

import sys

import argparse

import datetime

import subprocess

import re

import math

import random

from Bio import SeqIO

from Bio.SeqRecord import SeqRecord

from Bio.Seq import Seq

from Bio import Phylo

from SGE import qool

from SGEBio import SGEmakeblastdb, SGEblast, SGEblastdbcmd, SGEmcl, 

SGEmuscle, SGEzorro, SGEprottest, SGEraxml

def build_parser():

    dt = datetime.datetime.now()

    parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description="A bare-bones reimplementation of 
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the phylogenomics pipeline Hal in" \

            " python, because I got sick of Hal stalling in the last step. Requires Sun Grid 

Engine.")

    parser.add_argument("-s", help="Batch size for sending to the queue", type=int, 

default=0)

    parser.add_argument("-n", help="Number of nodes to uses on the queuing system", 

type=int, default=250)

    parser.add_argument("-o", help="Name of folder for output", type=str, default="pHal_

%s-%s-%s_%s-%s-%s" \

                        % (dt.year, dt.month, dt.day, dt.hour, dt.minute, dt.second))

    parser.add_argument("-p", help="Percent of genomes that must be included in a valid 

cluster", type=float,\

                        default=100.0)

    parser.add_argument("-m", help="Weighting value below which to mask positions 

using Zorro", type=float, default=0.5)

    parser.add_argument('files', metavar="<FILE>", help="fasta files of protein 

sequences, 1 file per organism", \

                        nargs="+")

    return parser

def set_binary_paths():

    """Set the binary paths so that each instance of a queue variable doesn't have to 

check.  It is ok to use a

    global variable here -- we should be using the same executable of blast throughout 

the whole program."""

    global BLASTP

    global BLASTDBCMD

    global MAKEBLASTDB

    global MCL

    global MUSCLE

    global ZORRO
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    global RAXML

    global FASTTREE

    global PROTTEST_HOME

    BLASTP = subprocess.check_output(['which', 'blastp']).strip()

    BLASTDBCMD = subprocess.check_output(['which', 'blastdbcmd']).strip()

    MAKEBLASTDB = subprocess.check_output(['which', 'makeblastdb']).strip()

    MCL = subprocess.check_output(['which', 'mcl']).strip()

    MUSCLE = subprocess.check_output(['which', 'muscle']).strip()

    ZORRO = subprocess.check_output(['which', 'zorro']).strip()

    RAXML = subprocess.check_output(['which', 'raxmlHPC']).strip()

    FASTTREE = subprocess.check_output(['which', 'FastTree']).strip()

    PROTTEST_HOME = os.environ["PROTTEST_HOME"]

def factory(args):

    ava_bp_wd = "%s/all_vs_all_blastp" % (args.o)

    mcl_wd = "%s/mcl" % (args.o)

    muscle_wd = "%s/muscle" % (args.o)

    zorro_wd = "%s/zorro" % (args.o)

    pt_wd = "%s/prottest" % (args.o)

    raxml_wd = "%s/raxml" % (args.o)

    inflations = [1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.7, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0]

    bootstraps = 1000

    sequences = fasta_feeder(args.files, 1, return_file=True, new_names=True)

    pool = qool(nodes=args.n, interval=20)
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    start = worker0(sequences, args, pool, ava_bp_wd)

    name_index, species_index, db = start[0], start[1], start[2]

    no_fastas = len(name_index)

    batch_size = set_batch_size(no_fastas, args.s, args.n)

    species = set(species_index.values())

    no_species = len(species)

    min_species = int(math.ceil(no_species*(args.p/100)))

    pool.start()

    for i in pool.join():

        print i.name

        if i.rank == 0:

            worker1(i, "bp", batch_size, no_species, pool, ava_bp_wd)

        if i.rank == 1:

            best_hits = worker2(i, "edges", args, inflations, pool, mcl_wd)

        if i.rank == 2:

            worker3(i, "cl", args, species_index, best_hits, db, no_species, pool, mcl_wd)

        if i.rank == 3:

            worker4(i, "al", args, min_species, pool, muscle_wd)

        if i.rank == 4:

            worker5(i, "m", args, pool, zorro_wd)
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        if i.rank == 5:

            worker6(i, "pt", args, pool, pt_wd)

        if i.rank == 6:

            worker7(i, "tr", args, species, species_index, bootstraps, batch_size, pool, 

raxml_wd)

        if i.rank == 7 or i.rank == 8:

            worker8(i, 'final', args, pool, raxml_wd)

def worker0(sequences, args, pool, wd):

    name = "ava.db"

    fn = os.path.abspath("%s/input/%s" % (wd, name))

    dir = os.path.dirname(fn)

    if not os.path.exists(os.path.dirname(fn)):

        os.makedirs(dir)

    fhout = open(fn, 'w')

    name_index = {}

    species_index = {}

    for i in sequences:

        seq, new, old, file = i[0], i[1], i[2], i[3]

        if new not in name_index:

            name_index[new] = old

        if new not in species_index:

            species_index[new] = os.path.basename(file)
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        clean = scrub_aa(seq.seq)

        fhout.write(">%s\n%s\n" % (seq.description, clean))

    fhout.close()

    build_db = SGEmakeblastdb(sequence_file=fn, dbtype='prot', options=["-

parse_seqids", "-hash_index"], name=name, \

                         wd=wd, binary=MAKEBLASTDB)

    db = build_db.out_files[0]

    pool.pending.append(build_db)

    return (name_index, species_index, db)

def worker1(job0, prefix, batch_size, no_results, pool, wd):

    formatted = job0.in_files[0]

    db = job0.out_files[0]

    count = 0

    for i in fasta_feeder(formatted, batch_size):

        name = "%s%s" % (prefix, count)

        job = SGEblast('blastp', db=db, query=i, options=["-evalue 0.1", "-

max_target_seqs", str(no_results), \

                        "-seg", "yes", "-soft_masking", "true", "-use_sw_tback", "-outfmt", "5"], 

name=name, wd=wd, \

                       binary=BLASTP, rank=1)

        pool.pending.append(job)

        count += 1

    pool.advance()
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    return db

def worker2(job1, prefix, args, inflations, pool, wd, edges={}):

    results = job1.retrieve()

    for edge in parse_edges(results):

        ed_nm = "-".join([edge[0],edge[1]])

        if ed_nm not in edges:

            edges[ed_nm] = edge

        else:

            old_edge = edges[ed_nm]

            new_weight = (float(old_edge[2]) + float(edge[2]))/2

            edges[ed_nm] = (edge[0], edge[1], new_weight)

    if len(pool.pending) == 0 \

    and len(pool.running) == 0:

        edges = [i[1] for i in sorted(edges.items(), key=lambda x:x[0])]

        edge_file = "%s/input/%s.txt" % (wd, prefix)

        print_edges(edges, edge_file)

        for j in inflations:

            name = "%s%s" % (prefix, j)

            job = SGEmcl(inflation=j, name=name, wd=wd, binary=MCL, 

edges_file=edge_file, rank=2)

            pool.pending.append(job)

        pool.advance()

        best_hits = get_best_hits(edges)

        return best_hits
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def worker3(job2, prefix, args, species_index, best_hits, db, no_species, pool, wd, 

clusters={}):

    inflation = job2.inflation

    if inflation not in clusters:

        clusters[inflation] = []

    results = job2.retrieve()

    for i in clean_clusters(results, best_hits, species_index):

        clusters[inflation].append(i)

    if len(pool.pending) == 0 \

    and len(pool.running) == 0 :

        keep = best_clusters(clusters, no_species)

        for i in keep:

            name = "%s%s-I%s" % (prefix, i[0], i[1])

            job = SGEblastdbcmd(accessions=i[2], dump=False, db=db, name=name, 

wd=wd, binary=BLASTDBCMD, rank=3)

            pool.pending.append(job)

        pool.advance()

def worker4(job3, prefix, args, min_species, pool, wd):

    name = "%s-%s" % (prefix, job3.name)

    if len(job3.accessions) >= min_species:

        job = SGEmuscle(name=name, wd=wd, binary=MUSCLE, 

sequence_file=job3.out_files[0], rank=4)

        pool.pending.append(job)

def worker5(job4, prefix, args, pool, wd):

    aln = job4.retrieve()

    test = len(set([str(i.seq) for i in aln]))
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    if test > 1:

        name = "%s%s-%s" % (prefix, str(args.m), job4.name)

        job = SGEzorro(name=name, wd=wd, binary=ZORRO, ft_binary=FASTTREE, 

alignment_file=job4.out_files[0], rank=5)

        pool.pending.append(job)

    elif test == 1:

        print "dropped %s" % job4.name

def worker6(job5, prefix, args, pool, wd):

    name = "%s-%s" % (prefix, job5.name)

    masked = job5.retrieve(cutoff=args.m)

    job = SGEprottest(alignment=masked, name=name, wd=wd, 

prottest_home=PROTTEST_HOME, rank=6)

    pool.pending.append(job)

def worker7(job6, prefix, args, species, species_index, bootstraps, batch_size, pool, wd, 

alignments=[], \

            new_alignments=[], models=[]):

    model = job6.retrieve()

    models.append(model[0])

    alignment = job6.alignment

    alignments.append(alignment)

    new = prep_alignment(alignment, species, species_index)

    new_alignments.append(new)

    if len(pool.pending) == 0 \

    and len(pool.running) == 0 :
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        name = "%s-super_m%s" % (prefix, args.m)

        mdname = "%s-super_model_m%s" % (prefix, args.m)

        #Get most-used model

        best_model = sorted([(models.count(i),i) for i in models], key=lambda x:x[0], 

reverse=True)[0][1]

        raxml_model = "PROTGAMMA%s" % (best_model)

        cat = concatenate(new_alignments, models)

        super, super_model = cat[0], cat[1]

        dir = "%s/input" % (wd)

        if not os.path.exists(dir):

            os.makedirs(dir)

        # write model

        model_file = "%s/input/%s.txt" % (wd, mdname)

        fhout = open(model_file, 'w')

        for i, part in enumerate(super_model):

            fhout.write("%s, gene%s = %s-%s\n" % (part[0], i, part[1], part[2]))

        fhout.close()

        mljob = SGEraxml(alignment=super, f='d', model=raxml_model, 

model_file=model_file, options=["-N", 10], \

                       name=name, wd=wd, binary=RAXML, rank=7)

        pool.pending.append(mljob)

        bs_count = bootstraps

        count = 0

        while bs_count > 0:

            seed = int(random.random() * 10000)
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            if bs_count - batch_size > 0:

                bs = batch_size

            else:

                bs = bs_count

            bsname = "%s_bs%s" % (name, count)

            bsjob = SGEraxml(alignment=super, f='d', model=raxml_model, 

model_file=model_file, \

                             options=["-N", bs, "-x", seed], name=bsname, wd=wd, binary=RAXML,

rank=8)

            pool.pending.append(bsjob)

            bs_count = bs_count - bs

            count += 1

        pool.advance()

def worker8(job78, prefix, args, pool, wd, ml=[]):

    bs_file ="%s/output/%s_bs.tre" % (wd, prefix)

    if job78.rank == 7:

        ml.append(job78)

    if job78.rank == 8:

        tree = job78.retrieve()

        fhout = open(bs_file, 'a+')

        for i in tree:

            fhout.write(i)

    if len(pool.pending) == 0 \

    and len(pool.running) == 0 :
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        name = "%s.tre" % (prefix)

        tree_file = ml[0].out_files[0]

        model = ml[0].model

        model_file = ml[0].in_files[-1]

        final = SGEraxml(tree_file=tree_file, bs_file=bs_file, f='b', model=model, 

model_file=model_file,  name=name, \

                         wd=wd, rank=9)

        pool.pending.append(final)

        pool.advance()

def unique_id(number, lookup=['0','1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9','A','B','C','D','E','F','G','H', \

                            'I','J','K','L','M','N','O','P','Q','R','S','T','U','V','W','X','Y','Z'] ):

    base = len(lookup)

    name = ''

    while number > 0:

        r = number % base

        name = lookup[r] + name

        number = number/base

    lo = 6 - len(name)

    for i in range(lo):

        name = '0' + name

    return name

def fasta_index(files):

    """Read in fasta file, index entries"""

    index = {}

    for file in files:

        fhin = open(file, 'r')

        records = SeqIO.parse(fhin,'fasta')

        for i in records:

            id = i.id
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            if id not in index:

                index[id] = os.path.basename(file)

            else:

                print "Non-Unique accession found in input fasta"

                sys.exit()

        fhin.close()

    return index

def fasta_feeder(files, blocksize, return_file=False, new_names=False):

    """Generator to yield blocks containing a given number of fastas"""

    count = 0

    if type(files) == str:

        files = [files]

    block = []

    for file in files:

        fhin = open(file, 'r')

        records = SeqIO.parse(fhin,'fasta')

        for record in records:

            f = os.path.basename(file)

            id = record.id

            description  = record.description

            description = re.sub(r"\t", " ", description) 

            if return_file is True:

                description = "%s %s" % (f, description)

            if new_names is True:

                id = unique_id(count)

                description = "%s %s" % (id, description)

            new_record = SeqRecord(record.seq, id=id, name=id, description=description)

            if return_file is True and new_names is True:

                record = (new_record, id, record.id, file)

            elif return_file is True:
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                record = (record, file)

            elif new_names is True:

                record = (new_record, id, record.id)

            else:

                record = record

            if blocksize is 1:

                yield record

            elif len(block) < blocksize:

                block.append(record)

            else:

                #Still have to use the record, unless you want to end up short

                yield block

                block = [record]

            count += 1

        fhin.close()

    if len(block) > 0:

        yield block

def scrub_aa(sequence):

        sequence = str(sequence)

        

        #Remove terminal stop codons - they are redundant

        sequence = sequence.rstrip('*')

        

        #A lot of stuff cannot handle selenocysteines (or non-terminal stop codons)

        sequence = re.sub(r'[\*Uu]', 'X', sequence)

        return sequence

def set_batch_size(entries, batch_size=0, nodes=250):

    if batch_size > 0:
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        return batch_size

    else:

        size = float(entries)/nodes + 1

        return size

def get_best_hits(edges):

    best = {}

    score = {}

    for edge in edges:

        qid = edge[0]

        sid = edge[1]

        weight = edge[2]

        for id in (qid, sid):

            if id not in score:

                score[id] = 0

        if sid == qid \

        or weight < score[qid] \

        or weight < score[sid]:

            continue

        best[qid] = sid

        best[sid] = qid

    return best

def print_edges(edges, output_file):

    dir = os.path.dirname(output_file)

    if not os.path.exists(dir):

        os.makedirs(dir)

    fhout = open(output_file, 'w')

    for i in edges:
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        fhout.write("%s\t%s\t%s\n" % i)

    fhout.close()

def parse_edges(results):

    for i in results:

        qid = i.query.split()[0]

        if qid.startswith('lcl|'):

            qid = qid.split('lcl|')[1]

        for j in i.descriptions:

            sid = j.accession

            if j.e > 0:

                weight = -math.log10(j.e)

            else:

                weight = 200

            ids = sorted([qid, sid])

            edge = (ids[0], ids[1], weight)

            yield edge

def clean_clusters(clusters, best_hits, species_index):

    for no, i in enumerate(clusters):

        if len(i) == 1:

            continue

        reciprocal = True

        for j in i:

            if best_hits[j] not in i:

                reciprocal = False

        if reciprocal == False:

            continue
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        double_vision = False

        species = []

        for j in i:

            if species_index[j] in species:

                double_vision = True

            else:

                species.append(species_index[j])

        if double_vision == True:

            continue

        yield (no, i)

def best_clusters(clusters, no_species):

    inflations = sorted(clusters.keys(), reverse=True)

    used = []

    keep = []

    for cutoff in sorted(range(1, no_species+1), reverse=True):

        for inflation in inflations:

            clusters[inflation].sort(key=lambda x:(-len(x), x))

            leftover = []

            for j in clusters[inflation]:

                no, clust = j[0], j[1]

                if len(clust) < cutoff:

                    leftover.append(j)

                    continue

                approved = True

                for k in clust:

                    if k in used:

                        approved = False
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                if approved == False:

                    leftover.append(j)

                    continue

                for k in clust:

                    used.append(k)

                keep.append((no, inflation, clust))

            clusters[inflation] = leftover

    return keep

def prep_alignment(alignment, species, species_index):

    new = alignment

    length = new.get_alignment_length()

    involved = []

    for i in new:

        if 'lcl|' in i.id:

            id = i.id.split('lcl|')[1]

        else:

            id = i.id

        kind = species_index[id]

        involved.append(kind)

        i.id = kind

        i.description = 'concatenated'

    for i in species:

        if i not in involved:

            new.append(SeqRecord(Seq('-' * length), id=i, description='concatenated'))

    new.sort(key=lambda x: x.id)
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    return new

def concatenate(alns, models=None):

    lengths = [i.get_alignment_length() for i in alns]

    reorg =[(lengths[i], i) for i in range(len(lengths))]

    reorg = sorted(reorg, key=lambda x:x[0], reverse=True)

    super = None

    position = 0

    super_model = []

    for i in reorg:

        if super is None:

            super = alns[i[1]]

        else:

            super = super + alns[i[1]]

        if models is not None:

            super_model.append((models[i[1]], position + 1, position + i[0]))

            position += i[0]

    if models is not None:

        return (super, super_model)

    else:

        return super

def main():

    #reproducibility

    random.seed(7777)

    parser = build_parser()

    args = parser.parse_args()
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    set_binary_paths()

    args.o = os.path.abspath(args.o)

    factory(args)

if __name__ == '__main__':

    main()
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APPENDIX 3.2: SGE – Module containing qool class and parent classes to SGEBio 

batch objects.  Controls common functions of job monitoring and queuing.

__init__.py:

__author__ = 'ZCLandry'

from SGE import qool

from SGE import qsub

SGE.py:

#!/usr/bin/env python

import os

import subprocess

import time

import datetime

import pickle

import sys

class qsub:

    def __init__(self, name=None, wd=None, command=None, input=None, output=None,

o=None, e=None, script=None, \

                 queues=None, threads=1, rank=0):

        if wd != None:

            self.wd = os.path.abspath(wd)

        else:

            cwd = os.getcwd()

            self.wd = os.path.abspath("%s/%s.qsub" % (cwd, name))

        for i in [('input', input), ('output', output), ('e',e), ('o',o), ('script',script)]:

            if i[1] != None:
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                setattr(self, i[0], os.path.abspath(i))

            else:

                setattr(self, i[0], os.path.abspath("%s/%s" % (self.wd, i[0])))

        if queues == None:

            self.queues = ["bact","micro","all.q"]

            #self.queues = ["bact","micro"]

        else:

            self.queues = queues

        self.name = name

        self.command = command

        self.in_files = []

        self.out_files = []

        self.job = None

        self.threads = threads

        self.rank = rank

        self.status = False

        self._built = False

    def build(self):

        if self._built == True:

            pass

        else:

            for i in ['input', 'output', 'e', 'o', 'script']:

                path = getattr(self,i)

                if not os.path.exists(path):

                    os.makedirs(path)

            self.script = "%s/%s.sh" % (self.script, self.name)

            self.o = "%s/%s.o" % (self.o, self.name)
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            self.e = "%s/%s.e" % (self.e, self.name)

            with open(self.script, 'w') as fhout:

                fhout.write("#!/bin/bash\n#\n#$ -S /bin/bash\n#$ -N %s\n#$ -q %s\n#$ -e 

%s\n#$ -o %s\n#$ -cwd\n"\

                        "#$ -pe thread %s\necho 'Started on:'\nhostname\necho 'Started 

at:'\ndate\necho ''\n\n%s\n" \

                            % (self.name, ",".join(self.queues), self.e, self.o, self.threads, 

self.command))

                os.chmod(self.script, 0755)

            try:

                self._additional_build()

            except:

                pass

            self._built = True

    def execute(self):

        if self._built == False:

            self.build()

        q = ['qsub', self.script]

        output = subprocess.check_output(q)

        self.job = output.split()[2]

        self.status = True

    def check(self):

        path = "/local/cluster/sge/default/spool/qmaster/job_scripts/%s" % (self.job)

        try:

            call = subprocess.check_output(["ls", path], stderr=subprocess.STDOUT).rstrip()

            if call == path:

                return True

        except:
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            return False

    def join(self, interval = 10):

        while True:

            if self.status == True and \

                self.check() ==  False:

                return self

                break

            elif self.status == True and \

                self.check() == True:

                time.sleep(interval)

            else:

                print "Job %s has not been executed yet" % (self.name)

class qool:

    def __init__(self, qsubs = [], nodes=100, interval=20, retain_finished = False, 

prepwork = True):

        self.pending = qsubs

        self.running = []

        self.finished = []

        self.nodes = nodes

        self.interval = interval

        self.retain_finished = retain_finished

        self.prepwork = prepwork

        self._refresh = None

        self._recent = []

        self._started = False

    def start(self):

        self.advance()

        self._started = True
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    def pause(self):

        self.update()

        self._started = False

    def advance(self):

        while len(self.pending) > 0 and \

            len(self.running) < self.nodes:

            i = self.pending.pop(0)

            i.execute()

            self.running.append(i)

    def update(self):

        finished = []

        for i, item in enumerate(self.running):

            if item.check() == False:

                finished.append(self.running.pop(i))

        for item in finished:

            self._recent.append(item)

            if self.retain_finished == True:

                self.finished.append(item)

        if self._started == True:

            self.advance()

    def get_recent(self):

        recent = self._recent

        self._recent = []

        return recent

    def join(self):

        if self._started == False:

            self.start()
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        counter = 0

        while len(self.pending) != 0 or \

            len(self.running) != 0:

            t = datetime.datetime.today()

            if self._refresh == None or \

                t >= self._refresh:

                self._refresh = t + datetime.timedelta(seconds=self.interval)

                self.update()

                counter = 0

                for i in self._recent:

                    yield i

                self._recent = []

            elif self.prepwork == True and\

                counter < len(self.pending):

                self.pending[counter].build()

                counter += 1

            else:

                time.sleep(1)

def test():

    pool = qool(nodes=100, interval=10)

    subs2 = {}

    for i in range(100):

        command = "sleep %i\ndate" % (5)

        subname = "qsubtest.%s" % (i)

        sub = qsub(subname, command=command, wd="test.qsub")

        sub2 = qsub("%s.2" % (subname), command=command, wd="test.qsub")

        pool.pending.append(sub)

        subs2[subname] = sub2

    pool.pending.append(sub)

    pool.start()
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    for i in pool.join():

        if i.name in subs2:

            pool.pending.append(subs2[i.name])

            print i.status

if __name__ == '__main__':

    test()
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APPENDIX 3.3: SGEBio – Module containing classes inheriting from SGE::qsub class.  

Most of these are built around a generic 'Fill in the blank' object template/form that can 

be adapted easily for most batch jobs.  

__init__.py:

__author__ = 'ZCLandry'

from SGEblast import SGEblast

from SGEblastdbcmd import SGEblastdbcmd

from SGEmuscle import SGEmuscle

from SGEmcl import SGEmcl

from SGEmakeblastdb import SGEmakeblastdb

from SGEprottest import SGEprottest

from SGEraxml import SGEraxml

from SGEzorro import SGEzorro

SGEblast.py:

#!/user/bin/env python

__author__ = 'ZCLandry'

import os

import re

import subprocess

from SGE import qsub

from Bio.Blast import NCBIXML

class SGEblast(qsub):
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    def __init__(self, program, db, query=None, threads=1, options=["-outfmt", "5"], 

name=None, wd=None, command=None, \

                 input=None, output=None, o=None, e=None, script=None, queues=None, 

binary=None, query_file=None, \

                 rank=0):

        qsub.__init__(self, name=name, wd=wd, command=command, threads=threads, 

input=input, output=output, o=o, e=e, script=script, \

                      queues=queues, rank=rank)

        if binary == None:

            self.program = subprocess.check_output(['which', program]).strip()

        else:

            self.program = binary

        

        self.threads = threads

        self.query = query

        self.db = db

        self.options = options

        self.query_file = query_file

        #Require Query Sequences or file

        if self.query != None and self.query_file == None:

            self.in_files.append("%s/%s.fa" % (self.input, name))

        elif query == None and query_file != None:

            self.in_files.append(query_file)

        else:

            raise Exception("Need Query Sequence: %s - %" % (self.name, self.job))

        self.out_files.append("%s/%s.blout" % (self.output, name))

        self.command = "%s -num_threads %s %s -db %s -out %s -query %s" % \
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                       (self.program, self.threads, " ".join(self.options), self.db, 

self.out_files[0],self.in_files[0])

    def _additional_build(self):

        #only print query file if needed

        if self.query != None and self.query_file == None:

            fhout = open(self.in_files[0], 'w')

            for i in self.query:

                seq = self._clean(i.seq)

                fhout.write(">%s\n%s\n" % (i.description, seq))

            fhout.close()

    def retrieve(self):

        try:

            fhin = open(self.out_files[0], 'r')

            results = NCBIXML.parse(fhin)

            return results

        except:

            print "Problem retrieving results for job %s - %s" % (self.name, self.job)

    def _clean(self, sequence):

        sequence = str(sequence)

        sequence = re.sub(r'[\*Uu]', 'X', sequence)

        return sequence

SGEblastdbcmd.py:

#!/user/bin/env python

__author__ = 'ZCLandry'

import subprocess
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from SGE import qsub

from Bio import SeqIO

class SGEblastdbcmd(qsub):

    def __init__(self, accessions=None, db=None, dump=False, name=None, wd=None, 

command=None, input=None, \

                 output=None, o=None, e=None, script=None, queues=None, binary=None, 

accessions_file=None, rank=0):

        qsub.__init__(self, name=name, wd=wd, command=command, input=input, 

output=output, o=o, e=e, script=script, \

                      queues=queues, rank=rank)

        if binary is None:

            self.program = subprocess.check_output(['which', 'blastdbcmd']).strip()

        else:

            self.program = binary

        self.db = db

        self.out_files.append("%s/%s.fa" % (self.output, name))

        if dump is True:

            self.accessions=None

            command = [self.program, "-db", self.db, "-out", self.out_files[0], "-entry", "'all'"]

        elif accessions is not None:

            self.accessions = accessions

            self.in_files.append("%s/%s.txt" % (self.input, name))

            command = [self.program, "-db", self.db, "-out", self.out_files[0], "-entry_batch", 

self.in_files[0]]

        elif accessions_file is not None:

            self.accessions=None

            self.in_files.append(accessions_file)
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            command = [self.program, "-db", self.db, "-out", self.out_files[0], "-entry_batch", 

self.in_files[0]]

        self.command = " ".join(command)

    def _additional_build(self):

        if self.accessions is not None:

            fhout = open(self.in_files[0], 'w')

            for i in self.accessions:

                if '|' in i:

                    acc = "%s\n" % (i)

                else:

                    acc = "lcl|%s\n" % (i)

                fhout.write(acc)

            fhout.close()

    def retrieve(self):

        try:

            fhin = open(self.out_files[0], 'r')

            results = SeqIO.parse(fhin, 'fasta')

            return results

        except:

            print "Problem retrieving results for job %s - %s" % (self.name, self.job)

def test():

    import sys

    accessions = [sys.argv[1]]

    job = SGEblastdbcmd(accessions=accessions, db=sys.argv[2], name="blastdbcmd-

test", dump=False, accessions_file=None)

    job.execute()

    job.join()

    return job.retrieve()
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if __name__ == '__main__':

    test()

SGEmakeblastdb.py:

#!/user/bin/env python

__author__ = 'ZCLandry'

import subprocess

import re

from SGE import qsub

class SGEmakeblastdb(qsub):

    def __init__(self, sequences=None, dbtype=None, options=["-parse_seqids", "-

hash_index"], name=None, \

                 wd=None, command=None, input=None, output=None, o=None, e=None, 

script=None, queues=None, \

                 binary=None, sequence_file=None, rank=0):

        qsub.__init__(self, name=name, wd=wd, command=command, input=input, 

output=output, o=o, e=e, script=script, \

                      queues=queues, rank=rank)

        if binary == None:

            self.program = subprocess.check_output(['which', 'makeblastdb']).strip()

        else:

            self.program = binary

        self.dbtype = dbtype
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        self.options = options

        self.out_files.append("%s/%s" % (self.output, name))

        #Require Sequences or file

        if sequences is not None:

            self.sequences = sequences

            self.in_files.append("%s/%s.fa" % (self.input, name))

        elif sequence_file is not None:

            self.sequences = None

            self.in_files.append(sequence_file)

        else:

            raise Exception("Need sequences: %s - %" % (self.name, self.job))

        self.command = "%s %s -dbtype %s -in %s -out %s -logfile %s.log" % \

                       (self.program, " ".join(self.options), self.dbtype, self.in_files[0], 

self.out_files[0], \

                        self.out_files[0])

    def _additional_build(self):

        #only print sequence file if needed

        if self.sequences is not None:

            fhout = open(self.in_files[0], 'w')

            for i in self.sequences:

                seq = self._clean(i.seq)

                fhout.write(">%s\n%s\n" % (i.description, seq))

            fhout.close()

    def retrieve(self):

        try:

            log = "%s.log" % (self.out_files[0])

            fhin = open(log, 'r')

            for i in fhin:

                line = i
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            match = re.search(r"Adding sequences from FASTA; added (\d+) sequences in 

([\d\.]+) seconds\.", line)

            if match.group():

                return int(match.groups()[0])

        except:

            print "Problem retrieving results for job %s - %s" % (self.name, self.job)

    def _clean(self, sequence):

        sequence = str(sequence)

        sequence = re.sub(r'[\*Uu]', 'X', sequence)

        return sequence

SGEmcl.py:

#!/usr/bin/env python

__author__ = 'ZCLandry'

import subprocess

from SGE import qsub

class SGEmcl(qsub):

    def __init__(self, edges=None, inflation=None, name=None, wd=None, 

command=None, input=None, \

                 output=None, o=None, e=None, script=None, queues=None, binary=None, 

edges_file=None, rank=0):

        qsub.__init__(self, name=name, wd=wd, command=command, input=input, 

output=output, o=o, e=e, script=script, \

                      queues=queues, rank=rank)
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        if binary == None:

            self.program = subprocess.check_output(['which', "mcl"]).rstrip()

        else:

            self.program = binary

        self.inflation = inflation

        self.edges = edges

        self.edges_file = edges_file

        #Require list of edges or file of edges

        if self.edges != None and self.edges_file == None:

            self.in_files.append("%s/%s.txt" % (self.input, self.name))

        elif self.edges == None and self.edges_file != None:

            self.in_files.append(edges_file)

        else:

            raise Exception("Need list of edges w/weights: %s - %s" % (self.name, self.job))

        self.out_files.append("%s/%s.mcl" % (self.output, name))

        self.command = "%s %s -o %s --abc -I %s" \

                       % (self.program, self.in_files[0], self.out_files[0], self.inflation)

    def _additional_build(self):

        #only print edges file if needed

        if self.edges != None and self.edges_file == None:

            fhout = open(self.in_files[0], 'w')

            for i in self.edges:

                fhout.write("%s\t%s\t%s\n" % (i[0], i[1], i[2]))

            fhout.close()

    def retrieve(self):

        try:

            results = self._parse()
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            return results

        except:

            print "Problem retrieving results for job %s - %s" % (self.name, self.job)

    def _parse(self):

        results = open(self.out_files[0], 'r')

        clusters = [tuple(i.strip().split()) for i in results]

        results.close()

        return clusters

SGEmuscle.py:

#!/usr/bin/env python

__author__ = 'ZCLandry'

from SGE import qsub

from Bio import AlignIO

class SGEmuscle(qsub):

    def __init__(self, sequences=None, options = [], name=None, wd=None, 

command=None, input=None, \

                 output=None, o=None, e=None, script=None, queues=None, binary=None, 

sequence_file=None, rank=0):

        qsub.__init__(self, name=name, wd=wd, command=command, input=input, 

output=output, o=o, e=e, script=script, \

                      queues=queues, rank=rank)

        if binary == None:

            self.program = subprocess.check_output(['which', "muscle"]).strip()

        else:
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            self.program = binary

        self.options = options

        self.sequences = sequences

        self.sequence_file = sequence_file

        #Require Query Sequences or file

        if self.sequences != None and self.sequence_file == None:

            self.in_files.append("%s/%s.fa" % (self.input, name))

        elif self.sequences == None and self.sequence_file != None:

            self.in_files.append(sequence_file)

        else:

            raise Exception("Need fasta sequences: %s - %" % (self.name, self.job))

        self.out_files.append("%s/%s.msa" % (self.output, name))

        self.command = "%s %s -in %s -out %s" \

                       % (self.program, " ".join(self.options), self.in_files[0], self.out_files[0])

    def _additional_build(self):

        #only print query file if needed

        if self.sequences != None and self.sequence_file == None:

            fhout = open(self.in_files[0], 'w')

            for i in self.sequences:

                fhout.write(">%s\n%s\n" % (i.description, i.seq))

            fhout.close()

    def retrieve(self):

        try:

            fhin = open(self.out_files[0], 'r')

            results = AlignIO.read(fhin, 'fasta')

            return results

        except:

            print "Problem retrieving results for job %s - %s" % (self.name, self.job)
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SGEprottest.py:

#!/user/bin/env python

__author__ = 'ZCLandry'

import os

import re

import subprocess

from glob import glob

from SGE import qsub

from Bio import AlignIO

class SGEprottest(qsub):

    def __init__(self, alignment=None, options=["-AIC", "-BIC", "-AICC"],

                 name=None, wd=None, command=None, input=None, output=None, 

o=None, e=None, \

                 script=None, queues=None, prottest_home=None, alignment_file=None, 

rank=0):

        qsub.__init__(self, name=name, wd=wd, command=command, input=input, 

output=output, o=o, e=e, script=script, \

                      queues=queues, rank=rank)

        if prottest_home is None:

            self.prottest_home = os.environ["PROTTEST_HOME"]

        else:

            self.prottest_home = prottest_home

        self.program = glob("%s/*rottest*.jar" % (self.prottest_home))[0].strip()
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        self.options = options

        self.out_files.append("%s/%s.pt" % (self.output, name))

        #Require alignment object or alignment file

        if alignment is not None:

            self.alignment = alignment

            self.in_files.append("%s/%s.msa" % (self.input, name))

        elif alignment_file is not None:

            self.alignment = None

            self.in_files.append(os.path.abspath(alignment_file))

        else:

            raise Exception("Need alignment: %s - %s" % (self.name, self.job))

        self.command = "cd %s;\njava -jar %s -i %s -o %s %s" \

                       % (self.prottest_home, self.program, self.in_files[0],  self.out_files[0], " 

".join(self.options))

    def _additional_build(self):

        #only alignment file if needed

        if self.alignment is not None:

            fhout = open(self.in_files[0], 'w')

            AlignIO.write(self.alignment, fhout, 'fasta')

            fhout.close()

    def retrieve(self):

        try:

            results = self._parse()

            return results

        except:

            print "Problem retrieving results for job %s - %s" % (self.name, self.job)
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    def _parse(self):

        fhin = open(self.out_files[0], 'r')

        results = []

        minority_report = {}

        line = fhin.readline()

        while line:

            if line.startswith("Best model according to "):

                fields1 = re.split(r'[:\s+\+]', line)

                line = fhin.readline()

                fields2 = re.split(r'[:\s+\+]', line)

                test = fields1[4]

                model = fields1[6].upper()

                confidence = float(fields2[3])

                results.append((model, test, confidence))

                if model not in minority_report:

                    minority_report[model] = 1

                else:

                    minority_report[model] += 1

            line = fhin.readline()

        fhin.close()

        rankings = sorted(minority_report.items(), key=lambda x: x[1], reverse=True)

        winner = None

        if len(rankings) == 1:

            winner = rankings[0][0]

        elif rankings[0][1] > rankings[1][1]:
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            winner = rankings[0][0]

        else:

            top_models = {i[1]: i[0] for i in results if i == max([i[2] for i in results])}

            if "BIC" in top_models:

                winner = top_models["BIC"]

            elif "AICC" in top_models:

                winner = top_models["AICC"]

            elif "AIC" in top_models:

                winner = top_models["AIC"]

        return (winner, results)

def test():

    import sys

    job = SGEprottest(alignment_file=sys.argv[1], name="prottest-test")

    job.execute()

    job.join()

    print job._parse()

    print job.retrieve()

if __name__ == '__main__':

    test()

SGEraxml.py:

#!/usr/bin/env python

__author__ = 'ZCLandry'

import os

import subprocess

import random
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from glob import glob

from SGE import qsub

from Bio import AlignIO

from Bio import Phylo

class SGEraxml(qsub):

    def __init__(self, alignment=None, f='a', model=None, options = [], 

program="raxmlHPC", name=None, \

                 wd=None, command=None, input=None,output=None, o=None, e=None, 

script=None, queues=None, binary=None, \

                 model_file=None, alignment_file=None, tree_file=None, bs_file=None, 

threads=1, rank=0):

        qsub.__init__(self, name=name, wd=wd, command=command, input=input, 

output=output, o=o, e=e, script=script, \

                      queues=queues, threads=threads, rank=rank)

        if binary is None:

            self.program = subprocess.check_output(['which', program]).strip()

        else:

            self.program = binary

        self.options = options

        #Set threads - Needs to be equal to qsub threads attribute.

        if os.path.basename(self.program) == "raxmlHPC-PTHREADS":

            self.options.extend(["-T", self.threads])

        #Add random seeds for specific run types.

        seed  = int(random.random() * 10000)

        if f in ['a', 'd', 'D', 'E', 'F','j','o', 'p', 'q','t', 'T', 'x']:

            self.options.extend(["-p", seed])
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        if f is 'a':

            self.options.extend(["-x", seed])

        if f is 'j':

            self.options.extend(["-b", seed])

        self.f = f

        if model is not None:

            self.model = model

        else:

            raise Exception("Need rate model (raxml option -m)")

        #Require Query Sequences or tree files

        if alignment is not None:

            self.alignment = alignment

            self.in_files.append("%s/%s.phy" % (self.input, name))

            self.in_files.append("%s/%s.fa" % (self.input, name))

            self.in_files.append("%s/%s.phy.tab" % (self.input, name))

        elif alignment_file is not None:

            self.alignment = None

            self.in_files.append(alignment_file)

        elif tree_file is not None and bs_file is not None:

            self.alignment = None

            self.in_files.append(tree_file)

            self.in_files.append(bs_file)

        else:

            raise Exception("Need fasta sequences or tree files: %s - %" % (self.name, 

self.job))

        if model_file is not None:

            self.in_files.append(os.path.abspath(model_file))

            self.options.extend(["-q", os.path.abspath(model_file)])
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        if self.f is 'b':

            self.out_files.append("%s/RAxMl_%s.%s" % (self.output, "bipartitions", 

self.name))

        elif "-x" in self.options or "-b" in self.options and self.f is not 'a':

            self.out_files.append("%s/RAxML_%s.%s" % (self.output, "bootstrap", 

self.name))

        else:

            self.out_files.append("%s/RAxML_%s.%s" % (self.output, "bestTree", self.name))

        if self.f is 'b':

            self.command = "cd %s;\n%s -f %s -m %s %s -t %s -z %s -n %s" \

                           % (self.output, self.program, self.f, self.model, " ".join([str(i) for i in 

self.options]), \

                              self.in_files[0], self.in_files[1], self.name)

        else:

            self.command = "cd %s;\n%s -f %s -m %s %s -s %s -n %s" \

                           % (self.output, self.program, self.f, self.model, " ".join([str(i) for i in 

self.options]), \

                              self.in_files[0], self.name)

    def _additional_build(self):

        #only print query file if needed

        if self.alignment is not None:

            lu = []

            new = self.alignment

            for i, item, in enumerate(new):

                new_id = self._id(i)

                lu.append((new_id, item.id))

                item.id = new_id

            f0 = open(self.in_files[0], 'w')

            AlignIO.write(self.alignment, f0, 'phylip')
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            f0.close()

            f1 = open(self.in_files[1], 'w')

            AlignIO.write(new, f1, 'fasta')

            f1.close()

            f2 = open(self.in_files[2], 'w')

            for i in lu:

                f2.write(("%s\t%s\n") % i )

            f2.close()

    def retrieve(self, tree=False):

        try:

            if tree is False:

                results = open(self.out_files[0], 'r')

                return results

            else:

                results = Phylo.parse(self.out_files[0], 'newick')

                return results

        except:

            print "Problem retrieving results for job %s - %s" % (self.name, self.job)

    def _id(self, number, lookup=['0','1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9','A','B','C','D','E','F','G','H', \

                            'I','J','K','L','M','N','O','P','Q','R','S','T','U','V','W','X','Y','Z'] ):

        base = len(lookup)

        name = ''

        while number > 0:

            r = number % base

            name = lookup[r] + name

            number = number/base

        lo = 6 - len(name)

        for i in range(lo):
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            name = '0' + name

        return name

def test():

    import sys

    fhin = open(sys.argv[1], 'r')

    alignment = AlignIO.read(fhin, 'fasta')

    raxml_model = "PROTGAMMALG"

    jobs = []

    for i in range(2):

        job = SGEraxml(alignment=alignment, f='d', model=raxml_model, options=["-N", 2, 

"-x", "12357"], \

                       name="raxml-bs-%s" % (i), wd="raxmltest",rank=8)

        job.execute()

        jobs.append(job)

    mljob = SGEraxml(alignment=alignment, f='d', model=raxml_model, options=["-N", 

1], \

                    name="raxml-test", wd="raxmltest", rank=7)

    mljob.execute()

    bootstraps = os.path.abspath("raxmltest/input/bs_concatenated.tre")

    fhout = open(bootstraps, 'a+')

    for i in jobs:

        i.join()

        trees = i.retrieve()

        for j in trees:

            fhout.write(j)

    mljob.join()

    mljob.retrieve()

    tree_file = os.path.abspath("raxmltest/output/RAxML_bestTree.raxml-test")
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    final = SGEraxml(tree_file=tree_file, bs_file=bootstraps, f='b', model=raxml_model, \

                     name="final", wd="raxmltest", rank=8)

    final.execute()

    fhin.close()

if __name__ == '__main__':

    test()

SGEzorro.py:

#!/user/bin/env python

__author__ = 'ZCLandry'

import os

import subprocess

from SGE import qsub

from Bio import AlignIO

class SGEzorro(qsub):

    def __init__(self, alignment=None, options=[], name=None, wd=None, 

command=None, input=None, \

                 output=None, o=None, e=None, script=None, queues=None, binary=None, 

ft_binary=None, \

                 alignment_file=None, rank=0):

        qsub.__init__(self, name=name, wd=wd, command=command, input=input, 

output=output, o=o, e=e, script=script, \

                      queues=queues, rank=rank)
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        if binary is None:

            self.program = subprocess.check_output(['which', "zorro"]).strip()

        else:

            self.program = binary

        if ft_binary is None:

            self.ft_binary = subprocess.check_output(['which', "FastTree"]).strip()

        else:

            self.ft_binary = ft_binary

        self.options = options

        self.out_files.append("%s/%s.zw" % (self.output, name))

        #Require alignment object or alignment file

        if alignment is not None:

            self.alignment = alignment

            self.in_files.append("%s/%s.msa" % (self.input, name))

        elif alignment_file is not None:

            self.alignment = None

            self.in_files.append(alignment_file)

        else:

            raise Exception("Need alignment: %s - %" % (self.name, self.job))

        self.command = "cd %s;\n%s -treeprog %s %s %s > %s" \

                       % (os.path.dirname(self.in_files[0]), self.program, self.ft_binary, " 

".join(self.options), \

                          os.path.basename(self.in_files[0]), self.out_files[0])

    def _additional_build(self):

        #only alignment file if needed

        if self.alignment is not None:

            fhout = open(self.in_files[0], 'w')

            AlignIO.write(self.alignment, fhout, 'fasta')
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            fhout.close()

    def retrieve(self, cutoff=None):

        try:

            if cutoff is None:

                results = self._parse()

                return results

            elif type(cutoff) is float:

                masked = self._mask(cutoff=cutoff)

                return masked

                #MASK ALIGNMENT, WRITE TO FILE, RETURN MASKED ALIGNMENT

        except:

            print "Problem retrieving results for job %s - %s" % (self.name, self.job)

    def _parse(self):

        with open (self.out_files[0], 'r') as fhin:

            zw = [float(i.strip()) for i in fhin]

        return zw

    def _mask(self, cutoff):

        zw = self._parse()

        if self.alignment is None:

            with open(self.in_files[0], 'r') as fhin:

                self.alignment = AlignIO.read(fhin, 'fasta')

        masked = None

        for j, weight in enumerate(zw):

            if weight >= cutoff:

                if masked is None:

                    masked = self.alignment[:,j:j+1]
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                else:

                    masked += self.alignment[:,j:j+1]

        return masked

def test():

    import sys

    job = SGEzorro(alignment_file=sys.argv[1], name="zorro-test")

    job.execute()

    job.join()

    print job._parse()

    print job.retrieve()

    print job._mask(cutoff=0.6)

    print job.retrieve(cutoff=0.6)

if __name__ == '__main__':

    test()
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Appendix 4

Dynamically-generated Sweave document describing DBSCAN implementation for

potential contaminant detection in R
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Appendix 4: DBSCAN Implementation for Potential
Contaminant Detection in R

Zachary Landry

May 16, 2016

Traditionally, contamination detection in single-amplified genomes (SAG) is performed
through a somewhat subjective visual inspection of sequence fragments plotted along the
most significant principal components (PCs) derived from a principal component analysis
(PCA) of tetranucleotide frequencies (Woyke et al. 2009). There are other robust methods
of excluding possible contamination, but these often rely on comparative samples (eg. the
’jackknifing’ approach used in Dodsworth et al. 2013). User inspection of the PCA
plot is used to identify contigs or contig fragments displaying a significantly different
tetranucleotide profile from the other sequences, under the assumption that the majority
of the assembled contigs represent the genome of the desired organism. To save time
and manpower, a novel partially-automated method for identifying potential outliers was
developed that achieved these goals and was able to consistently identify contigs that
would have attracted suspicion under human inspection. An scripted version of this process
is included in the supplement.

Dimensionality Reduction

Prior to implementing our analysis, sequences from all SAG contigs 2,000 bp or longer
were divided into 2,000 bp fragments using a step size of 1,000 bp. Tetranucleotide
frequencies of each contig were counted for each of 136 unique reverse-complemented
tetramers. Tables of these statistics were previously saved for import into R.

> infile<-("./E01.OSU.005_k4/E01.OSU.005.txt")

> data<-read.table(infile, header=TRUE, row.names=1)

Metadata included in these tables is stripped from oligonucleotide counts and stored
for later use.

> not.mer<-c("frag","scaffold","start","end")

> kmer.data<-data[,! names(data) %in% not.mer]

> not.mer.data<-data[,names(data) %in% not.mer]

Principal component analysis can be run using the prcomp() function included in R.
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> pca<-prcomp(kmer.data)

In this application, PCA returns 136 unique PCs, ranked in order of explained variance.
Frequently, PCA analyses are (somewhat arbitrarily) limited to the first 2 or three principal
components, but this runs the risk of excluding possibly useful data. As you can see
from the following graph of the standard deviations for each PC, the first few principal
components explain much more variability than the rest. After the first few PCs, most
subsequent principal components begin to explain more or less the same average amount
of variance:

> plot(pca$sdev, col='green')
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To identify the inflection point where the examination of extra principal components
begin imparting only an average amount of additional understanding, and to define a re-
stricted lower-dimensional set of informative PCs, the following approach was used. Upon
examining the PCA results of each SAG, the the difference between the standard devia-
tions of each principal component and its previous principal component was normalized
to the difference in standard deviations between the first two principal components:

> test<-vapply(

+ 2:length(pca$sdev),
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+ function(x, sdev){

+ (sdev[x-1]-sdev[x])/(sdev[1]-sdev[2])

+ },

+ 0,

+ sdev=pca$sdev

+ )

The log-normalized version of this vector shows a more-or-less normal distribution:

> test<-log(test)

> hist(test, breaks=seq(0,-15,-0.5))
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The log-normalized vector of these differences was used to compute an average dif-
ference for all principal components, where this value represented the average loss in the
explanation of variance for each principal component in comparison to the previous PC.
A threshold for principal components whose difference exceeds the average was defined
as the mean of all differences plus the standard deviation of all differences.

> limit<-mean(test)+1*sd(test)

> hist(test, breaks=seq(0,-15,-0.5))

> abline(v=limit, col='red',lty=2)
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The first n dimensions (PCs) exceeding this threshold are reserved for further analyses,
and the remainder are discarded (the first PC is always reserved by default).

> pcs<-c(1)

> for (i in 1:length(test)){

+ if (test[i] < limit){

+ break

+ }

+ pcs<-append(pcs, i+1)

+ }

> keep<-pca$x[,pcs]

>

Below is the previously shown plot of standard deviations for each PC with the only
the reserved PCs marked in green:
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DBSCAN Implementation

The implementation of the DBSCAN clustering algorithm provided by the ’fpc’ package
in R was used to cluster sequence fragments and define a common profile for the majority
of assembled contigs. It also serves to identify any potentially contaminated contigs. The
DBSCAN algorithm was chosen over other clustering methods for three intrinsic major
advantages:

• It does not require the user to provide a number of desired clusters.

• It allows for the classification of data points as outliers not belonging to any cluster.

• It is able to identify clusters of arbitrary shape or size (most important).

In lieu of a desired number of clusters, DBSCAN requires the input of two parameters:

• A minimum number of points to cluster.

• A’neighborhood’ parameter defining the maximum distance between two points or clus-
ters to be joined.
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For more information concerning the inner workings of the algorithm or its imple-
mentation, please refer to Ester, et al, 1996, ”A Density-Based Clustering Algorithm for
Discovering Clusters in Large Spatial Datasets with Noise” or the ’fpc’ documentation
(https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/fpc/fpc.pdf).

The minimum number of points in this case was defined as the minimum number of
vertices needed to construct a space-filling model in n-dimensional space or n+1, where n is
the number of principal components reserved from our dimensionality reduction described
above.. The ’neighborhood’ parameter was defined here as the average of the distances
from point p to its n+1 nearest-neighbors.

> #recalculate distance after removing less valuable PCs

> k.dist<-dist(keep)

> #Minimum points equals the total number of kept dimensions

> #plus one, in an effort to use all spatial dimensions.

> minpts<-length(pcs)+1

> #meandist equals the mean of <minpts> nearest neighbors, for

> #every point in the dataset

> meandist<-apply(

+ as.matrix(k.dist),

+ 1, function(x, n){

+ mean(sort(x[x!=0])[1:n])

+ },

+ n=minpts

+ )

> #eps (neighborhood distance) equals the average of the average

> #distances to <minpts> nearest neighbors in the dataset

> eps<-mean(meandist)

The effect of this is that fragments with at least n+1 nearest neighbors within average
distance of themselves in n-dimensional space cluster together, almost always forming a
large ’core’ cluster containing the majority of the sequence fragments. Fragments whose
nearest neighbors are further removed are marked as outliers or classified into separate
clusters. Due to the properties of the DBSCAN algorithm, output clusters can be any
shape or size. To execute dbscan():

> require(fpc)

> dbc<-dbscan(k.dist, eps, minpts, method='dist' )

Color-coded three-dimensional plots of the output clusters within the first three prin-
cipal components are able to be produced using the ’rgl’ package R and can visually
inspected to confirm that no blatant outlier sequences are remaining unidentified.

> #colors assigned by cluster using heatmap function

> cols<-heat(dbc$cluster)
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> require(rgl)

> plot3d(pca$x, type='s', size=0.5, col=cols)

The plot above shows fragments from the ’core’ cluster being shown in blue and outlier
fragments shown in red. Two distinct groups of fragments can be seen here, with one
group consisting mostly of ’core’ cluster fragments, and the other consisting entirely of
outlier fragments. This second cluster is far removed from the ’core’ cluster, representing
a potential contaminant. Assignment of contigs as belonging to the ’core’ cluster, a
secondary cluster, or as an outlier is performed based on a 2/3 consensus of sequence
fragments for any given contig. Contigs for which only 1/2 - 2/3 of sequence fragments
belong to a specific group are grouped with outliers. Contigs for which the assignment is
to the core cluster can be marked as ’valid’.

Post-Processing and Validation

Following cluster assignments, BLASTP and BLASTN results of all protein and nucleic acid
coding sequences are used to validate some possibly misclassified ”potential contaminant”
sequences as well as sequences less than 2,000 bp in length. Coding sequences for these
contigs are assigned a taxon based on their top hit to the NCBI RefSeq NR and RefSeq
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Genome databases. Contigs for which the majority of the taxa coincide with taxa found
on multiple contigs in the ’valid’ contig set can be reassigned. This step is important,
as due to the fragmentation of SAG assemblies, many informative genes are found on
contigs less than 2,000 bp, and structural RNAs such as 16S rRNA or tRNAS found alone
on a single contig can be misclassified due to diverged oligonucleotide profile. Using our
example here, a modified version of the three-dimensional PCA plot can be seen below
showing fragments from ’valid’ contigs (as opposed to individual fragment assignments)
in blue and fragments from unclassified contigs in red:

Following reclassification, any remaining contigs not marked as ’valid’ will be removed
from future analyses. Additionally taxa assignments of ’valid’ contigs can be checked to
ensure that they fit the expected taxonomic range of the organism, as previously identified
by 16S phylogeny.
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Appendix 5

Scripted implementation of potential contaminant detection described in Appendix 4
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APPENDIX 5: dbscan.R – Performs DBSCAN clustering of contig or scaffold fragments 

using previously generated oligonucleotide profiles.  Contains some functions for the 

examination of these clusters within the R workspace. Takes an oligonucleotide profile 

table generated by kmer.py (Appendix 6) and an output folder as arguments.

dbscan.R:

#!/usr/bin/env Rscript

#rm(list=ls())

#Get arguments

args<-commandArgs()

#Define a number of new functions

#Returns color vector by category

heat<- function(x, alpha = 1) {

factors<-as.factor(x)

n<-levels(factors)

col<-rainbow(length(n), end=4/6, alpha=alpha)

lu<-data.frame(n, col)

new<-lu[factors,]

new<-as.character(new$col)

return(new)

}

#Function used to assign contig group assignments by number of contig fragments per 

group

assignment<-function(x, cutoff=2/3){

  test<-function(x,cutoff){

    #2/3 (or whatever cutoff) consensus
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    if(max(x)/sum(x) > cutoff){as.numeric(names(which.max(x)))}

    #2-window contigs get the benefit of the doubt

    else if(sum(x)==2 && max(x)/sum(x) == 1/2){as.numeric(names(x[max(x)==x])

[names(x[max(x)==x])!="0"])}

    #single outlier fragments and fragments with less than cutoff given ambiguous 

assignment

    else{NA}

  }

  c(apply(x,1,test,cutoff=cutoff))

}

#Function to examine individual contigs

#Usage: examine(<vector of contig names>, <pca coordinates>, <metadata dataframe>,

<scaffold classifications>, <fragment coloring>)

examine<-function(selections, pca.x, metadata, scaffolds, colors){

  joined<-cbind(pca.x[,1:3], metadata)

  joined$colors<-colors

  

  for(i in selections){

    work<-joined

    work$colors[work$scaffold == i]<-'#000000'

    plot3d(work, col=work$colors, type="s", size=0.5, main=i)

    

    pp<-work[work$scaffold==i,1:3]

   

    pp2<-pp[c(2:nrow(pp),1),1:3]

    pp<-cbind(pp,pp2)

    apply(pp,1,function(p){

      lines3d(x=p[c(1,4)],y=p[c(2,5)],z=p[c(3,6)], col="darkorange")

    })

      

    readline()

  }
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}

#Function to plot contig validity after integrating blast taxa data assigned by ldscgdb.py 

script

#Usage: plot.valid(<pca$coordinates>, <metadata dataframe>, <sqlite database>)

plot.valid<-function(pca.x, not.mer.data, dbname){

  require(rgl)

  require(sqldf)

  validated<-sqldf('select contig.accession,contig.cluster,contig.valid from contig', 

dbname=dbname)

  get.valid<-function(x,lookup){

    lookup$valid[lookup$accession==as.character(x)]

  }

  valids<-sapply(not.mer.data$scaffold, get.valid, lookup=validated)

  get.cols<-function(x){

    if(x == 1){

      '#0000FFFF'

    }

    else{

      '#FF0000FF'

    }

  }

  val_cols<-sapply(valids,get.cols)

  plot3d(pca.x, type='s', size=0.5, col=val_cols)

  return(val_cols)

}

##################RUN####################

#Required packages

require(fpc)

require(rgl)

require(tools)
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cutoff=2/3

#Get infile and out folder

infile<-file_path_as_absolute(args[6])

outfolder<-file_path_as_absolute(args[7])

setwd(outfolder)

#Read in data file

data<-read.table(infile, header=TRUE, row.names=1)

#Strip kmer counts from metadata

not.mer<-c("frag","scaffold","start","end")

kmer.data<-data[,! names(data) %in% not.mer]

not.mer.data<-data[,names(data) %in% not.mer]

#Dimensionality reduction via PCA and selective filtering of principal 

#components stopping the addition of further principal components after the 

#rate of added variance per additional component drops to an average or below 

#average amount.

#get principal components

pca<-prcomp(kmer.data)

#Get the amount of variance added by each additional principal component compared to

the addition of the previous PC 

#and normalize to the difference in variance between PC1 and PC2

test<-vapply(2:length(pca$sdev),function(x, sdev){(sdev[x-1]-sdev[x])/(sdev[1]-

sdev[2])},0,sdev=pca$sdev)

#Log normalize additional variances

test<-log(test)
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#Limit designed to keep only PCs whose addition imparts an above average amount of 

variance

limit<-mean(test)+1*sd(test)

#Calculate PCs to keep using the above limit,

pcs<-c(1)

for (i in 1:length(test)){

if (test[i] < limit){

break

}

pcs<-append(pcs, i+1)

}

keep<-pca$x[,pcs]

#recalculate distance after removing less valuable PCs

k.dist<-dist(keep)

#Minimum points equals the total number of kept dimensions plus one, in an effort to use

all spatial

#dimensions. See simplex.

minpts<-length(pcs)+1

#meandist equals the mean of <minpts> nearest neighbors for every point in the dataset

meandist<-apply(as.matrix(k.dist), 1, function(x, n){mean(sort(x[x!=0])[1:n])}, n=minpts)

#eps (neighborhood distance) equals the average of the average distances to <minpts> 

nearest neighbors in the dataset

eps<-mean(meandist)

#perform DBSCAN using eps and minpts, effectively creating an unguided number of 

clusters for which each point must be

#within a distance from another point that is less than or equal to the average distance of

each point to its n+1
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#nearest neighbors in n-dimensional space. Multiple clusters will be formed and points 

with larger than average 

#distances from thier nearest neighbors will be marked as outliers.  

dbc<-dbscan(k.dist, eps, minpts, method='dist' )

#Bind groupings to fragments

frag.groups<-not.mer.data

frag.groups$group<-dbc$cluster

#Tally groupings for cluster (or outlier - group 0) assignment

scaf.groups<-as.data.frame.matrix(table(frag.groups$scaffold,frag.groups$group))

scaf.groups$group<-assignment(scaf.groups, cutoff=cutoff)

if(nrow(scaf.groups) == 1){scaf.groups$group[1]<-1}

#colors assigned by cluster using heatmap function

cols<-heat(dbc$cluster)

#Plot in 3 dimensions for people to look at. Make a GIF

par3d(windowRect = c(512,512,2048,2048))

plot3d(pca$x, type='s', size=0.5, col=cols)

movie_name = 'clust_movie'

dir.create(movie_name)

movie3d(spin3d(rpm=2), duration=30, dir=movie_name, clean=FALSE)

#Write output

write.table(scaf.groups, file='scaf_groups.txt')

write.table(frag.groups, file='frag_groups.txt')

save(list=ls(),file="dbscan.Rdata")
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Appendix 6

Python code to generate oligonucleotide profiles tables for DNA sequence fragments
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APPENDIX 6: kmer.py – Generates an oligonucleotide profile table for use with 

dbscan.R

kmer.py:

#! /usr/bin/env python

import sys, site, os, re, subprocess, argparse

from Bio import SeqIO

def build_parser():

    parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description= 'Builds a sliding window tetramer 

analysis table for a set of fastas')

    parser.add_argument('-k', '--kmer_length', type=int, help='Oligonucleotide (kmer) 

length (Default=4)', \

                        default=4)

    parser.add_argument('-f', '--frag', type=int, help='Fragment length for sequence 

analysis "\

                        (Default=2000). Only sequences above this length will be analyzed. Step 

size is 1/2 of "\

                        fragment length.', default=2000)

    parser.add_argument('-p', '--prefix', type=str, help='Identifying prefix for these 

profiles.', default="seq")

    parser.add_argument('-s', '--sample_file', type=str, help='File containing sample 

sequences.', required=True)

    parser.add_argument('-o', '--output_folder', type=str, default='kmer_out', help='Name 

for output folder.', \

                        required=True)

    return parser

def get_seqs(filename):

    """imports sequences using filename and returns them as a list"""
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    handle = open(filename, 'rU')

    records = list(SeqIO.parse(handle, 'fasta'))

    return records

def shred_seq(seq, frag_size, step_size):

    """breaks a single sequence into fragments of a given length at steps of a

    given length and returns them as a list of lists, with coordinates and 

    subsequences"""

    seq_shreds = []

    start = 0

    end = frag_size

    while(end <= len(seq)):

        seq_shreds.append([str(seq[start:end]), start, end])

        start += step_size

        end += step_size

    return seq_shreds

def shred_records(records, frag_size, step_size, min_size):

    """breaks a sequences from a list of records into fragments of a given 

    length at steps of a given length and returns them as a serialized list

    with a corresponding dictionary of the original source sequences"""

    shreds = []

    short = []

    for i in records:

        if len(i.seq) >= min_size:

            seq_shreds = shred_seq(i.seq, frag_size, step_size)

            for j in seq_shreds:

                j.append(i)

                shreds.append(j)

        else:

            short.append(i)

    return shreds
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def reverse_complement(seq):

    """Reverse complements a given DNA sequence. Sequence must be all uppercase,

    and consist only of the letters A, C, G, or T."""

    base_complement = {'A': 'T', 'G': 'C', 'C': 'G', 'T': 'A'}

    complement = [base_complement[base] for base in seq]

    complement.reverse()

    return ''.join(complement)

def all_combos(to_add, prefix=''):

    """A piece of recursive code to dynamically generate a full set of kmers

    of any length"""

    if to_add == 0:

        return [prefix]

    combos = []

    for base in ['A', 'C', 'G', 'T']:

        new_prefix = '%s%s' % (prefix, base)

        combos.extend(all_combos(to_add - 1, prefix=new_prefix))

    return combos

    

def build_base_dict(klength):

    """Builds a reverse-complementary dictionary of all possible kmer 

    combinations of any oligo length"""

    dict = {}

    for i in all_combos(klength):

        name = '|'.join(sorted([i, reverse_complement(i)]))

        if name not in dict:

            dict[name] = 0

    return dict

            

def check_bases(seq):

    """Checks validity of DNA sequence.  Sequence can consist only of the four

    main bases in uppercase."""

    if re.search('^[ACGT]+$', seq):
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        return True

    else:

        return False

    

def kmer_count(seq, klength, base_dict):

    """Counts the oligomers of a certain length that are contained in a given   

    dictionary.  Returns the dictionary with counts added."""

    dict = base_dict.copy()

    words = shred_seq(seq.upper(), klength, 1)

    for i in words:

        if check_bases(i[0]):

            name = '|'.join(sorted([i[0], reverse_complement(i[0])]))

            if name in dict:

                dict[name] += 1

    return dict

def count_kmers(shredded, klength):

    """Counts the kmers of a given length in list of list formatted

    subsequences generated by 'shred_records'"""

    base_dict = build_base_dict(klength)

    for i in shredded:

        dict = kmer_count(i[0], klength, base_dict)

        i.append(dict)

    return shredded

def output_folder(output_folder_name):

    """Make an output directory and return path to it"""

    if not os.path.isdir(output_folder_name):

        os.makedirs(output_folder_name)

def build_table(shredded, prefix='seq-'):

    """Builds a table of kmer counts using the list of list format produced

    by 'count_kmers'"""
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    serial = 0

    table = []

    header = ['name','frag','scaffold','start','end']

    for i in sorted(shredded[0][-1]):

        header.append(i)

    table.append(header)

    for i in shredded:

        full_prefix = "%s.%s_scaf%s_%s-%s" % (prefix,serial,i[3].id,i[1],i[2])

        line = [full_prefix,serial,i[3].id,i[1],i[2]]

        for j in sorted(i[-1]):

            line.append(i[-1][j])

        table.append(line)

        serial += 1

    return table

def table_from_records(\

                       records, \

                       prefix='seq-', \

                       frag_size=500, \

                       step_size=250, \

                       min_size = 500, \

                       klength=4, \

                       ):

    """Automates the building of a oligonucleotide table, given a list of 

    fasta records, returns a list with the table and the list of record

    shreds"""

    

    shredded = shred_records(records, frag_size, step_size, min_size)

    shredded = count_kmers(shredded, klength)

    table = build_table(shredded, prefix)

    return [table, shredded]

def output_table(table, output_file_path):
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    """takes a 2d array and outputs it as a tab-delimited table"""

    out_table = open(output_file_path, 'w')

    for i in table:

        out_table.write('%s\n' % ("\t".join([str(x) for x in i])))

    out_table.close()

def output_frags(metagenome_shredded, output_folder_name, prefix):

    #output_file = 'Results.txt'

    #output_path = "%s/%s" % (output_folder_name, output_file)

    

    frags_file = "%s-frags.fna" % (prefix)

    frags_path = "%s/%s" % (output_folder_name, frags_file)

    fhout = open(frags_path, 'w')

    serial = 0

    for i in metagenome_shredded:

        full_prefix = "%s.%s_scaf%s_%s-%s" % (prefix,serial,i[3].id,i[1],i[2])

        fhout.write(">%s\n%s\n" % (full_prefix, i[0]))

        serial += 1

def main():

    parser = build_parser()

    args = parser.parse_args()

    frag_size = args.frag

    step_size = frag_size/2

    min_size = frag_size

    klength = args.kmer_length

    prefix = args.prefix

    output_folder_name = args.output_folder

    output_file_name = "%s.txt" % (prefix)
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    path_to_table = '%s/%s' % (output_folder_name, output_file_name)

    

    #Run instructions

    metagenome_records = get_seqs(args.sample_file)

    [metagenome_table, metagenome_shredded]=table_from_records(\

        records=metagenome_records, \

        prefix=prefix, \

        frag_size=frag_size, \

        step_size=step_size, \

        min_size=min_size, \

        klength=klength, \

    )

    output_folder(output_folder_name)

    output_table(\

                 metagenome_table, \

                 path_to_table\

                )

    output_frags(metagenome_shredded, output_folder_name, prefix)

if __name__ == "__main__":

    main()
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Appendix 7

Python loading scripts and object-relational database schema for initial quality control of

single-amplified genomes
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APPENDIX 7.1: models.py – Database schema using the 'peewee' object-relational 

mapper for database management (http://docs.peewee-orm.com/en/latest/). 

models.py:

#!/usr/bin/env python

import os

import sys

from peewee import *

from playhouse.fields import ManyToManyField

global DB

DB = SqliteDatabase(None)

class BaseModel(Model):

    class Meta:

        database = DB

class Organism(BaseModel):

    name = CharField()

class Assembly(BaseModel):

    version = IntegerField(default='0',)

    name = CharField()

    organism = ForeignKeyField(Organism, related_name='assemblies')

class Contig(BaseModel):

    accession = CharField()

    valid = BooleanField(default=False)

    cluster = IntegerField(default=-1)

    sequence = CharField()
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    assembly=ForeignKeyField(Assembly, related_name='contigs')

class Taxa(BaseModel):

    taxa = CharField()

    valid = BooleanField(default = False)

class Gene(BaseModel):

    accession = CharField()

    description = CharField()

    name = CharField(null=True)

    type = CharField()

    direction = IntegerField()

    start = IntegerField()

    end = IntegerField()

    taxa = ForeignKeyField(Taxa, related_name='genes', null=True)

    contig = ForeignKeyField(Contig, related_name='genes')

class NA(BaseModel):

    sequence = CharField()

    gene = ForeignKeyField(Gene, related_name='na')

class AA(BaseModel):

    sequence = CharField()

    codon_start = IntegerField()

    translation = IntegerField()

    gene = ForeignKeyField(Gene, related_name='aa')

class Evidence(BaseModel):

    method = CharField(null=True)

    resource = CharField(null=True)

    object = CharField(null=True)

    description = CharField(null=True)

    gene = ForeignKeyField(Gene, related_name='evidence')
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class Enzyme(BaseModel):

    description = CharField(null=True)

    ec = CharField()

    aa = ManyToManyField(AA, related_name='enzymes')

class Checkpoint(BaseModel):

    checkpoint = CharField()

    value = CharField(null=True)

    count = IntegerField(null=True)

    complete = BooleanField(default=False)
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APPENDIX 7.2: scgdb.py – A large class to abstract the entry, quality control, and 

retrieval of single-cell genomics assemblies in the first stages of analysis.  Based on a 

SQLite3 database.

scgdb.py:

#!/usr/bin/env python

import warnings

warnings.simplefilter("ignore",Warning)

import os, sys, argparse, re

from collections import defaultdict

from Bio import SeqIO, SearchIO

from Bio.Seq import Seq

from Bio.Alphabet import IUPAC

from Bio.SeqRecord import SeqRecord

import pandas as pd

from peewee import *

from models import *

class SCG_DB:

    def __init__(self, db):

        self.db = db

        self.bl_idx = None

        self.index_file = None

    #Make a new sqlite database if none exists
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    def make(self):

        if os.path.exists(self.db):

            os.remove(self.db)

        DB.init(self.db)

        DB.connect()

        DB.create_tables([

            Organism,

            Assembly,

            Contig,

            Gene,

            NA,

            AA,

            Evidence,

            Enzyme,

            Enzyme.aa.get_through_model(),

            Taxa,

            Checkpoint,

        ])

    #connect and disconnect to database

    def connect(self):

        DB.init(self.db)

        DB.connect()

    def close(self):

        DB.close()

    #load database with genbank file

    def load_genbank_file(self, fh_in, name, version=0):

        gb = SeqIO.parse(fh_in, 'genbank')
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        #Need to query before creating new organism

        if name is None:

            return False

        #see if there is a table for the organism before creating

        try:

            organism = Organism.get(Organism.name == name)

        except:

            organism = Organism.create(

                name = name,

            )

        #insert assembly into table, use version 0 as current version (unless otherwise 

specified)

        assembly = Assembly.create(name=name, version=version, organism=organism)

        #insert contigs into table, associate with assembly

        for locus in gb:

            contig = Contig.create(accession=locus.id, sequence=locus.seq, 

assembly=assembly,)

            #keep gene from last iteration (mostly used to convert sig_peptides to evidence)

            current_gene = None

            #convert features into genes with na, aa, or both types associations.

            for feature in locus.features:

                #skip source features, captured by contig

                if feature.type != 'source':

                    #get a name for each feature
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                    name = None

                    if 'gene' in feature.qualifiers:

                        name = feature.qualifiers['gene'][0]

                    #Features that produce products are inserted into gene table

                    if feature.type in ('CDS', 'tRNA', 'misc_RNA', 'rRNA'):

                        gene = Gene.create(

                            accession = feature.qualifiers['locus_tag'][0],

                            description = feature.qualifiers['product'][0],

                            name = name,

                            type = feature.type,

                            direction = feature.location.strand,

                            start = feature.location.start,

                            end = feature.location.end,

                            contig = contig,

                        )

                        current_gene = gene

                        na  = NA.create(

                            sequence=feature.extract(locus).seq,

                            gene=gene,

                        )

                    #Coding sequences get associated aa

                    if feature.type == 'CDS':

                        aa = AA.create(

                            sequence=feature.qualifiers['translation'][0],

                            codon_start=int(feature.qualifiers['codon_start'][0]),

                            translation=int(feature.qualifiers['transl_table'][0]),

                            gene=gene,

                        )
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                        #if identified as an enzyme aa gets an ec number

                        ec = None

                        if 'EC_number' in feature.qualifiers:

                            ec = feature.qualifiers['EC_number'][0]

                        if ec is not None:

                            try:

                                enzyme = Enzyme.get(Enzyme.ec == ec)

                            except:

                                enzyme = Enzyme.create(

                                    ec = ec,

                                )

                            aa.enzymes.add(enzyme)

                    #inferences are inserted into evidence table

                    if 'inference' in feature.qualifiers:

                        for inference in feature.qualifiers['inference']:

                            mro = inference.split(':')

                            object= mro.pop(-1)

                            resource = mro.pop(-1)

                            method = ':'.join(mro)

                            #sig_peptides are marked as seperate features

                            #could associate with aa but I won't need them so...

                            #convert sig_peptides to evidence associated with gene

                            if feature.type == 'sig_peptide':

                                description = ': '.join([

                                    'sig_peptide',

                                    feature.qualifiers['note'][0]

                                ])

                            else:

                                description = feature.qualifiers['product'][0]
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                            evidence = Evidence.create(

                                method = method,

                                resource = resource,

                                object = object,

                                description=description,

                                gene=current_gene,

                            )

        fh_in.close()

        return True

    def fasta(self, name, seqtype, valid=True, version=0):

        if seqtype == 'aa':

            model = AA

            alphabet = IUPAC.protein

        elif seqtype == 'na':

            model = NA

            alphabet = IUPAC.ambiguous_dna

        elif seqtype == 'gn':

            model = Contig

            alphabet = IUPAC.ambiguous_dna

        if seqtype == 'gn':

            if valid is True:

                seqs = (

                    model

                    .select()

                    .join(Assembly)

                    .join(Organism)

                    .where((model.valid == True)&(Assembly.version == 
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version)&(Organism.name == name))

                )

            elif valid is False:

                seqs = (

                    model

                    .select()

                    .join(Assembly)

                    .join(Organism)

                    .where((model.valid == False)&(Assembly.version == 

version)&(Organism.name == name))

                )

            elif valid == 'all':

                seqs = (

                    model

                    .select()

                    .join(Assembly)

                    .join(Organism)

                    .where((Assembly.version == version)&(Organism.name == name))

                )

        else:

            if valid is True:

                seqs = (

                    model

                    .select()

                    .join(Gene)

                    .join(Contig)

                    .join(Assembly)

                    .join(Organism)

                    .where((Contig.valid == True)&(Assembly.version == 

version)&(Organism.name == name))

                )

            elif valid is False:

                seqs = (
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                    model

                    .select()

                    .join(Gene)

                    .join(Contig)

                    .join(Assembly)

                    .join(Organism)

                    .where((Contig.valid == False)&(Assembly.version == 

version)&(Organism.name == name))

                )

            elif valid == 'all':

                seqs = (

                    model

                    .select()

                    .join(Gene)

                    .join(Contig)

                    .join(Assembly)

                    .join(Organism)

                    .where((Assembly.version == version)&(Organism.name == name))

                )

        for seq in seqs:

            if seqtype == 'gn':

                description = "%s length:%s valid:%s cluster:%s" % (seq.accession, 

len(seq.sequence), seq.valid, seq.cluster)

                record = SeqRecord(

                    Seq(seq.sequence, alphabet),

                    id=seq.accession,

                    description=description

                )

            else:

                description = "%s %s" % (seq.gene.accession, seq.gene.description)

                record = SeqRecord(
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                    Seq(seq.sequence, alphabet),

                    id=seq.gene.accession,

                    description=description,

                )

                record.name=seq.gene.name

            yield record

    def filter_genbank(self, fh_in, valid=True, version=0):

        gb = SeqIO.parse(fh_in, 'genbank')

        if valid == 'all':

            keep = [contig.accession for contig in Contig.select()]

        else:

            keep = [contig.accession for contig in Contig.select().where(Contig.valid == 

valid)]

        for contig in gb:

            if contig.name in keep:

               yield contig

    def insert_clusters(self, file, version=0):

        #Invoke pandas dataframe to read in R table from DBSCAN script

        df = pd.read_csv(file, index_col=0, header=0, sep=" ")

        #"Factorize" groups

        df['group'] = df['group'].astype('category')

        #Define clusters as groups

        clusters = df['group']
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        #Mark cluster 1 as valid, cluster 0 as outliers, and others as unknown

        valid =  df[(df['group'] == 1)]

        outliers =  df[df['group'] == 0]

        unknowns =  df[(df['group'] != 1)&(df['group'] != 0)]

        cat = { 'valid': list(valid.index), 'outliers': list(outliers.index), 'unknowns': 

list(unknowns.index) }

        #Query groups and assign validity and cluster in db

        for i in cat['valid']:

           for contig in Contig.select().join(Assembly).where((Contig.accession == 

i)&(Assembly.version==version)):

                contig.cluster = clusters[i]

                contig.valid = True

                contig.save()

        for i in cat['outliers']:

           for contig in Contig.select().join(Assembly).where((Contig.accession == 

i)&(Assembly.version==version)):

                contig.cluster = clusters[i]

                contig.valid = False

                contig.save()

        for i in cat['unknowns']:

            cluster = clusters[i]

            #Check for NaN

            if cluster != cluster:

                cluster = -1

            for contig in Contig.select().join(Assembly).where((Contig.accession == 
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i)&(Assembly.version==version)):

                contig.cluster = cluster

                contig.save()

        return cat

    #pull taxa from refseq header

    def _strip_nr_taxa(self, header):

        fields = re.split(r'\[|\]', header)

        return fields[-2]

    def _strip_na_taxa(self, header):

        fields = header.split()

        return " ".join(fields[0:3])

    #read in blast results file and assign taxa to each gene

    def index_blast_results(self, seqtype, results=None, version=0):

        if type(results) != list:

            result = list(results)

        if seqtype == 'aa':

            seqs = (

                AA.select()

                .join(Gene)

                .join(Contig)

                .join(Assembly)

                .where(

                    (Assembly.version == version)

                )

            )

            index_file = 'blpdx.idb'
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            stripper = self._strip_nr_taxa

        elif seqtype == 'na':

            seqs = (

                NA.select()

                .join(Gene)

                .join(Contig)

                .join(Assembly)

                .where(

                    (Gene.type != 'CDS')&

                    (Assembly.version == version)

                )

            )

            index_file = 'blndx.idb'

            stripper = self._strip_na_taxa

        index = SearchIO.index_db(index_file, results, 'blast-xml')

        for seq in seqs:

            if seq.gene.accession in index:

                query = index[seq.gene.accession]

                if len(query.hits) == 0:

                    continue

                genspec = stripper(query.hits[0].description)

                genus = genspec.split()[0].strip()

                if genus in ['Candidatus', 'PREDICTED:']:

                    genus = genspec.split()[1].strip()

                if genus.istitle() == False:
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                    continue

                if genus in ['Bacteria', 'Archaea', 'Marine']:

                    continue

                try:

                    taxa = Taxa.get(Taxa.taxa == genus)

                except:

                    taxa = Taxa.create(taxa = genus)

                seq.gene.taxa = taxa

                seq.gene.save()

        index.close()

        os.remove(index_file)

    #Tally associated taxa for each gene

    def _tally_taxa(self, contig):

        here = defaultdict(int)

        for gene in Gene.select().where(Gene.contig == contig):

            if gene.taxa is None:

                continue

            else:

                here[gene.taxa.taxa] += 1

        return here

    #find taxa shared by multiple contigs

    def _parse_parsimony(self, contigs):

        taxa_contigs = defaultdict(int)
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        for contig in contigs:

            tally = self._tally_taxa(contig)

            for taxa in tally.keys():

                taxa_contigs[taxa] += 1

        valid = [key for key,value in taxa_contigs.items() if value >= 2]

        return valid

    #validate contigs where the majority of the proteins appear to be related to proteins 

from

    #taxa found associated with proteins from one or more of the initially valid contigs.

    def validate_invalids(self, name=None, version = 0):

        #if Name == None, validate for each organism

        if name is None:

            organisms = Organism.select()

        else:

            organisms = Organism.select().where(Organism.name == name)

        #get valid contigs

        for organism in organisms:

            valid_contigs = (

                Contig.select()

                .join(Assembly)

                .where(

                    (Contig.cluster == 1)&

                    (Assembly.version == version)&

                    (Assembly.organism == organism)

                )

            )
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            valid = self._parse_parsimony(valid_contigs)

            valid.sort()

            for taxon in valid:

                ud = Taxa.update(valid=True).where(Taxa.taxa==taxon)

                ud.execute()

            for contig in Contig.select().where(Contig.valid == False):

                tally = dict(self._tally_taxa(contig))

                overlap = dict((key, tally[key]) for key in list(set(tally.keys())&set(valid)))

                summed = sum(tally.values())

                ol_summed = sum(overlap.values())

                if len(tally) < 1 :

                    continue

                if len(overlap) < 1 :

                    continue

                if float(ol_summed)/summed >= 1/2:

                    contig.valid = True

                    contig.save()
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APPENDIX 7.3: ldscgdb.py – A command-line front-end to the scgdb.py class to allow 

for easy loading and retreival of data from the command line.

ldscgdb.py:

#!/usr/bin/env python

'''

A command-line front-end to the scgdb class to allow initial loading of genbank files and 

qc data.

'''

import os

import sys

import argparse

from Bio import SeqIO

from scgdb import *

def get_args():

    parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(

        description='''

        Interface and basic loading for scgdb sqlite database

        '''

    )

    parser.add_argument('-m','--make',

        help="Make new db.  TAKE CARE: Older databases under the same name will be 

overwritten",

        action='store_true',

        default=False,

    )
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    parser.add_argument('-d','--db',

        help='Path of database file',

        required=True,

    )

    parser.add_argument('-n','--name',

        help="Name of organism",

        default = None,

    )

    parser.add_argument('-v','--version',

        help="assembly version. Default: 0",

        type=int,

        default=0,

    )

    parser.add_argument('-l','--load',

        help="load genbank file of assembly",

        type=file,

        default=None

    )

    parser.add_argument('-c','--clusters',

        help="Assign oligonucleotide cluster numbers from DBSCAN output file. By default 

0 is outliers, -1 is NA, 1 is the most common cluster",

    )

    parser.add_argument('-i','--index',

        help="index refseq blast xml file and assign taxa to genes . Options: 'aa', 'na' ",

        default=None,

    )

    parser.add_argument('-b','--blast',

        help="Name of blast xml files for indexing. Also accepts comma-separated list of 

files.",

        default=None,

    )

    parser.add_argument('-r','--reclassify',

        help="Following, blast indexing, reclassify contigs containing mostly genes 
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associated with valid taxa as valid contigs. Blastn files are only valid for non-coding 

sequences",

        action = 'store_true',

        default=False,

    )

    parser.add_argument('-f','--fasta',

        help="Print fasta file. Options: 'aa', 'na' 'gn'",

        default=None,

    )

    parser.add_argument('-g','--genbank',

        help="Genbank file for filtering by validity",

        type=file,

        default=None,

    )

    parser.add_argument('-y','--category',

        help="Category of contigs to keep (Options: 'valid', 'invalid', 'all').  Default: 'valid'",

        default='valid',

    )

    parser.add_argument('-o','--out',

        help="Outfile for sequence output.  Default: <stdout>",

        default=None,

    )

    args=parser.parse_args()

    if args.load is not None and args.name is None:

        parser.error('--load requires an organism name (-n)')

    if args.fasta is not None and args.name is None:

        parser.error('--fasta requires an organism name (-n)')

    if args.blast is not None and args.index is None:

        parser.error('--blast requires an index type (-t)')
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    return args

def main():

    args = get_args()

    db = SCG_DB(db=args.db)

    if args.make:

        db.make()

    db.connect()

    if args.load is not None:

        db.load_genbank_file(args.load, args.name, args.version)

    if args.clusters is not None:

        db.insert_clusters(args.clusters, args.version)

    if args.index is not None:

        args.blast = args.blast.split(',')

        db.index_blast_results(args.index,args.blast,args.version)

    if args.reclassify:

        db.validate_invalids(args.name,args.version)

    if args.fasta is not None:

        if args.category == 'valid':

            args.category = True

        if args.category == 'invalid':

            args.category = False
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        if args.out is not None:

            fh_out = open(args.out, 'w')

        else:

            fh_out = sys.stdout

        for i in db.fasta(args.name, args.fasta, args.category, args.version):

            fh_out.write(">%s\n%s\n" % (i.description, i.seq))

        fh_out.close()

    if args.genbank is not None:

        if args.category == 'valid':

            args.category = True

        if args.category == 'invalid':

            args.category = False

        if args.out is not None:

            fh_out = open(args.out, 'w')

        else:

            fh_out = sys.stdout

        SeqIO.write(db.filter_genbank(args.genbank, args.category, args.version), fh_out, 

'genbank')

        fh_out.close()

    db.close()

if __name__ == "__main__":
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    main()


